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to understand the intinite.
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WORD
By Abraham Pais' ..

•' "*

. ^Scientists 'continuewith

(heir unfinished-.

business, trying to-pick '"

more of the secrets'.

that God.siiif carries in his
'

. pockets. Howimany -

. more?'God-.oniy 'knows, f? .

.

matter made of? What are me
that hold matter Together? These

have been in man's thoughts
''

arc.: creams ?or a* ieast'2,o00 yearn. The
term' atom,- which means "uncut-table,"

dales back to the anciani Greeks. In
''

and medieval times, matter was.,

thought tc consist of. to,.;; elements: tire, hot

and dry: air. hoi and wet. water cold
\

mti wet; arid earth'. cold and dry. Two
forces were also baheveo- to- exist, love or

.' joy (attractions ) and str Ffe or hate rrepu:-'

-ions). Our ancestors did'-not pursue

-

:

tons in oroe'r to make life more
livaole or comfortable They sought
'neither to improve the wordnor to profit...

sp- curiosity, they -

hoped only to.underhand its many scien-
' line mysteries. I

'.':-.

.
Therriodemerapf science, ourbwn

era, began roughly 300 year- age. and has
answered many questions of previous

'

generations. During this Urns, mankind-
witnessed the birth of chemistry and :

the

realization that all. matter surrounding .

us is made'.-upot some 90 species,: the:-

rebemiealeiemerT's/l'he development of

chemica: mixtures and composites -had

lar-'eaonlng

conseeiuences eventually gmng rise to

the Indus trial: Revolution in ine nineteenth

.century.-

During eur'owu century, chemistry, pf

cburje; has; been- joined by other highly."./

:
sophisticated sciences Man's scrutiny of

even smaller constituents of matter has
: ou :. d these c ;

,! his to

far more basic units and in the process

.has revealed new tor,

soared

'

;entury, the
'

smallest measurable distances- have ''.

shrunk a hundred rniihontold.
'

if was justaboi.it at lite start of this

explosive era thai new ;aws oi nature— .

quantum-theory anu ;elat;viiy -new
forms of matter, and evidence; tor new
.forces made ihelrfirsEappearance. The
reality of atcr

whoa.these scientific, revelations began io

untold Now we know-- thai atoms are .

real and thai they have a pianotgry-.'strue-'

.tore—a nucleus at the. center and
electrons in the periphery. In social terms

we know too that the atom bomb created

'

a treme.naous"-upheavat in.ihe history

of civilization/ :
:

.
We have looked farther inside the',

nucleus and found it to consist of protons-

and neutrons. Banging these- particles

together, we have found rnesons : and other-.'

new modes of mailer -Including "strange"

and "charmed" particles. SsncVthe- early

these particles, and we've found their: to

beteom.posed of ouaiks New forces

have, appeared- on the scone: weak ones,

responsible ion beta radioactivity and .-'.-

reiaied phenomena: strong ones, which;

,
. :

;
i .!..::

:
i

.

,

devised uniii. l. 3 synthesize

four basic forces- strong, weak, etectro-

, magnetic; and gravitational.

Today scientists all over rhe world

are devotmg their nv;

particle physics. The .style of.experimen-
tation has changed profoundly. In earlier

times X rays, electrons, moioactlwty.

and nuclear transmutation were discov-

ered mi labletop experiments by scientists

who signed their own discovery papers.

.
The recent discovery of the vY particle,

' the quantum of the weak torce and one or

the deepest inward probes tc date, was
made by a cyclotron lour miles .ncircum-
le-ence win' detection equipment. weigh-
ing 2.000 tens. The discovery paper
was signed by i35 authors from 12

European and 2 American institutions li

eanno! be emphasized enough that

bigness in new scientific forays is inevita-

ble, but precision is tne key
.- Theoretical physics, in addition to

experimental physics has grown
:mmense:y more complex lime and
.again during this oenlury mathematical
disciplines., which wet;;- once autonomous,

smostiTuiifu; in carrying

the theory forward' in turn, developments
in physical theory have stimulated

advances in pure mathematics. Large
computers are enormously- useful to

'

particle physics Tney are aiso. costly

Super microscooes are expensive as
well. By the Sixties their price lag had
'passed, the $100 minion mark. Evert earlier

it had become evident that single unlver- '.
.

:

:. -,
: ! ;!!. .

I international govemment-
supporied consortia were termed, at iirs!

to build rite microscopes, later to execute
ever: a single experiment minding- for

esearcfi technology
has come to. depend on poiiticai m-aneu- :.'

waring that, in the United Stales, involves

Congress ana ine White House.
How have these quests affected bur

.
lives? Electromagnetic induction, initially

a'.'purely scientific discovery, is novwused to

Start our ears. Electrons, initially consid-
'..

i

: ..i! ,.,;:'. .!!.:; vcrucia! for

.building computers and welching televi-

sion. In 1935 the discoverer of the atomic

nucleus predicted That tine practical
' application oi nuclear energy would be
.moonshine..Now we have the bomb, and
thelpower supply of Hamburg. Germany,
is 70 percent nuclear.

Meanwhile, smenfsls con iii:ue : with'
'

iheir unfinished business, trying to pick .

rnoreofthe secrets ihat God still carries in

his pockets, how many more? God
only knows.CO -.

.v.-'.m.m; Pare omr oi the 'ounamQ iaiht-.-i m
' ' ..,-. :. .. .-;

...... ;. r mm
3 ,'£..' mr .'-i.'S

~be: i.

J:,;',-7;;,'r-j, ,. /-m's is aiso

me-authar cl Inward Bound, iusi published- '

!>'
i

'..'' '."
• .;' i
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In
1980 writer A.J.S. Rayl undertook the

most difficult task of her life; finding a

treatment for her mother's Alzheimer's

disease. She contacted dozens ol doctors,

consulted nutrilionisls and therapists,

and even quesho'icd
;

aitr healers who
might help. She read volumes on the

devastating effects of the fourth leading

cause of dean among elderly Americans.

. Finally in 1985 she learned of an experi-

mental procedure that may one day be an

accepted treat
1

"'" enl for Alzheimer's.

In "Brain Master" (page 44), her first

article to appear in Omni, Rayl reports on

this experimental work by Dartmouth-

Hitchcock neurosurgeon Robert E. Har-

baugh. Using a device modeled after

the fuel pump found in some airliners, Har-

baugh implants a tiny, cylindrical disc

into Ihe stomach of an Alzheimer's victim.

From Ihis pump, he snakes a tube into

the patient's brain. The pump dispenses

a powerful drug directly into the cerebro-

spinal fluid. The encouraging results;

The disease's progress seems to be halted

in some patients. Without the drug they'

return to a confused state. All patients,

however, must be sale surgical candidates.

Rayl notes, which dashed hopes for her

own mother, whose condition was too

advanced. But in an exclusive interview,

Rayl chronicles one woman's courageous

battle against the disease.

"When I first heard about the work at .

Dartmouth I was immediately intrigued, not

only by Harbaugh's approach and the

10- OMNI

;ec Sinology ben-no ' but a so by the

human element," Rayl says. "I think my
experience with Alzheimer's proved to be

an asset in putting the story together,"

In "War of Winds" (page 82), best-

sell ng suspense writer John G. Fuller

recounts the stories of Midwestern families

uprooted by a devastating tornado on

Memorial Day. 1985 Fuller a.so examines

the science involved in the most difficult

weather-prediction task—pinpointing

the exact location of a'300-mile-per-hour

twisler whose paih is more capricious

than that of a lightning bolt. The author of

The Day We Bombed Utah, which first

appeared in Omni (May 1983), and The
Ghost Of Flight 401, Fuller talked to scien-

tists al universities in Oklahoma,

Colorado, and Chicago to understand

how, in coming decades, we will alter the

course of the warm- and cold-air masses
that form a tornado's power.

As Fuller takes the reader back to thai

harrowing day in 1985, Brooks Peters,

a contributing reporter at Vanity Fair, cata-

pults the reader into the stock exchange
100 years hence. In "Wall Street 2086"

(page 48), Peters reveals the predictions

of some ol the financial capital's most

influential experts. Whal can we expect to

see in the twenty-first century? he

asked Louis Rukeyser, Malcolm Forbes,

Andrew Tobias, and others, Their

responses: telepathic trading, megacom-
panies with the resources and political

influence of current .superpower countries;

ihe pcssio c replacement of Wall Street

itself by superadvanced computer
technology. "In many respects." Peters

comments, "this overview of future stock

investing seems lo come right from the

pages ol science fiction."

Iri our own fiction, Gregg Keizer projects

readers into a future in which humans,
aided by powerful 'nntasy crugs and

magical cloaks, transform themselves into

animals. "Chimera Dreams" (page 52) is

a tale of a world where it's difficult to

discern the difference between illusion

arc reality. Keizer's previous work in

Omni includes "I Am the Burning Bush"
(May 1982), which was his first published

story, and "Edges" (June 1983).

And science-fiction artist John Berkey,

whose work began in the realm of

science fact, lends his imagination to

"Skyships" (page 74), Contributing editor

Owen Davies, in [he texl accompanying
the pictorial, describes Berkey's space
vehicles as gleaming nuks with a sponta-

neous, almost organic quality.

In the pictorial "Bug Anatomy" (page

60), French phoiooraphor Jean-Claude

Revy reveals the microscopic beauty

of pests anc pa;as les. exposing those

features usually invisible to the human eye.

Omni also congratulates writer Daniel

Bufstein, whose article "Future Shock
Rolls Over China" (September 1985) was
recently cited for excellence in the

Overseas Press Club of America's 1985

awards competition.DQ
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Justice for All?

Dr. Christiaan Barnard's arguments for

legalizing euthanasia [Firsl Word, March

1986] seem al first to be merciful, reason-

able, and compelling. Who could argue

that it is wrong to shorten the suffering and

decrease the expense associated with

death and dying?
I
believe, however,

we should consider his proposal with

caution. When the legalization ol abortion

was proposed, some opponents warned

that euthanasia would be next. They cited

several steps leading to the reduction of

our society's respect for human life.

Historical examples were presented,

including Nazi Germany, in which abortion

had been followed by euthanasia of the

elderly and hopelessly sick.

Although I do not accuse Barnard of

nefarious motives, I believe physicians,

should be the last group of people to be

entrusted with this decision. Perhaps

we should require a judicial action in each
case, with due consideration to both

sides during the deliberation. I wish only

.
to raise a yellow flag of caution.

Kenneth Larsen, Ph.D.

Medical researcher

Salt Lake City

Foul Play

I just finished your sports quiz ["The

Teams of 2000, "March 1986], and lam
disturbed by your grading system, I am
known as a sports nut, but I scored 15Va

points and resent being called a dolt

who doesn't know the difference between
Pete Rose and Wayne Gretzky. Just

because Peter Ueberroth and I have

slightly different opinions doesn't mean I

don't know my sports.

Chris Otte

Anaheim, CA

Blaming the Victim

While I enjoyed many of D. Carleton

Gajdusek's thoughts [Interview, March
1986], he is obviously less than charitable

when it comes to victims of suicidal

urges. It may be Irue that suicide by rational

choice ought not lo be discouraged or

punished. But by far the majority of suicide

attempts are made by the irrational, the

mentally ill, and the depressed.

Statistics indicate that of those people

prevented from committing suicide by

leaping from San Francisco's Golden Gate

Bridge, only 4 perceni go on to commit
suicide. I sincerely hope that Gajdusek
never falls victim to a suicidal depression

during which he meets someone of his

own persuasion who is eager to "help him

over the side."

Glenn FCartwnght, Ph.D.

Symsys Technologies Corporation

Montreal, Quebec

A Christmas Story

Two months before my iirst baby was due
I read "The New Art and Science ol

Nativity" [December 1985]. On Christmas

Eve our son was born. Unfortunately, he

was five weeks premature and had hyaline

membrane disease [a respiratory

disease]. He was transferred to Primary

Children's Medical Center, where he

was treated successlully.

Thank you so much for your intormative

and clearly written article. Knowing what

to expect when we went to see our son in

the infant intensive care unit certainly

lessened the trauma and helped us deal

with what must be one of the most
difficult things a parent goes through. Our
son is now doing very well and has a

healthy set of lungs.

Kristina Hill

New York

Sex Selection

In the article "Birthtech" [December
1985] there was a large photograph of a

continuous paii.cle elecirophoretic

machine, with a photo caption that read:

".
. . sperm being screened for sex

selection before tenihzng egg." I devel-

oped this instrument from 1977 to 1984.

Readers may conclude that the instrument

successfully screens tor sex selection,

when in fact this is not true. It merely sorts

large sperm trom small sperm. Thanks
for setting the record straight.

Rafael I.Tejada, M.D.

Director of Reproductive Biology

California Institute for In Vitro Fertilization

Newport Beach, CADQ



DIALOGUE

FDRunn
Omni welcomes speculation, theories,

commentary, dissent, and questions from

readers in this open forum. We invite

you to use this column !o voice your hopes
about the future and to contribute So the

kind ol informal dialogue Hia: provokes

tho Dughs.

Please note that we cannot return

submissions and that the opinions

expressed here are not necessarily those

of the magazine.

Disenchanted?

There are many ways to fault Freeman
Dyson's article [First Word, February

1986]. but I
will confine my argument to

his ludicrous premise that "technology is a

gilt of God." II is this premise that makes
the rest of his argument possible.

Basically. Uoohrclogy is applied science,

a bridge between abstract constructs

and the business of Deduction. What,

then, is this "gift of God"? Knowledge
cannot be given: it can be acquired only

by those who exert the effort. Thus

technical knowledge and its material

effects are the property of individuals, not

nations or the planet.

Unfortunately, this fact is denied by
many governments that treat a man's

property as a tribal product. We should

not give the Soviel Union (or any other

totalitarian sta:e) our technology for the

same reason that we should not give

aid and- comfort to a murderer,

Christopher D. Miller

Editor and Publisher

Either/Or

Box 846
East Longmeadow, MA

"constrain Iho How ol technological

goodies" when tho present administration

is trying to encourage toxic with many,
countries, including China? For years we
have provided vast amounts of foreign

aid to the world— money, tools, and
information. Large numbers of international

students attend our colleges and univer-

sities. Don't these things count?

Technology is the direct result of long,

14 OMNI

hard work by 'ncu. The p'oducers have a

right to charge what they want for their

labor or to restrict l lor thc-i 1 own use. The
world does not have free access to our

technology any more *han wo have access

lo lis technology.

You must have tools to use technology.

The ability to machine metal is a basic

buitding block ol industry. The cost of a

sing.e latne n a machine shop can run

from $6,000 to S20.000 or more. Knowl-

edge is cheap. :ools aren't.

David Smith

Mendham. NJ

' Professor Dyson is mistaken when he

says we should share our technology with

the rest of the world. Some countries

_simply are not ready. Other countries, if

given this information, would either use it

for their own gains or turn it against us.

Dyson states that the Soviet Union

seeks equality in order to negotiate with

us. It is obvious that they seek dominance
rather than equality and will use technol-

ogy to dominate us. I agree that technology

is a God-given gift but it should be used

responsibly and intelligently.

Colleen Triggs

Valley Center, CA

Most technically .rained people see
technology in a positive way, but few

worship ii. Dysons .og :c s tortured. In one
paragraph he lauds technology as the

second most important "gift of God" and
then immediately states it was gained

through "generations of misery."

I surely don't understand why Dyson
thinks we shou c bestow this "gill" on his

friends in Russia and China. We. like

every other nation, have laws about such
collaboration. Several citizens are

presently on trial tor the same. Perhaps
ihe professo' should alow :ne KGB to

pursue this sort of work—without his help.
"

' J, Freeman McCarty
Laytonville, CA

I applauo Dyson 'or his oo; irageous

views on technology. Since President

Reagan assumed office in 1981, there has

been an increasing tendency on the

oa-r
; of government eaders ic assume a

protectionist position when it comes to

inicrnalional ;rado During Ihese last

six years the trade barriers that have been
erected between the Soviet Union and
the United States have come lo reflect the

increasingly militaristic and hostile stance

cicoptecl by these ".wo superpowers.

Furthermore, many prominent intellec-

tuals, headed by none other than

Theodore H. White, have decided that

American technology must be protected

and husbanded for the good of a small

minority of the Amor-car people. How
wrong they arel vVha: has happened to

the international vision that has governed
American foreign pel cy since the end
of the Second World War? Just as the

United Slates, with its Marshall Plan, was
viewed as the liberator of Western Europe
in the Forties, technology must now be
viewed as a "iborating force.

' as Professor

Dyson suggests.

Unfortunately. Dyson has become
something of a lone wolf, a scientist who
is willing lo fackle the narrow views of

both politicians and trendy intellectuals.
I

find it refreshing that one of the distin-

guished physicists of our time would be
willing to defy popular opinion and call for

a sc ent i;c mission that wculd bring

peace to the world scene.

Robert Schwartz
New Haven, CT

Dyson s p-ern se that "technology is

Goo's o ft ;o all nations a-ike" is self-

evidently false. Technology comes from

the intellectual e
:

'orl of individuals. Science

is no! an "interra-iona enterprise." It is a

method for exploring I ho physical world in

a rational way Dyson's departure from

rationality saddens me, for in his day

he was one of the truly great minds.

Denis J. Foley III

Millersville, PA

Freeman Dyson replies: I am glad to see
that my article made so many people
angry. That proves that ,

; said something
nontrivial. The purpose of writing is to

make people think, no! to make everyone
ihink ai:ke.DO



WHAT EVER HAPPENED TO EDMUND;

EXPLDRMTIOnJS
By Erik Larson

A^^k s a kid I spent hours thumbing
#«^» the pages of the Edmund
B \ Scientific Catalog, trying to

dream up sciorco-r'ai.' projects and ways
of spying on the neighbors ' he catalog

offered war-surplus gunsights. Navy
infrared snooperscopes, and Fresnel

(magnifying) lenses capable of burning

holes in leaves anc fricnos. The product

that most intrigued me, though, was
the "Big Ear," a cheap parabolic micro-

phone for eavesdropping on conversations

a couple of backyards away.

Back then, the most i I .lating hhg n

the catalog was "The Visible Woman," a

clear plastic model showing a woman's
interior geography. Edmund still sells the

model. But today a kid can also order

such scientific procucis a:; oreasi forms

—

falsies, in less selenitic crcies and
ForPlay sensual lubricant.

Edmund, how you've changed.
For decades, hundreds of thousands

of kids coveted the Edmund Scientific

Catalog, a quirxy digest-size compendium
of cheap and not-so-cheap scientific

paraphernalia. Among its youthful clientele

were John Steinbeck. Sena
I or Barry

Goldwater, and Isaac Asimov. The Edmund
catalog was as wholesome as Mr. Wizard

and as idealistic as Boy's Life. But

somewhere along the way. Edmund
strayed. "We got around to thinking we'd

sell anything we wanted, science be
damned," concedes Robert Edmund, the

thirty-eight-year-old president of the

Barrington, New Jersey, company. It was
a policy lhal nearly sank Ihe catalog.

Norman Edmund, Robert's father,

started the company in 1942 to supply

raw lenses io photographers. His first

eotaogs were austere Sv?x it -inch

pamphlets listing lenses and war-surplus-

optical devices. Business, sluggish

through the early years, took off in 1957
after Russia launched Sputnik I. America
mobilized: Scientists were needed to

keep up with the Soviets. Suddenly every

kid had a science-fair project due each
spring, and many found their ideas and
supplies in Edmund Scientific.

In those days Edmund's catalogs

gushed with enthusiasm, warning to

parents! cneci one head re in the 1960

book, do you like MATH^The ad went
on to caution that parents' attitudes could

be passed on Io their kids "So parents.

be careful, ... II you don't like it yourself,

hide your dislike from your children, or

even beMer cevebo a hkra for it. because
really and truly MATH CAN BE FUN."

Then, in 1974, Norman Edmund retired

and ns:allc-c Robert as president. In

1982 young Edmund, eager to leave his

mark, launched an assau". on the alfluent

yuppie market. He split the company's
eaia:og m'o nousiry and consumer
editions and published a brand-new one,

calec Robert Edmund's.

The Robert Edmund catalog was slick,

especially compared with the previous

generation of ca'e. ogs. ;nose bazaars of

drawings and exclamalions—wow The

new catalog displayed only live or six

items on each page and used color

photoc/apris o
! unprecedented scale. It

peddled dumbbells, ka-aie suirs. tummy
tighteners, and ocxcrfU pekstraps. "We
s:a'tod dcvia'mg from our ground rule that

every product had to have something

(): rncopcscopc:-. d<g Ear.:-, and ForPlay.

to do with science.' says Roberl Edmund.
"There were times when we treated it as

a rubber-band rule—we stretched it

:

or tangs we really loved."

The change was understandable but

risky. "It's a natural tendency to want
to break out of your mold and get into a

lve : er area.'' says Dick I loegson, a

catalog consultant eased in Wesllown.

Pennsylvania, But in doing so, he adds,

Edmund lefl a niche that it alone had
occupied. For only the second time in its

44-year history Ihe company lost money.

"We began losing a lot of our old

customers," Edmund says.

He pulled back. The marketing sage
who helped Edmund enter that brave

new world weni back ;o a green ng-card

company in Texas: The company elimi-

nated the Robert Edmund yuppie-log.

Robert's wife, Gwynne, the new-products
director, says sne nas begun reinstating

such classic products as the sack of

assorted lenses, long a staple of the earlier

catalogs. "We have relumed [the hobby
catalog] to what it used to be, a Irue

science book," she says.

The rubber-band rule, however, seems
to have survived. On the page marked
security in tno 1986 ea:aog. you can read

ads for haroculfs and men's support

briefs. On a ne ahbering page an ad says:

"Heighten the experience. ForPlay

sensual lubricant was created to enhance,

pio.org anc heighten your pleasures."

"Show but don't tell," cries another

ad depicting a photo of a woman doing

Ihe back float and wea-ing a bikini top.

"Spenco's silicone breast forms fill out

today's active women's clothing."

Where does science fit in?

Edmund explains that ForPlay repre-

sents a scient I c improvement over

the convenlional lubrical no. gel physicians

use. And the breasts, he says, are the

same prosthetic forms that a doctor might

recommend for patients who have had
breast surgery. "To that end they have

scientific interest," he says. "That's where
the rubber-band rule comes in. I think

we can stretch it around that." Besides,

he adds, the products not only sell,

they sell well.DO



COMA COMEBACK

nninjD
By Leah Wallach

The twenty-year-old man
appeared lo be in a deep slum-

ber, but it was a slumber

nearer death than sleep. For ten weeks
he lay in a coma, and his family was
told he'd never recover. As an alternative

to sitting there helplessly they chose to

participate in an experiment using some-
thing called a coma-arousal technique.

They clapped wood blocks near the

patient's ears, shined lights into his eyes,

held vinegar beneath his nose, put sugar

on his tongue, scratched his skin—all

with the goal of arousing his brain. Each
set of stimuli lasted about an hour and
was performed 6 to 12 times each day.

After a series of these techniques and
progressively more sophisticated

programs, the man awoke.

Of course he might have recovered

without the therapy. For that reason

surgeon Ted Freeman and epidemiologist

John Pierce, both of whom had worked
with the family, have launched the first

controlled study of this controversial

technique. Beginning this summer they

will monitor two groups of coma patients

admitted to Westmead and North Shore

hospitals in Sydney, Australia. All will

be patients between the ages of five and
sixty who have been in comas for ten

days or longer. The Westmead patienis

will receive regular nursing care and
the coma therapy. The North Shore patients

will receive the standard medical treat-

ments but no coma therapy. After two

years researchers will compare the

recovery rates of both groups.

For years doctors had no alternative

but to take care of the comatose patient's

body and wait—for him to die or awaken
on his own. "No active intervention for

prolonged coma has ever been proved
effective," explains Dr. Michael Walker,

director of the Stroke and Trauma Program
at the National Institute for Neurological

and Communicative Disorders and
Strokes. In general the medical establish-

ment is not excited about coma therapy.

Many doctors dismiss it as outright

voodoo, and even the more sympathetic

are skeptical. Until Freeman and Pierce'

undertook their study, no one had
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attempted lo produce scientific justification

for the method.

A brief review of what's known about
comas should help explain why it has

taken so long to get a study under way. At

least 40 percent of the people who
remain in a coma longer than 24 hours

die within two weeks. Those who eventually

wake up are usually left with intellectual,

physical, or emotional limitations—called

"deficits"—that make it impossible to

return to ihe life they once enjoyed.

Beyond that, facts are sketchy. Until

recently the medical community didn't

even have a universal way of describing

the levels oi coma. "Consciousness
isn't like a light switch that goes on or off,"

explains Dr. Nathan Cope, chief of the

division of rehabilitation at Stanford

University Medical School. "It's more like

a dimmer on a light." In 1978 a team of

doctors finally came up with what is

known as the Glasgow Coma Scale. Based
on eye, verbal, and motor responses
perceived during a simple physical exam,
doctors assign a number rating to

confused or unconscious patients.

Trapped in a coma: Can we break through?

There is also no reliable way to predict

the outcome of a coma. There are just

enough exceptions to the statistical rules

to keep doctors cautious and families

in an emotional limbo. "You look at patienis

and presumably there is nothing going

on," says Dr. Howard Eisenburg, chief of

neurosurgery at the University of Texas.

"I mean, no output. Yet after months they

wake up. It's fascinating."

That the brain does recover leaves

some doctors receptive to the general idea

of stimulating the comatose. As Stanford

University's Cope puts it: "Even a normal

brain will deteriorate operationally if it's

put in a situation of sensory deprivation. It

needs a constant level of stimulation.

Presumably that's true for a damaged brain

as well." Even those sympathetic to the

idea have felt coma arousal needs more
than anecdotes to support its case.

That is what Freeman hopes to accom-
plish with his two-year program. At the

end of two years doctors not involved with

the program will do a "blind" evaluation

of the results.

Because the patients' families are so
intimately involved in coma-arousal

therapy, their mental health will also be
studied. "How will it affect the quality

of their lives?" Pierce asks. 'And is it

possible that coma arousal will not make
the patient independent—merely

dependent at a higher level?" Putting it

more graphically, he asks: "How would a
fifty-year-old couple respond to suddenly
having a severely incapacitated grown
son living with them?"

At the very least Pierce hopes to get

some sense of how effective the therapy
really is. One study of comatose patients

who recovered spontaneously found

that 40 percent of the people who had
been in a coma at least two weeks had a
satisfactory recovery. {Satisfactory

means they can feed and dress

themselves and enjoy some degree of

independence.) Because coma therapy

is expensive and time-consuming,

Pierce says, more like 70 percent of those

in the therapy group will have to make
a satisfactory recovery before it would be
considered worthwhile.DO



\NTHER MAN

EARTH
By Eric Mishara

^^^ ack in pioneer days, the swamp
I^^h tale goes, a panther stole a

l^^v crying baby boy from his

molher's arms. The boy grew up to

become a "man-panther," a wild, catlike

predator that roamed south Florida's

Everglades, sometimes on all fours.

In the modern version of this iale, a

Vietnam combal veteran with shrapnel in

his back and skull tracked a man-size

panther through the snake-infested waters

of the wild Florida Everglades. In time

he moved with catlike stealth, cried out

like a panther, and soaked his clothes

and skin in panther urine, acquiring the .

animal's scent.

Unlike fhe earlier man-panther, though,

the Vietnam veteran is real. His name is

Jim McMullen, and he has waged a

guerrilla war to save the endangered
Florida panther, or cougar, and its fragile

Everglades home.

McMullen's remarkable obsession

dates back a decade, when, plagued by

nightmarish memories of combal, he
drank to oblivion, brawled senselessly,

and wandered from job to job. According

to McMullen he was reading a local

newspaper when he happened upon a

report that the once-plentiful Everglades

panther was extinct. Disturbed, he "beat

a track to the library and .ockod up the

Florida panther in a National Geographic
wildlife book." According to the expert

authors, the information in the newspaper
was absolutely true.

The panther, McMullen explains, was a

fearsome predator, a proud loner, which

struck a chord of empathy in him. He just

couldn't accept the notion of extinction.

"I drew a straight line on a map Irom my
hometown of Streator, Illinois, to the

Everglades, piled my belongings in an

old yellow Maverick, and drove three

days to Everglades City," he says. "At the

time I didn't have any clear idea of what

I'd do when I got there. But I identified

with the cat. I
had to see whether the

animal had beaten the odds."

As it turns out, it had.

After six months, without any of the
.

modern accoutrements of animal tracking,

McMullen caught his first momentous
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glimpse of a panther: a lightning-quick,

taupe-colored male. McMullen named him

Shakespeare, in homage to the bard's

fluid, rhythmic verse.

"I had succeeded where others had

failed," McMullen says, "and I did it without

air boat, swamp buggy, helicopter,

tranquilizer gun, or radio-telemetry gear. I

did it alone."

It didn't take McMullen .nng lo become
a first-rate naturalist, deeply attuned lo

pawprints, claw marks, droppings, and
game kills.

Using his minimalist approach he

tracked Shakespeare for six years He
lived in the cat's Everglades territory

for' weeks at a clip, sometimes covering

15 miles of mucky grasslands, thick forest

.
undergrowth, and teeming swamplands
in a single day. Enduring sweltering

temperatures and carrying only a knife for

protection, no [angled wiln bears, rattle-

snakes, and alligators.

Most important, he assumed the

cha racienstics o- the panther itseit. Walking

barefoot over gravel and jagged rocks,

he learned the panther's silent, light-

footed slop. Crying out until his throat

went raw, he mimicked the female pan-
ther's impassioned mating cry.

"I was trying to be a panther— totally,"

McMulien says. "I was trying to divorce

myse f Irom being human so I could

penetrate that animal's soul."

One day, according to McMullen, he
ano Shakespeare icckcc eyes, and
the dream of affinity came true. The 150-

pound cat, eight feet long from its nose

to the tip of its ran sent ivictvijHen into

ecstasy. "I wanted to reach out and run to

Shakespeare and embrace him,"

McMullen says. "I wanted to feel thai

panther power wrap around my soul."

Soon after. Shakespea'e disappeared

without a Irace. But McMullen went on
lo :rack 25 d lleroni Fiorina panthers,

verifying their existence through pawprints

and other physical signs. His visual

sightings of the furtive panthers now tally

exactly 11.

McMullen, who once kept Shakespeare

his own treasured secret, has recently

become an outspoken environmental

activist and public crusader extraordinaire.

He has transformed his Everglades diary

into a critically acclaimed book (Cry

of- the Panther, McGraw-Hill Paperbacks,

$1 95). And l raveling through Florida

with a trained panther named Tracker, he

conducts an education urogram about

the endangered cats. His efforts have

even persuaded Florida officials to name
the panther the state animal.

Although earlier pronouncements of the

panther's ext nc'ion were premature,

McMullen fears they might soon become
all too real. The endangered panther is

off-limits to hunters, he says, but booming
south Florida real estate is disturbing

natural water few and drastically shrinking

the great cat's 3,000-square-mile Ever-

glades domain.

The panther, McMullen says, "is a

messenger carrying a warn ng to man. If

the panther dies out, the Everglades

—

so rich in water, food, and oxygen

—

will die out, too. Turn environmental treas-

ures like the Everglades into a desert

and the human race will become an

endangered species as well."DO



MARSOUEST

By Senator Spark Matsunaga

The round-lrip journey !o Mars
would last nearly three years,

including 13 months on the red

planet. The Martian ships would be
assembled in near-Earth orbit over a
period of seven months. (Orbital assembly
would be required because a Mars-

bound launch from Earth requires more
fuel than a manageable rocket can hold.

Only by launching from a gravity-free

orbit, where fuel 'equi regents are much
lower, would a manned Mars mission

be possible.) Winged shuttles would ferry

the construction crews to orbiting space
platforms, where they would put together

the Mars ships.

Remarkably, this scenario was drawn
up some 30 years ago in a book, Explora-

tion of Mars, written by rocket pioneer
Wernher von Braun and scientist/writer

Willy Ley. The- book not only demonstrated
the technical feasibility of a manned
Mars mission but also prefigured the

American manned space program well

into the Nine'les- the w need shuttles

of the Eighties and the space station that

has been proposed for the Nineties.

The difference is that back in 1956, the

authors put forward the shuttle (Von
Braun even used that term) and the space
plalform as components of a larger plan,

a manned mission to Mars. In 198.6 we
have the shuttle and are on the way
toward the space station, bul there is only

talk of going to Mars. How have we
wound up building ihe components while

abandoning the mission?

Politics. From the beginning NASA
planners shared 'Von Bra. ins aspirations

tor a Mars mission as the primary target of

our space program. But in the spring of

1961 John Kennedy needed a relatively

"quick and dramatic space accomplish-

ment; so he sent NASA racing to the

moon instead.

After we finally got the moon race out

of our systems, NASA, led by Von Braun,

tried to restore the original goal. In 1969
Von Braun proposed a mission that would
depart on November 12, 1981. reach
Mars on August 9. 1982, and return to

Earth on August 14, 1983. His proposal

was incorporated into the report of a
committee appointed by President Nixon

Mars: the goal thai propelled both space programs. The Russians still remember. We turned away.
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to establish obiec-ivos n space after the

Apollo program. The report offered three

options, led by Von Braun's Mars mission,

with ils shuttle and space-station compo-
nents. The second option postponed
the Mars mission until the late Eighties.

Option throe included only Ihe space
station and the shuttle. With Vietnam
devouring the federal budget and the

national will, Nixon rejected all three

options and chose only a shuttle.

Tne damage tnai "969 decision caused
our space program is only now beginning
to show. A shuttle that was meant to

lead us lo Mars is being wholly justified

as a vehicle for "commercializing" near-

Earth orbit, mainly by launching and
servicing satellites. Because unmanned
launch vehicles for commercial satellites

are olten cheaper, however, the fastest-

growing and surest customer for the

shuttle is turning out to be the Department
of Defense, which has a big budget
and a different agenda. Odds are that the

same thing will eventually happen with

the space station.

The whole program is oul of kilter. The
extraordinary economies promised by
the shuttle and space station will never be
realized until those vehicles are allowed

to do what they're supposed to do. They
were conceived and designed to support
the fundamental, overriding objective of

the Space Age: interplanetary exploration

and so: I lement carried out across a
broad expanse of time and space. They
are equivalents of the government-
financed roads and canals thai opened
up the American continent in the nineteenth

century or the fedca'iy Hrarced inter-

state-highway system tha' transformed our

economy in the Fifties.

Our commitmenl to a Mars mission

began long before Von Braun. Tracing Ihe

history of United States rocketry back to

its beginnings I made another discovery:

America's Ma rs program 'oaily began
in a cherry tree in Worcester, Massachu-
setts, in 1899. Sitting in the upper branches
of the tree was a seventeen-year-old

named Robert Goddard. The cherry tree

was his private hideaway, where he went
to think and dream. On that day in 1899, by
COMINLIFI) ON PAGE 125



By Frank Kendig and Lisa Buck

There's a group in Tacoma Park,

Maryland, that wants you to stop

mowing your lawn. Called the

Fruitarian Network, il claims grass feels

pain when you cut it. "It is impossible

to mow the grass without harming it," says

head Fruitarian Nellie Shriver. "We believe

grass has some sort ot consciousness,

that it has feelings."

The idea that grass feels pain may
seem preposterous, but the group should

not be discounted. It is probably the

only organization in the United States

actively opposed to lawns, those

manicured symbols of small-town and -

suburban life.

In the United States alone there are

some 45 million lawns, and pieced together

they take up 25 to 30 million acres of

real estate, an area about the size of

Indiana. The average 1,000-square-foot

lawn costs $200 to $500 per year to

maintain—provided you do the work

yourself. The same investment in a food

garden would yield more than $2,000
worth of fruits and vegetables.

So why do we do it? What possesses

someone who owns or rents an acre of

land to devote three quarters of it to green

swatches of short-cropped grass? Is

our love for lawns the result of our cultural

heritage, like the necktie and circumci-

sion, or is i! something deeper, a carryover

from a lime we walked on all iours or

swurg through the trees?

The cultural argument traces our love

of lawns back to the Middle Ages, when
feudal lords kept open fields around
their castles. The fields provided protection

against sneak attacks as well as a place

for horses and cattle to graze. When
manor lords began copying this green-

grass decor as landscaping for their

mansions, lawns became symbols of

prestige and as such were introduced to

the American colonies by Virginia plant-

ers and New England merchants alike.

"One of the rigid laws ot lawn care is that

its dignity must not be sullied by food

plants," says agriculture historian Robert

West. "Food was grown by peasants

and farmers, not by ladies and gentlemen.

The British homeowner who enjoyed

gardening and its harvests secluded the

s p.:s: a cultural habit"

operation al -hs; rr;ar of -us residence.

Americans copied this status fix,"

The golden age of the lawn, however,

came a century later. It was then that

technology unleashed one of its most
unsung inventions. An 1841 English

publication titled Ladies' Companion to

the Flower Garden announced it: 'A

substitute for mowing with the scythe has
lately been introduced in the form of a

mowing-machine."

But our fascination with lawns could

have begun long before the Middle Ages,

according to John Falk, a lean, lantern-

jawed ecologisi who is the director of the

Smithsonian's Office for Educational

Research. For more than 15 years Falk

has been studying lawns from Nebraska
to Nigeria, and he thinks our attraction

to them may be genetic, a vestige of our

primitive beginnings on the grasslands of

East Africa.

Falk began studying lawns because
they were so commonplace and so closely

connected to humans. "They are

omnipresent, relatively simple ecosystems,

and I thought I'd have a good chance ot

understanding how humans made an

impact on them." he explains.

During the course of his study. Falk

continued to tend his own 1,000-square-

foot lawn in suburban Maryland. But

unlike the average suburbanite, he

collected and weighed all the grass

clippings and counted and identified

insects, birds, and other animals that

visited. He even clocked the amount of

time it took to move the water sprinkler

from one section of the lawn to another.

He also looked into the history of lawns,

"There were lawns five thousand years

ago in China, and there is pretty good
evidence that the Mayans and Aztecs had
lawns," he says. "If you look at some of

the early drawings of Mohawk villages

there are areas of grass kept purposely

short. It could just have been a fad, but I've

never heard of a fad lasting five thousand

years. I tried to imagine the biological

landscape most like lawns, and the result

was obvious—savannas."

Falk believes that humans may have an
innate preference for savannalike terrain,

COVTiNUFrs ON PAGE 80



How to read a newspaper
by Walter Cronkite
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If you're like most

Americans, you try to

keep up with the news by

watching it on television.

That's how 65% of us

get most of our news

—

from viewing 40-odd-

minutes ofTV news
broadcasts each day.

The problem— and I

know the frustration of it

firsthand— is that unless

something really special

happens, we in TV news
have to put severe time

limitations on every story,

even the most complicated

important ones.

Get more than headlines

So what we bring you is primarily

a front-page headline service, lb get

all you need to know, you have to

flesh out those headlines with a com-

plete account of the news from a well-

edited and thorough newspaper.

Is it really necessary to get the

whole story? Dorothy Greene
Friendly put it this way: "What the

American people don't know can
kill them." Amen.

News people have a respon-

sibility. And so do you. Ours is to

report the news fairly, accurately,

completely. Yours is to keep yourself

informed every day.

I'll never forget the quotation

hanging in Edward R. Murrow's

CBS office. It was from Thoreau:

"It takes two to speak the truth-
one to speak and one to hear."

Take a 3-minute overview

Here's how I tackle a paper. For

starters, I rake a three-minute over-

til A
view of the news. No need to go to

the sports section first, or the TV
listings. With my overview you'll

get there quickly enough. First I

scan the front-page headlines, look

at the pictures and read the cap-

tions. I do the same thing page by

page front to back. Only tfien do 1

go back tor the whole feast.

The way the front page is

"made up" tells you plenty. For one
thing, headline type size will tell

you bow the paper's editor ranks

the stories on relative importance.

A major crop failure in Russia

should get larger type than an over-

turned truckload of wheat on the

Interstate, for example.

Which is the main story?

You'll find the main or lead story

in the farthest upper right-hand col-

umn. Why? Tradition. Newspapers

used to appear on newsstands

folded and displayed with their top

right-hand quarter showing. They
made up the front page with the

lead story there to entice readers.

You'll find the second most
important story at the top far

left, unless it's related to

the lead story. Do you

have to read all the stories

in the paper? Gosh, no.

But you should check

them all. Maybe the one
that appears at first to be
the least appealing will be
the one that will most
affect your life.

News is information,

period

A good newspaper pro-

vides four basic ingredients

to help you wrap your

mind around the news:

information, background,

analysis and interpretation.

Rule #1 of American
journalism is: "Newscolumns
are reserved only for news."

What is news? It is informa-

tion only. You can tell a good news-
paper story. It just reports the news.

It doesn't try to slant it. And it

gives you both sides of the story.

Look out for a lot of adjectives

and adverbs. They don't belong in

an objective news story. They tend

to color and slant it so you may
come to a wrong conclusion.

Do look for by-lines, datelines

and the news service sources of

articles. These will also help you
judge a story's importance and its

facts.

As you read a story you can
weigh its truthfulness by asking

yourself, "Who said so?" Look out

for "facts" that come from unnamed
sources, such as "a highly placed

government official." This could tip

you off that the story is not quite

true, or that someone— usually in

Washington— is sending up a "trial

balloon" to see if something that

ma} happen or be proposed gets a

good reception.

Anotber tip: Check for "Cor-

rections" items. A good newspaper
will straighten out false or wrong
information as soon as it discovers

its error. A less conscientious one

will let it slide or bury it.

An upside-down pyramid

Reporters write news stories in

I special way called the "inverted

start with the end, the climax of the

story, with the most important facts

first, then build in more details in

order of importance. This is unlike

the telling or writing of most sto-

ries, where you usually start at the

beginning and save the climax for

last. Knowing about the news-

paper's "inverted pyramid" style will

help you sift facts.

A well-reported story will tell

j "who," "what," "when,"

here" and "how." The best news-

papers will go on to tell you "why."

"Why" is often missing. And that

may be the key ingredient.

Many important stories are

flanked by "sidebars." These are

supporting stories that offer, not

news, but the "why"— background

and amlysis— to help you under-

stand and evaluate it.

Background offers helpful facts.

Analysis frequently includes opin-

ion. So it should be— and usually

carefully labeled as such. It's

generally by-lined by an expert on
the subject who explains the causes
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of the news and its possible con-

sequences to you.

No good newspaper will mix
interpretation with "hard" news,

either. Interpretation goes beyond

analysis and tells you not just what

issues by writing letters, particularly

to your Congressman or state or

local representative.

To understand the news better

you can also read news magazines.

Books help fill in the holes, too.
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outfit to happen. This should be
clearly labeled, or at best, reserved

for the editorial page or "op-ed"

(opposite the editorial) page.

Form your own opinion first

I form my own opinion before I

rum ro the editorial page tor the pun-

dits' views. I don't want them to tell

me how to think until I've wrestled

the issue through to my own conclu-

sion. Once I have, I'm open to other

reasoning. Resist the temptation to let

them do your thinking for you.

Here's an idea I firmly believe

in and act on. When you read

something that motivates you, do
something about it. Learn more
about it. Join a cause. Write a let-

ter. You can constantly vote on

pie, many people felt that the daily

news coverage wasn't entirely satis-

factory. The truth is, you could

have gotten many important new
facts on the war from the books

coming out at the time.

Pick a TV story and follow it

Now that I've told you about

the basics of getting under the skin

of.a newspaper, let newspapers get

under your skin.

Tonight, pick an important sto-

ry that interests you on the TV
news. Dig into tbe story— in your

newspaper. Follow it, and continue

to follow it closely in print. See if

you don't find yourself with far more

understanding of the event.

And see if you don't have a far

more sensible opinion as to the

"whys" and "wherefores" of that

event, even down to how it will

affect you— and maybe even what

should be done about it.

Keep up with the news the way

my colleagues and I do— on TV
and in the newspapers.

Learn to sift it for yourself, to

heft it, to value it, to question it, to

ask for it all. You'll be in better con-

trol of your life and your fortunes.

And that's the way it is.

Today, the printed word is more vital than ever. Now there is

more need than evet for all of us to read better, write better and

communicate better. International Paper offers this series in the hope

that, even in a small way, we can help.

If you'd like to share this article with others, we'll gladly send

you free reprints. So far we've sent out over 27 million reprints of the

series in response to requests from people everywhere. Doubleday

has now published 13 of the articles in a book, titled: How to Use

the Power of the Printed Word. For the paperback version, send us

a check for $5.9.5 made out to Doubleday. Write: International Paper

Co., Dept. 15X, RO. Box 954, Madison Sq. Sta., N.Y, NY 10010.
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By Robert Rivlin

I century naturalist Anlonie van
Leeuwenhoek at his newly invented

microscope. Through his lens he is

examining the myriad tiny creatures his

microscope can deiect irva drop of

water— rotifers, minute brine shrimp,

diatoms—the lantastic world of micro-

scopic i river toorate animals whose delicate

shells dely the human imagination in

their intricate construction.

Van Leeuwenhoek's twentieth-century

equivalent, Clifford Pickover, sits in front

of a color cathode-fay tube at IBM's

Thomas J. Watson Research Center in

Yorktown Heights. New York. Like the

Dutchman, Pickover is viewing what
appear to be magnifications of tiny inver-

tebrates not qu to idon'i:iable as crabs,

sea stars, or insects but nonetheless

having strong morphological resem-

blances. One of the little "bugs" catches

Pickover's eye. He touches some keys

on the computer terminal, and the magni-
fication on the screen changes instantly.

Now the tiny bug fills the screen, and
its structure becomes every bit as intricate

as its larger brothers and sisters in the

lower magnification.

There is one fundamental difference,

however, between Van Leeuwenhoek's
bugs and those being observed by

Pickover and his fellow researcher, Elaine

Khorasani, a programmer at the IBM
center: While the microscope was reveal-

ing real organisms in a real drop of water,

the computer graphics screen is showing
the results of a computer program used
for displaying the results ol complex
mathematical formulas.

Pickover's work is based on the type of

computer graphics in which the computer
calculates all the x, y coordinate points

necessary to satisfy a particular equation

Then the program illuminates the appro-
priate x, y coordinate points—called

"

picture elements, or pixels, for short—on
the graphics display screen. What gives

Pickover's work such a unique look (some
people say-tbe forms he generates are

a whole new class of shapes) is that '

the mathematical equations he feeds into
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tne compute' arc [nc-'-sc/ives quite

complex. They include trigonometric and
polynomial lunct'ons. in addition to more
common algebraic functions. The solution

to an equation is ted back into the

equation once again as a new starting

point. The more the data are iterated, the

more complex they become, until, having

passed through the computer equation

from five to ten times, an "iteragraph"

y displayed on the screen.

This feedback process is similar to

the
:eedback I hat occurs when loud-

speakers are placed too close to a micro-

phone. The sound emerging from the

speaker is picked up and amplified again

and again, creatine] the fan liar screech-

ing sound. The same kind of feedback

—

the basis ior early video art—can occur
' when a video camera is pointed at a

TV monitor displaying [he output from that

camera. The camera shoots its own
image, building into a streaming, manda-
lalike form. Mathematically. Pickover's

iterative process and its resulting forms
are related to those created- by the fractal

'geometry of IBM researchers Benoit

Using rracts! gsarna!/ / :o

Mandelbrot and Richard Voss. Indeed,

Pickover and Khorasani's work began
about'two years ago, w.non l.ney attended
a lecture by Marce ore! and decided to

develop a way of test no, Mandelbrot's

theories. In fractal geomet'y continuous
iteration of a basic lormula that contains a
fraction (hence the term iracial) yields

forms on the graphics screen that resem-

ble mountains, maps of continents, and
exploding galaxies in space. Fractals are

infinitely detailed. Because of their malhe-
mai.ca properties, inoy always look

essentially the same, no matter how many
limes they are "magnified" by a certain

eleclronic graphics process.

Pickover's forms bear an uncanny
resemblance io ar as:orishirgiy rich

variety of forms found among invertebrate

organisms. And his program creates

these creatures witnout using ne hundreds
of iterations required ior many of the

fractal forms that resemble rocks.

What docs ine resemblance of Pick-

overs ieragraphs :o natural forms say
about nature itself? "It's so easy," Pickover

says, "to look at the twelve-armed radially

symmetric computer-graphics form

generated by an equation with z3 and see
how much it resembles sarcodines

[protozoa with thin, pointed pseudopods].
Or to note how :he b. laterally symmetric
z2 shapes resemble the ciliated larvae of

several marine organisms. Or how forms
with z" + z G resemble protozoans with tiny

organelles within them."

But is this how nature itself evolved?

Were a few relatively simple transforma-

tions applied to a few basic molecular

forms, creating hundreds of different

shapes in the invertebrate world? "There

are some computer-graphics images
that use laws of natural phenomena
to create realistic-looking images—such
as Brownian movement to govern the

distribution of particles in a cloud,"

Pickover adds. "And perhaps random
numbers came into play in the physics of

mountain-range formation, So it's not

mpossible that iteration of algebraic

functions in the complex plane could

account for some of the forms of inverte-

brate animals."DO
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By Owen Davies

For astronomers the millennium is

almost at hand. After spending

more than five years and $1.2

billion, NASA has finally completed its

fabled Space Telescope, ready to go
whenever the shuttle is ready to take it.

Out beyond our almosphere it will offer its

users a crystalline view of the universe.

No more will stars be viewed through the

thick, moving layer of air ihat smudges
the brilliant pinpoints of light of distant

stars. The Space Telescope will allow

scientists to peer far into the universe and

back in lime, perhaps to the Big Bang
itself. It may even reveal planets circling

the nearer stars.

Yei suddenly the Space Telescope

seems less of an advance than everyone

believed. It turns out that a comparatively

simple adapter would permit Earth-based

observatories to see almost as well for

considerably less—at a cost of only

$30,000 or so. And a stripped-down

version could give the amateur stargazer

with a 12-inch telescope and $50 in his

jeans a view lo equal that of the giant eye

at Mount Palomar.

The" key to better sight is a so-called

active mirror telescope devised by Robert

C. Smithson and his colleagues at the

Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory.

"The atmosphere causes various types

of blurring and distortion in a telescope

image. It's like looking through a telescope

at an image in a fun-house mirror," he

explains. "The basic idea of the active

mirror is to reject :he light entering the

mirror off another fun-house mirror that

reverses the distortion and straightens out

the image-"

Smithson's active mirror is actually 19

smaller ones, each reflecting part of

the image captured by the telescope's

main mirror. Optical sensors measure the

image distortion caused by the atmos-

phere, and small electronic elements

called piezoelectric actuators move each

mirror to compensate for the distortion;

These 19 subimages combine to form a

single, sharp image when they arrive

at the telescope's camera.

His version cost between S30.000 and

£40,000 to build, but he says a backyard
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astronomer skilled in working with

electronics could build his own version for

tens of dollars. 'An amateur with a tilt-

mirror compensation device could gel

pictures as-sharp as anything you can get

from Palomar," Smithson says.

The advantage ol many mirrors is that

they compensate for the nonuniform

distortion caused by the atmosphere. Paris

of the atmosphere are warmer or cooler

than neighboring regions. As light rays

pass through the air, they may be bent a

little more or less than rays only a few

feet away, When the light arrives al the

telescope, the image that entered the

atmosphere is bent out of shape.

Jo 'make the image flat again, each of

the 19 mirrors is tilted to compensate

fpr the uneven distortion. The resulting

resolution, says Smithson. "is as good as

you would hope to get if the telescope

were viewing from space."

He recently tested his active mirror for

the first time using a large solar telescope

at the National Solar Observatory at

Sacramento Peak, New Mexico. Its images

of the sun were i vc ".imes clearer than

Space Telescope: Can minors equal it?

those pictures taken / incut Ine device.

The active mirror does suffer from

one limitation Ihat the Space Telescope

does not; The image detectors that control

the mirror segments are sensitive only

to bright sky objects. That means for now
the telescope can be used to study only

the sun. Even in the future Smithson

doubts it will over work wiih objects dimmer
than the twelfth magnitude, which elimi-

nates most quasars arc distant galaxies.

"There are astronomers who would

say that there is nothing interesting to see

at that level," he says, "but the mirror

can still be used if there is a bright object

near the dim one you want to look at. If

the two are close enough, the mirror

will correct focus for the dim object."

Dr. Ray Smart!, ceojty c rector of the

National Solar Observatory, thinks the

mirror is useful enough already. "We
regard it as a major breakthrough in

ground-based solar astronomy," he

declares. "When we have the mirror

operating on a routine basis, it will probably

turn out that the device can provide

limitless answers." As an example, he

says it will enable solar astronomers to do
spectral analyses of small areas of the

sun, a task that until recently has been

extremely difficult to perform.

While Smithson's present model is just

a prototype and is still being tested, it

should be ready for astronomers to use in

about a year. In the meantime he and

his colleagues are nearly finished with a

more sensitive image detector that will

enable them to do nighttime asironomy.

Getting that into general use will probably

:a.ke another three years.

While fhe technology duplicates some
of the Space Telescope's 'unctions,

Smithson does not view it as a replace-

ment. "In spite of a lot of stuff printed

about how the Space Age is here and
astronomers will never observe from the

ground again, it really isn't all that simple,"

he says. "As long as you've got to shoot

into space something the height of a

thirty-six-story building, it's going to be
very expensive. That means there will still

be a lot of instrument development and

observations done here on Earth.'OO
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COMPUTER VIRUS

S he killer comes into the house over the telephone,

oozing out as a series of sounds unintelligible to the

human ear. It creeps through a modem into a per-

al computer, disguised as free software down-
loaded from a computer bulletin board halfway across the coun-

try. The computer owner has no idea what is about to happen.

He has recently learned about this bulletin board, a distant per-

sonal-computer database through which he and other computer
owners can exchange public-domain software (not copyrighted

and therefore free) by downloading it to their own computers.

This, his first free program, is called the Egabtr (pronounced
eggbeater), an acronym for "enhanced graphics adapter beater."

It is supposed to sharpen the images on his computer screen,

though to his untrained eye the program doesn't appear to be
doing anything, Bui the killer is at work. It has shed its disguise

as a normal program and begun its real task of slaying the com-
puter's disks. Going from one disk drive to the next, it methodi-

cally sends program and data files into digital oblivion.

Then comes the message, written on the screen in glowing

green letters: ahh arfi gotchai

At first the novice computer owner doesn't grasp the signifi-

cance of the cryptic message, but when he fries to use the com-
puter again the meaning becomes clear. The computer's floppy-

and hard-disk drives, which moments earlier contained hun-

dreds of dollars' worth of programs and Irreplaceable data, are

for all practical purposes blank.

The disk killer has struck again. Somewhere, perhaps thou-

sands of miles away or just down the street (there is no way of

knowing), the programmer who created the disk killer is chuck-

ling. He is smart and knows it, but he needs a forum to prove it

to everyone else. The hundreds of computer bulletin boards in

Ihis country are his forum. Using a phony name and telephone

number, he calls the bulletin board and submits his disk-killer

program disguised as useful software, hoping someone will

download it; then . . . gotcha.

People familiar with big computer systems have known about

disk killers for a long time. Banks, Insurance companies, and
military installations have feared the day when a disgruntled pro-

grammer would cause a computer system to collapse by de-
stroying information stored on disks, tying up computers with

nonsense programs, or using computer networks to spread a

destructive program Irom one regional office to another. By sim-

ply telling the computer to match today's date against a killer

program's predetermined start-up date, adissident programmer
could take revenge on a former employer's computer system

long after he or she has quit or been fired.

Now, with the increasing used computer bulletin boards, killer

programs are a threat to personal-computer owners. Among bul-

letin-board systems operators, or sysops, this has become a big

enough problem to warrant circulating lists of disk-killer pro-

grams the way Ihe FBI distributes its most-wanted-criminals list.

The disk killers come in basically two varieties. There are harm-

less-looking programs such as Egabtr, which conceal within a

legitimate program some destructive computer instructions,

somelimes called software worms. Worms are swift and direct;

they immediately destroy information stored on disks.

Another type of killer, the software virus, earned its name by

being more insidious. A program containing a virus can be used

without incidenl for days, weeks, or months, but during that time

it is infecting programs on the computer's disk drives with killing

instructions. On a predetermined date all the affected programs
are instructed to go on a rampage.

Jim Gainsley, a CompuServe sysop in Minneapolis, says he

found out about the Egabtr from a list of most-wanted disk killers.

While he's not sure how widespread the problem is on bulletin

boards, he Suggests that sysops on smaller boards often lack

the time to police every new program they get. The result: Some
disk killers escape detection.

That's not to say nothing is being done about it. Digital Dis-

patch, Inc.
,
of Minneapolis, for example, has designed some de-

tective software that questions a suspected disk-killer program
before your computer is allowed to use it. Called Dafa Physician,

it detects and removes a software virus by mathematically sam-
pling a suspect program for pieces of dangerous computer code
that an innocent program shouldn't be carrying. Another pro-

gram, called C4Bomb, is free on CompuServe.
But Gainsley says he thinks all programs designed to search

for worms or viruses are fallible. "You can design a program that

would detect viruses," he says, "but you can't be sure it would
find every way that a person could do a virus."

—

STEVE GROSS
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with diesel fuel. With 69 million sheep. New Zealand is in good shape tor the next energy c,

TEN MILES
PER LAMB

The 3 million inhabitants of

New Zealand are outnum-
bered 23 to 1 by sheep.

So when thrifty government
ministers wanted an eco-

nomical, homegrown alterna-

tive fuel source, they turned to

an obvious choice.

Now a whole fleet of trucks

and buses is getting ten

miles per lamb in a success-
ful experiment to produce
diesel fuel from lamb fat.

Lamb tallow, the surplus fat

from the carcass, is proc-

essed into methyl ester

of tallow, ihen blended with

regular diesel fuel. The
average lamb can produce
half a gallon of the stuff.

"There's no problem with

the process," says research

scientist Ian Moncrieff of

Britain's Perkins Engines,

which leads the world in

alternative diesel fuel tech-

nology. "We've tested the

new luel on everything from

an electricity generator to
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a twin-engined fishing boat."

Tallow is already a useful

spinoff for New Zealand
lamb exporters; it's used for

soap and printing inks.

The new process produces

another valuable by-product,

glycerol, used in more than

1,000 different industrial

and manufacturing products,

from explosives to drugs.

But it's the economical new
fuel that excites New Zea-

land's frugal treasury officials.

Sheep could provide more
than 10 percent of the coun-

try's diesel fuel and ensure

lhat when world oil prices

start to rise again, New
Zealand drivers won't get

fleeced at the pumps.

—John Cooke

WHAT KILLED THE
GREEKS?

The Greek historian Thucy-
dides left detailed descrip-

tions of the death and suffer-

ing caused by a mysterious

plague that ravaged Athens
between 430 and 427 b c.

I
and scholars throughout the

; centuries have tried to figure

;
out what this disease was

j
that wreaked such havoc on

j

the ancient Greek state.

|

Now, according to retired

epidemiologist Alexander

|

Langmuir of Chilmark, Mas-
sachusetts, the mystery

: has finally been solved: The

:

plague of Athens was a
deadly mixture of influenza

and toxic shock syndrome.

Langmuir, who formerly

headed the Centers for Dis-

! ease Control's (CDC) epide-

;
miology department, reached

'

this conclusion while attend-

|

ing "Death in Athens, 430
b.c," a colloquium at the

i
Health Sciences Center in

|

Tucson, Arizona.

"Ancient medicine has
never intrigued me much,"
he recalls, "but when they

handed out the Thucydides
i translation, I read it with

total amazement."
Thucydides listed a variety

of symptoms caused by
the plague—including cough,

vomiting, blisters, gangrene,

diarrhea, amnesia, and
thirst—and described how
the disease originated in

Ethiopia and spread to Egypt,

Libya, Persia, and, finally,

through the port of Athens. To

Langmuir, much of this

sounded like severe pan-

demic influenza, similar

to the outbreak seen in this

country in 1918.

"But some symptoms
didn't fit influenza at all," he
notes, "especially the retching

to the stage of convulsions

and the gangrene of the

hands and toes." Instead, it

sounded remarkably like

a "new" disease, toxic shock
syndrome (TSS). "it is not

quite TSS as we know it

today because there was no

extensive rash," Langmuir
adds. "But it sounds like

a staphylococcus infection

very much like toxic shock."

White Langmuir reports

that many physicians are en-

thusiastic about his discov-

ery, not everyone is con-

vinced he is right,

"It's an intriguing possibility,

although I think it is unlikely,"

says toxic shock researcher



Margaret Oxtoby of the CDC.
"TSS could have existed

before it was described in

1977, but how far back it

goes, no one can know.

There's really no way to prove

or disprove this sort oi thing."

But Langmuir insists that

his theory is more than

idle speculation. "It not 'only

brings us a totally new ap-

preciation of what a remark-

able historian Thucydides
was, but it also raises the idea

that the plague of Athens is

not an extinct disease, and in

some future epidemic, this

might be the pattern that

it takes."—Sherry Baker

OLD FECAL PELLETS

Important scientific discov-

eries don't always come in

the mast attractive or appe-
tizing forms. Take fecal

pellets. University of Georgia

zoologist Karen Porter re-

cently discovered some
ancient feces lhat may be
evidence of the oldest form of

complex life ever found.

Porier, who normally stud-

ies microscopic animal life

in modern aquatic ecosys-

tems, uncovered the pellets

while helping U.S. Geological

Survey geologist Eleanora

Rabbins with her research.

Bobbins was looking for new
ways to locate petroleum,

and she suspected that the

organic material contained in

certain black shales might

offer some clues.

Porter found thai the pellets

were virtually identical to

the feces produced by some
modern microscopic ani-

mals—in particular, worms
and soft-bodied creatures

called copepods.
Working with Bobbins and.

Duke University researcher

Kurt Haberyan, Porter theo-

rized that the tiny (15 by

150 microns) cigar-shaped

pellets were probably defe-

cated by long-extinct micro-

scopic animals that were

about one to two millimeters

in length. "The creatures

left no body fossils behind

because they had no skele-

tons," Porter notes, "but

the pellets are trace fossils of

their existence." She explains

that the mucilage-encased

pellets are well preserved

"because they fell quickly

through water onto the bottom

of lakes. and ocean basins,

where there was iittle or

no oxygen. There was no

wave action to disturb ihem

and no animals to eat them."

How long ago did these

pellet-producing creatures

live? To find out, Porter

and her colleagues asked

people to send them organic-

rich shales from all over

the world, and they studied

samples dated from 0.5

billion to 3.8 billion years old,

Pellet microfossils were

found in a ! shale samples

dated between f> billion ard

tling is that the earliest previ-

ously accepted fossil evi-

dence of multicellular animal

lite is about 0.67 billion

years old. So if Porter is right,

the time scale of evolution

will have to be rearranged.

The idea that animais were

living at least 1.2 billion

years earlier than current

science textbooks claim is not

being quickly accepted in

the scientific community.

Paleontologist William Schopf

of the University of California

I at Los Angeles says "it will

i
be astounding" if Porter's

|
research withstands scrutiny.

]
Porter has collaborated

with geologists who think the

I
pellets may point the way
to new oil discoveries. "They

can tell me what the world

i looked like when continents

;
were adrift. And

I
can tell

them good places to look for

this kind of shale," Porter

relates. "After all, the pellets

appear to contain poorly

digested algae. And that's

just the kind of thing that gets

turned n:o petroleum."

— S-iorry Go«er

Georgia's Karen Porter: l.Q-bi'tlton-year-old feces? Porter's Utile

pellets are shaking theorthodox world ol paleontology.

LAB TROUT

Rats and mice are gener-

ally the preferred laboratory

animals for human-cancer
research. Bui a handful

of cancer researchers are

now using fish as an alterna-

tive to rodents.

"It is certainly unlikely that

fish are ever going to replace

rats and mice, but they can

be used to supplement what

we learn with the rodents,"

says biochemist George
Bailey of Oregon State Uni-

versity inCorvallis, who
this year is conducting ex-

periments with 25,000 trout to

study the role of diet in hu-

man cancer.

A big advantage of trout,

Bailey says, is that they

can be raised and maintained

for just one tenth the cost of

rodents, which frees millions

of dollars for additional

research.

And because the trout are

so cheap, the costs of per-

forming experiments with

large numbers of test animals

are no longer prohibitive.

Thus it now becomes feasible

to test whether low doses
of suspected carcinogens

cause low-incidence cancers.

Using trout in cancer
research, Bailey says, is also

unlikely to arouse protest

among animal-rights activists.

One main drawback is

that the fish lacks various or-

gans that are present in

human beings.

"The fish doesn't get lung

cancer or breast or urinary

bladder cancer," Bailey says.

"Where there are parallels,

though, such as cancers

of the liver, kidney, and
stomach, we can work with

the fish."—Eric Mishara
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10 SPIRALS TOWARD
JUPITER

Id, Jupiter's strange vol-

canic moon, is spiraling

toward the planet. The orbit

isn't shrinking fast—just

four inches a year—but it

surprised astronomers who
expect most satellites to

drift slowiy away from planets,

as the moon drifts away
from the earth. The slow

shrinkage heats lo and may
power its volcanoes, accord-

ing to astronomer Ken
Jacobs of Hollins College in

Roanoke, Virginia.

The changes are so small

they showed up only when
Jacobs and Samuel J. Gold-

stein, Jr., of the University

of Virginia studied three-

century-old observations

made by Ole Rsmer. Those
timings, ind ic ating when
Jupiter's shadow hid its

moons, let Remer measure
the. speed of light for the

first time. Compared with

more recent timings, they also

showed that lo's orbit is

getting shorter.

Only one other satellite,

Neptune's large moon Triton,

is known to have a shrinking

orbit. Triton, however, is an
exception in the planetary

scheme of things. It circles

the planet in a direction

opposite Neptune's rotation,

producing severe gravita-

tional friction thai slows it

down. Jacobs says three fac-

tors affect lo's orbit: the

orbit's, elliptical shape, tidal

friction with Jupiter, and
its relationship with Europa
and Ganymede, outer moons
that take two and four times

longer than.lo to orbit Jupiter.

What will happen to Jupi-

ter's.errant satellite? Jacobs
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says the forces shrinking lo's

orbit will change long before

the 2 billion years it would
take to crash into Jupiter at

the current rate of shrinkage.

Instead, lo, Europa, and
Ganymede may be locked in

a perpetual dance, first

approaching Jupiter, then

drifting away.—Jeff Hecht

THE SECRET OF
PYRAMID AIR

A rectangular pit in front of

the Great Pyramid of Cheops
at Giza may hold a scientific

treasure rarer than ancient

Egyplian artifacts: 4,600-year-

old air, hermetically sealed
inside. Using technology

originally designed to sniff the

surface of Mars, researchers

are planning to analyze the

chamber's trapped air for

evidence of how the earth's

atmosphere may have
changed over the centuries.

Space scientist and geolo-

gist Farouk El-Baz (who is

.
also vice president of Itek

Optical Systems, a Lexington,

I
Massachusetts, company

|

that makes cameras for

|
space missions) came up
with the idea for the research

I

project after the Egyptian

Antiquities Authority ap-

proached him with a puzzling

question: Could the un-

opened pit hold clues that

I

would explain how the ancient

! Egyptians preserved their

possessions? The officials

pointed out that artifacts

preserved for thousands of

years often begin deteriorat-

ing after only a few decades
in modern-day air.

"No one has ever paid

much attention to the air-

—

the ambient temperatures and

pressure inside these cham-
bers—before, " says Et-

. Baz. "The preservation could

have something to do with

the entire environment where

|

the objects were placed."

! But how do you trap air the

j

pharaohs once breathed

j
without contaminating it with

|
the modern-day atmos-

; phere?"lt will take advanced
space technology to do

>f Cheops (foreground): Scientists are looking

t for a sample of 4,600-year-old air.

j

that." El-Baz answers. Under

j
the auspices of the National

i Geographic Society, the

I
National Oceanic and At>

j

mosphehcAdministration,

I

and the Egyptian Antiquities

j

Authority, he has assembled

j
an international team of

j
space scientists to work on

:
the project.

i Researchers are charting

the exact dimensions of
' the pit and profiling its con-

I

tents, using radar and other

! sensors that can "see" into

the sealed chamber. In the fail

they will bore a hole through

Ihe thick limestone walls,

using a drill very similar to

one used by astronauts

on the moon.
The tool won't change the

i
temperature, humidity, or

!
composition of the air inside

|
because it clears a path

!
with a vacuum rather than

, fluids or oils. Then an electro-

optical imaging device, like

the camera used by Viking to

photograph the Martian

.
surface, will document the

chamber's interior. Air sam-
ples will be collected for

analysis in bottles originally

developed by NASA for

tesiing the atmospheres of

other planets.

"I think there's a good
chance this research will

show us whether our atmos-
phere is warming up or

cooling down and just how
much carbon dioxide and
carbon monoxide have been
spewed out over the years

by the burning of fossil fuels,"

El-Baz notes.

"Until now, all we've had
are assumptions about how
our air has changed. Soon
we'll have real, ancient air-to

study firsthand."

—Sherry Baker



MAGELLANIC
PENGUINS

From Punta Tombo on the

Patagonian coast of Argen-

tina comes good news for

penguin lovers, dismayed just

two years ago when scien-

tists reported the largest loss

ol Magellanic eggs and
chicks ever documented
since Portuguese navigator

Ferdinand Magellan discov-

ered these flightless birds

in the sixteenth century,

Unusually cold, wet

weather decimated the flock

there, one of the largest

colonies outside of Antarctica,

and scientists like Dee
Boersma, a research fellow

for Wildlife Conservation

International, says that these

sometimes contrary birds

could do nothing to save 95
percent of the hundreds

of thousands of eggs laid and

chicks hatched.

Torrential rains flooded the

burrow nests built by these

penguins, which converge

annually on Punia Tombo in

the fall to mate and to rear

I their young. Rain forced

parent penguins to abandon
their eggs until the floods

subsided. When they re-

turned to the colony, preda-

tors had gobbled up the

i unguarded eggs, and many
j
of the chicks had died of

i starvation or of exposure to

j
the harsh cold.

I

But in 1985, says Boersma,

j

it was a different story

"The weather was better.

! There was less rain and
s hail and sleet and the growth

rate was considerably better.

|

There was a dramatic im-

I
provement over 1984," re-

j

ports the scientist from

the University of Washington's

I Institute of Environmental

! Studies in Seattle.

!
She believes that shifting

I wind patterns two years

t ago adversely affected the

: food supplies of chicks,

I whose menu includes such

j
small fish as silversides

! and sardines. These fish

i
simply vanished because of

J the severe weather, so adult

! penguins sometimes had
i to spend two or more weeks

i'a ay 'rom their nests, return-

ing w-incut food, despite

their efforts to feed their

young. Her prognosis: an

excellent chance of recovery

for the Magellanics.

—George Nobbe

ROBOT BRAILLE

By almost any sensory

measure, industrial robots are

only the palest imitations of

human beings. They can

"see" and "hear," but only in

limited electronic versions

of those human capabilities.

And their sense of touch is

so crude that they often

cannot tell the difference

between a handkerchief and

a piece of typing paper.

While other researchers

work on sight and sound,

Gale Nevill and Robert

Patterson of the University of

Florida in Gainesville are

doing something to improve

robot touch.

Previous efforts, they

realized, had relied on artifi-

cial "fingertips" i

I of arrays of sensors that tried

to develop electronic pic-

tures of objects simply by

\
pressing down on them. "It

I was like pushing down on

a tablecloth with your finger-

tips," explains Patterson,

"and trying to tell what kind

of wood the table under it

was made of."

To improve on this system,

, the researchers studied

j the way blind people read

; Braille and realized that

i

touch discrimination is a

function noi of pressing on

an object but of sliding

the fingertip over it. With this

in mind they developed an

inexpensive (about one

dollar per "finger") silicon-

|
and-rubber "skin" that picks

up vibrations as it slides

along a surface. These vibra-

tions are then analyzed by

a computer, creating a

dynamic, and thus more

accurate, picture of the obiect

itself.

So far the Florida fingers

can discriminate among
wood, steel, and several

grades of sandpaper. In the

near future, Patterson thinks,

remote-controlled vehicles

with silicon-and-rubber

fingertips will perform such

difficult tasks as inspecting

ship hulls in muddy harbors

and checking offshore oil

rigs for corrosion.

— Bill Lawren

"It is now proved beyond
doubt that smoking is one of

the leading causes of

statistics.
"

—Fletcher Knebel

"A day without coffee is like

something else without

something else."

—Eric Idle
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SKYTYPING

George Sanborn, Sr.
,
an

erstwhile crop-dusting flier

who now works out of Port-

land, Oregon, has turned the

art of whal used fo be known
as skywriting into something
that he calls "skytyping."

He uses a single-engine

Cessna 172 and a computer-
controlled fogging system
thaf he coyly declines to

describe in much detail.

"Skytyping is not the same
as skywriting," says San-
born. He explains the differ-

ence this way: "The old-

fashioned skywriter had to fly

his plane, or planes, in the

shape of the letter or number
he desired—even if that

meant flying up, down, or

horizontally—just to create

one character. I can type
twenty characters flying in a
siraight line."

How does he manage this,

and what does it mean to

the t'acie financially? u: s

plane crags a pencil-thin ca
tie soma ;i(J0 too: long

beneath the rieNy of the

Cessna which flies <~ a

feet along the line is a sole-

noid valve containing smoke
under pressure. Each has

an elecirical valve operate
by a computer inside the

plane. The computer deter

mines when to release the

smoke used to type oul :he

letters and numerals.

The fogging system car
form a characterin twe
seconds, with a one-secor.c

interval for spacing. This

means thai Sanborn's device
can "type" a message like

EAT AT JOE'S PLACEI—Using just

one plane—in the 'same

amount of time it would take

five pilofs to accomplish
the same thing flying five

conventional planes. In other

words, what might ordinarily

cost $1,000 will run you
only $200.

Sanborn is now working on

ways to improve his system.

Currently he can type letters.

250 fee! high and 200 feet

wide. His dream is to fly

a 727 skytyper "Ind bo fas!

enough to fly worldwicio

jind slow enough tc do the

work I could riake letters one
thousand feet hiy*i he
says. Otwrgc Nobne

umpire's-eye v,

CVBER-UHPiRE

Several years ago it oc-
curred to Mike Harris, a
lifelong baseball fan, that

although pitching is central to

the "game of baseball, the

actual flight of the pitched

ball—whether a curve, sinker,

screwball, or fasibail—lasts

just an eye blink and is

virtually impossible for the

ballpark spectator to see or

appreciate,

"I decided there had to be
a way of giving the fans a
better view of the pitcher's

tremendous skill," says Harris,

a fifty-two-year-old aeronau-

tical engineer from Irvine,

California.

His solution, an idea that

he has now patented, is

the base ball-pitch analyzer, a
series of four video cameras j

strategically placed in the

ballpark and linked to a
central computer. After each
pitch the analyzer would
instantly crank ou! a com-
puter-graphic diagram of the

!

pitch's actual flight path with

the sirike zone clearly delin-

eated, taking all the guess-
work out of judging balls and
strikes. Each pitch could
be shown from literally any
perspective, such as from the

vantage point of pitcher,

bafter, catcher, or umpire.

These instant-rep Iay dia-

grams could be shown on TV
sportscasts of games, Harris

says, and on huge ballpark

screens. And they could

be used to coach pitchers

and to judge close calls

by the umpire.

"I wouldn't be at all sur-

prised," Harris says, "if the

system were to show that

umpires by and large call

them pretty darn accurately."

The baseball-pitch ana-
lyzer can be in place in a
ballpark by 1987, Harris says,

at a cost ol approximately

£300,000 for the season,

operating crew included.

—Eric Mishara

"/ believe encounter with an
alien civilization will be an
elevating or a dangerous
experience, stimulating and
interesting in any case. .

.

.

There are those, of course,

who say we as mere mortals

have no business

questioning the secrets of
the universe. I cannot imagine

a more foreboding,

apocalyptic vision than the

fate of a mankind possessed
with cosmic powers and
condemned to solitary

confinement on one small

planet."

—Krafft A. Ehricke

"I prefer the errors of

enthusiasm to the indifference

ofwisdom."
—Anatole France



MODERN GHOSTS

Modern-day ghosts are

believed to.be much more
gentle, friendly, and reassur-

ing than the frightening

spooks of traditional lore,

according to a survey of 400

people who claimed to

have had encounters with the

apparitions.

"Ghosts have become
more prosaic and less out-

landish and wild," says
English professor Carol

Mitchell, whose folklore class

at Colorado State University

interviewed people who
believe in, and claim to have
had experiences with, ghosts.

"People are interested in

writing and reading about

malevolent ghosls, but I

suspect ghosts have been
nonviolent for a long time. The
media want horrifying and
scary stories like The Amity-

ville Horror, but I suspect

the majority oi ghost experi-

ences that people would

report would not be harmful."

Mitchell saysthe survey

respondents, who all live in or

around Fort Collins, Colo-

rado, described ghosts
: as white or blue lights, fire-

balls, or hazy human figures-,

I

These ghosts showed up

;
for brief visits In a: variety of

settings, including cars,

;
backyards, houses, apart-

. ments, and- especially bed-

rooms. In several cases

,
ghosts were said to have

appeared at the dinner table

to eat with people. Respond-

.
ents said that ghosts also

talked with family members,
gave advice, and asked

!o hold, children.

i She says modern ghost

encounters tend to be realistic

1 and lack the weird, dramatic

;
events featured in tales by

: such horror writers as Ste-

i
phen King. "There were

[ no moving coffins or frightful

i
creatures, and no money
ortreasure was found be-

; ca.useof a ghost."

After the survey was
completed, Mitchell did un-

cover one case ofa sus-

pected wicked ghost. Work-

ers at one plant, she says,
' were afraid their plant was
haunted by a ghost, and
several accidents were at-

tributed to the specter.

Mitchell says her class

survey seems to refute the

notion that ghostly encounters

have decreased in recent

I years. "In our society you get

: laughed at if you say you

: believe in ghosts, but the se-

! cret belief in ghosts still

J

seems widespread."

;

Mitchell herself has had no

|

ghostly visitors. "I'm very

;
skeptical, so I'm not likely to

' see them." she says.

—Joel Schwartz

1 HIGH-TECH
1 DRUNK TEST

|
Drunken drivers in Howell

|
Township, New- Jersey, and

j

a few other communities are

I being challenged with a

i new way to prove their sobri-

i ety. In addition to breathing

|
into a breathalyzer tube,

[ they're being asked to slip on
' a plastic headband holding

two dime-size electrodes.

The electrodes lead to a

.

I microcomputerthat, after

; reading their brain waves, in-

|
dicates if they're drunk.

I

The device, called Veritas

|

100, was invented by New
!
Jersey ear, nose, and throat

\
specialist S. Thomas Wester-

|
man. While doing some

i
routine brain-monitoring work,

- Dr. Westerman noticed that

'-, certain drugs produced
characteristic brain waves,

Alcohol produced one kind;

cocaine, another. And they

were recognizable in all

the people he tested. Wes-
terman and National Patent

Analytical Systems in New
Brunswick, New Jersey,

produced a simplified elec-

troencephalograph to detect

those brain waves. They
coupled it with a personal

computer they programmed
to recognize the wave pat-

terns. The result; a machine
that can detect the effects

of alcohol and eight illegal

drugs, at tower levels and

faster than ever before.

"Raiher than looking for

drugs in !he blood or urine,

we're looking at their effects

on the brain's motor centers,"

says Ed Bickley, vice presi-

dent for the law-enforcement

division of National Patent

Analytical Systems.

With a breathalyzer, officers

wait 20 minutes so as not to

get a false reading from

alcohol fumes in the mouth.

Because Veritas 100 reads

brain waves directly, no

waiting is regulred.

"I'm sold on it," says Cap-
tain Daniel Myers of the

Howell Township police. "But

whether it stands up to

defense attorneys is a whole

other ball game."

—Douglas Starr
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SCIENCE FICTION
AND THE AIR FORCE

Can science -fiction writers

predict the future? In some
cases they clearly have:

Witness Jules Verne's tales of

travel to the moon and the

detailed drawings of "flying

platforms" executed by
Dick Tracy's creator, Chester

Gould, decades before the

Army and Navy developed

remarkably similar heli-

piatforms.

This kind of SF foresight

hasn'l escaped the watchful

eye of the US. military. Re-

cently the Air Force invited

more than 40 science-fiction

writers—including Gordon
Dickson, James Gunn, Fred-

erick Pohl, Larry Niven, and

Joe W. Haldeman—to join

professional futurist consult-

ants and Air Force represen-

tatives for a -three-day think

tank held near the Wright-

Patterson Air Force Base in

Dayton, Ohio, The purpose of

the futurist conference? To

project what technology and
society hold as we enter
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the twenty-first century.

Joe Haldeman participaled

in a group discussion that

explored how future wars

could be fought without

actually harming people. "We
looked at ways to focus

technological energy toward

political ends without the

usual carnage thai goes on

in a war—-ways to sabotage

a country's economy, for

example. And we also talked

about psychological weap-
ons lhat could demoralize an

enemy before troops even
appeared on the field."

Haldeman aiso relates that

conference participants -.

outlined how satellite power
stations could beam energy
down to fighting machines,

like jets and missiles, so that

airborne craft would never

need their own fuel supplies

and could stay aloft, and
fighting, indefinitely.

Mike Wallace, public

information officer at Wright-

Patterson, emphasizes that

details of the SF/AIr Force

conference are classified:

"Some ideas can be re-

leased— like the discussion

of how an asteroid could

be mined on the spot and the

raw ore carried back to a
space station. But most
of the predictions can't be
made public, The Air Force,

however, is taking many
of these suggestions seri-

ously, and we mayfund
studies of at least fifty."

The futurist conference

also gave science-fiction

writers ideas for their books.

"We got a lot of details about

hardware that can certainty

be useful." notes Haldeman.
"1 saw a demonstration of

a control system for an aircraft

in which the pilot has a

Darth Vader-type mask on; it

provides a computer repre-

sentation of what is going on

around the aircraft. You can

be one hundred miles away
under a bunker and still

control the plane, using this

mask. I'd read about this sort

of thing, but actually seeing

it on the video screen was
enlightening. "—Sherry Baker

'We are a transitional ,

nature's first brief local

experiment with self-aware-

ness, a head above the

ancestral ape and a head
below whatever must come
next; we are evolutionary

failures, trapped between
earth and -a glimpse of

heaven. ..."

—Robert Ardrey

LOW-BUDGET FUSION

For years scientists have
been trying to tame the beast

of fusion—the reaction

generated in the hydrogen

bomb—by confining it in

a peaceful, power-producing
reactor. Most of these

schemes have been frightfully

expensive, with price tags

eventually expected to run

into the billions. But now
a Stanford-educated Dutch
physicist is convinced that he
can pull the trick off for as

little as $1 million. The secret?

As far as Gerard Dijkhuis is

concerned, it's harnessing

the mysterious phenomenon
known as ball lightning.

Ball lightning has baffled

and fascinated scientists

since it was first observed
some 300 years ago. Formed
during thunderstorms, It

tends to be spherical in

shape and to float, ghostlike,

in the atmosphere. Dijkhuis

is convinced that the high-

speed vortex inside ball

lightning can accelerate

atomic particles—especially

deuterons. atoms of heavy
hydrogen—to such tremen-

dous velocities that a fusion-

engendering reaction can
take place.

As a first step toward

proving the theory and even-

tually controlling the reaction,

Dijkhuis has ensconced
himself in a Rotterdam ware-
house, where, using a sub-

marine battery as a power
source, he has successfully

manufactured several small

spheres of artificial bail

lightning.

The next step, for which he

is now attempting to raise

money, is to capture a ball in

an electromagnetic field

and then feed it deuterium to

provoke the fusion reaction.

Although at least one Dutch
physicist has called the

scheme nonsense, Dijkhuis is

confident that he can have
a working prototype fusion

reactor by 1998.

— Bill Lawren



A dramatic medical innovation

is giving victims of Alzheimer's disease their

first glimpse of hope

BRAIN MASTK
BY A.J S RAYL

"I'm not afraid,' she MSB
said. Julie Abbott's H
broad smile began to

relax Her husband,
Donald, pushed back

her gray curls and
kissed her forehead.

Dr. Robert E Har-

baugh held up the

small titanium disc, a

device known to the

medical trade as an Infusaid Model

400. and prepared to implant Ihe 7,3-

ounce pump into Julie's body. Placing

il under her skin outside the abdomi-

nal wall, he attached a catheter and
tunneled it across her chest, over her

clavicle, behind her ear. and up to the

top ol her skull. Next he joined a mi-

crothin catheter to the tirst catheter.

Then he deftly drilled a hole through

her skull, inserting the thinner calheler

into her brain's right ventricle.

.The disc would be partially filled with

bethanecho! chloride, a drug that

would be pumped into her brain to

treat a chemical imbalance there.

Thai was Ihe plan, anyway, The
treatment was experimental, and this

was only the second time Har-

baugh— or anyone, for that matter

—

had performed this operation.

Although it was a radical course of

action. Julie had little choice. She was
suffering from Alzheimer's disease, a

devastating brain disorder for which

there is no cure. The experiment of-

fered the Abbotts the first glimmer of

hope they had had since Julie first

showed signs of ihe disease.

Julie stared at the columns of num-
bers in disbelief. Nothing wrong here,

she thought. She'd always been excel-

I

lent with numbers and

just a lew weeks ago
had marked off her

tenth year in the New
Hampshire Board of

Education accounting

department A model
employee, she had
earned her share of

promotions Now her

bosses were pointing

to—errors. / know what I'm doing. Ju-

lie told herself. She picked up her pride

and continued to do her job-

But the mistakes proliferated. Sev-

eral warnings turned into probation At

first Julie wondered whether il wasn't

some kind of vendetta, but that didn't

make any sense She was hardly the

target for such a scheme.
"After a while I realized something

was wrong. I just couldn't understand
it.. I knew the answers, but I couldn't

get the words or numbers right

"

Before summer. Julie was asked to

resign. She was confused: These
sudden incapabilities frustrated and
angered her. And her head ached.

That weekend, as every weekend,

Donald Abbott commuted home to

Tilton, New Hampshire, from Charles-

town, some 70 miles away, where he

taught high-school science. In August

Julie and Donald would celebrate their

thirtieth wedding anniversary. Through

the years they'd hurdled lile's prob-

lems, and they would get through this,

too, Donald figured.

Between tears they talked. Julie's

headaches, they presumed, were the

result of stress. As for her difficulties

at work, well
, .

they were getting

older Forgetting things now and then,

they rationalized, was natural.

PAINTING BY GEORGE TOOKER



With Donald's support and her own de-
termination, Julie rallied. She hustled and
soon landed another accounting job—and
was fired the first day. Upset and con-

fused, she went home to sort things out.

Perhaps she had somehow lost her math-

ematical abilities. Perhaps she could try

something else. A few weeks later Julie was
hired as a nurse's aide at the veterans'

home in Tilton. Her problems were imme-
diately obvious. Almost as soon as she took

a pulse, she forgot it. Julie was let go.

"They said, 'You don't remember. You

don't remember a thing!' tjust couldn't get

things out of the way. I got so mad. I knew
the answers. I knew I knew how to do things,

but I couldn't get it out. For some reason,

things weren't turning outright."

In time, Donald realized that Julie was
having more difficulty than she'd admitted.

They made the trip to their family physi-

cian, who ruled out depression, stroke, and
multiple sclerosis, each of which can also

cause memory loss and mood swings. The
doctor ventured her probable diagnosis:

Alzheimer's disease. No simple diagnostic

test for the disorder exists: The only defin-

itive method calls for a brain biopsy. The
doctor referred Julie to a specialist, who
seconded the diagnosis.

The Alzheimer's Disease and Related

Disorders Association (ADRDA) estimates

that some 2.5 million Americans suffer from

the condition, 40 percent of whom are al-

ready in nursing homes. Those numbers
are expected to jump at least 50 percent

in the next decade. Alzheimer's claims an
estimated 120,000 lives every year and is

the most common cause of dementia, a

condition in which the mind deteriorates

rapidly. It is also the fourth largest cause of

death in the elderly. Although Alzheimer's

usually strikes those in their mid-fifties or

older, there's, one documented case of a
victim who was only twenty-eight.

Recent media focus on Alzheimer's
makes.it seem as if the disease suddenly
lurched out of nowhere, bu! Alzheimer's has
probably always been around.

German neurologist Alois Alzheimer first

recognized the disorder in 1907. While

performing an autopsy on the brain of a

fifty-five-year-old woman who died with

severe dementia, Alzheimer found two ab-

normalities: neurilic plaques, which are

small abnormal patches of degenerating
brain cells; and neurofibrillary tangles.

These tangles are pairs of nerve fibers

twisted around each other in Ihe cerebral

cortex and in the hippocampus, the por-

tion of the brain associated with memory.
(Aluminum compounds for some reason
tend to collect in the tangles.)

Researchers have found other abnor-
malities: dead nerve cells (neurons), large

concentrations of amyloid (the abnormal
product of at least two proteins) in the blood
vessels, and noticeable atrophy of the

substance of the outer brain. This is ac-

companied by a decrease in ihe amount
of blood and glucose the brain consumes:
Chemical changes also occur. Alz-
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heimer's victims have a deliciency in

acetylcholine, a neurotransmitter respon-
sible for carrying impulses between nerve
cells. Whereas it was once thought that

senility was part of getting older, it is now
clear thai Ai7hf=,me'-

:

s disease is not a nor-

mal consequence of aging.

The effects of these changes in the brain

are devastating. Alzheimer's sets victims

on a path of neurological regression. It's as
if the behavioral clock ticks backward,
eventually reducing a healthy, capable
adult to an infant. As the deterioration pro-

gresses, simple tasks learned long ago,

things like combing one's hair or flipping a
light switch, become impossible to per-

form. Total deterioration takes from 6 to 20
years, at which time control of bodily func-

tions is lost, rendering the victim helpless,

utterly dependent on his or her spouse.
children, or, in many cases, strangers.

Most horrific is that patients often ap-

pear to be in re'alively pood physical health

and continue to exist—on the edge of life

—

6/4 neurosurgeon

is the only one crazy enough
to actually

think of drilling a hole in

someone's head
arid putting a catheter in to

deliver a drug.

And I'm crazier than most3

for seemingly endless years. The families

of the victims suffer as well. The person
they knew as their mother, grandfather,

brother, or sister is a mere shadow of what
he or she once was. The majority of Alz-

heimer's victims eventually have to be in-

stitutionalized, and because most insur-

ance companies and Medicare don't cover
expenses, the financial burden is tremen-
dous. The cost of long-term care for Alz-

heimer's patients currently exceeds $25
billion annually.

Medical knowledge about the brain's

chemical processes—and about neuro-

transmitters in particular—has taken a
quantum leap in the last decade, but the

exact cause of and cure for Alzheimer's

still elude researchers. To date no effective

treatment exists. Currently most Alz-
heimer's research focuses on six possible
causes: genetics, abnormal protein in the

brain, an infectious agent, a toxin, a de-
cline in the brain's blood Mow, and acetyl-

choline deficiency. .

When several medical teams in the mid-
Seventies simultaneously documented a
reduction in the enzyme that produces
acetylcholine, it was considered an impor-

tant clue in unraveling the mysteries of Alz-

heimer's. For ihe first time doctors had proof

of the biochemical abnormality and could
reproduce the abnormality under lab con-
ditions. The discovery offered little hope
then for Julie Abbott, but in time it would.

Eventually Donald closed up the Abbott
home and took Julie to live with him in

Charlestown, returning to Tilton for the

summers. Julie regressed significantly over

the ensuing years, blaming herself, de-
molishing what pride she had left. She
called herself "The Dummy. " Donald spent

countless hours trying to reteach her the

simplest tasks: how to tell time, operate the

range, read a book. There were momenis
when Julie radiated with the accomplish-
ment of some small feat.

Donald's efforts proved futile. Julie's dif-

ficulties snowballed. Donald often came
home to find her in tears—she had gone
out for her afternoon walk and gotten lost,

or she'd forgotten to turn off the range. The
most frightening incidents occurred when
Julie became losi in familiar surroundings.

One day she walked onto her porch, saw
her neighbor's daughter—a face she'd

known many years—and waved. "I know
you," Julie,said as she walked across Ihe

street to meet the girl. "Of course you do,"

the girl responded. But inside her neigh-

bor's kitchen, Julie could only stare per-

plexedly at the woman standing near the

stove and talking to her. In a rush of panic,

Julie ran out the door, back to the security

of her own home.
"I had known her for years. But I didn't

know her. I knew I should, but I didn't. I

thought I was cracking up, so I ran home.

"

The Abbotts' three children—Doug. Pat,

and Kathy—became seriously con-
cerned. "I had a little bit of knowledge about
the disease, and that was scary," says Pat

Dearborn, thirty-four. "I had seen it in the

final stages in the wife of a co-worker of

mine. He would have to bring his wife to

work and leave her in the car because she
couldn't be left at home alone. Sometimes
she would wave at me, and sometimes
there'd jusl be ihis dead, blank look in her

eyes and she'd be oblivious of me. I knew
the worst was ahead."

The youngest Abbott child, Kathy Bon-
accorsi, thirty-lwo, was more removed from

the day-lo-day problems because she lived

in Tucson, Arizona. Although that distance

caused pangs of guilt and helplessness, it

was also at least partially responsible for

the sense of optimism she never lost.

"Mom's mind would always wander during

the conversations we'd have on the phone.
The woman who was my mother seemed
to be vanishing, butlnevergaveuphope."

Remarkably, Julie kept enough of her

vocabulary and personality to become a
volunteer for the local Meals on Wheels
program, even though she'd often forget

how to set a table.

Late one snowy evening in November
1982, Robert Harbaugh, then a neurosur-

gical resident at Dartmouth-Hitchcock

CONTINUED ON PAGE 92
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One hundred years ago Wall Street was
the private domain of an exclusive club of

cigar-smoking three-piece-suiters who
bought and sold securities on trading floors

in New York Cily. Today the name denotes
far more territory than a narrow street in

lower Manhattan. Wall Street is a state of

mind as much as a specific location, a
trading world open for business lo anyone
who cares to lay down some money.

In 1986 high-lech work modules aglow
with computer video screens display news
of billion-dollar trades made by people all

over the world.

What can we expect from Wall Slreet a

century from now? Because Wall Street

thrives on speculation, Omni asked six of

the nation's top financial experts to spec-
ulate on the stock market of 2086. They
envision a phenomenal evolution and rev-

olution in the way business is done.

Trading volume on the New York Stock
Exchange will increase from 100 million

shares daily to billions. The United States

will face tougher competition from abroad,

and exchanges will be open around the

clock. And the trend toward conglomera-

tion will continue, creating companies with

the resources, political influence, and
strength of today's superpowers.

Along with these consensus lorecasts.

each member ol Omni's panel of experts

offers an additional prediction. Former
Citicorp chairman Walter Wriston sug-
gests that technology will eliminate the

need for a physical entity known as. Wall

Street. Financial journalist Andrew Tobias

foresees a world where investments may
be handled telepathically. Wall Street seer

Joseph Granville says econcmic gauges
such as the Dow Jones industrial average
will become meaningless and disappear.

Louis Rukeyser, host of the financial talk

show Wall Street Week, predicts mutual
funds will be sold in Leningrad.

Not surprisingly, all share a deep-seated

enthusiasm for capitalism and are con-
vinced many of the world's social, political,

and financial ills can be solved by apply-

ing business principles. They may be right.

The security of the world could end up in

Wall Street's hands.

JOSEPH GRANVILLE

Within the investment world there are

many self-proclaimed stock market proph-
ets. Joseph Granville, publisher of The
Granville Market Letter, is probably the most
influential. In one trading day Granville's

reccmmendation to buy caused the Dow
to rise 30 points. Likewise, in 1981 one of

his sell signals triggered a S42 billion drop
n stack prices.

Granville believes technology will trans-

form the way the market functions. "It's dif-

ficult to envision next year, lei alone the next

century," Granville says. "If current trends

persist, however, I doubt if we will need
traders executing stock transactions on the

floors ot the exchanges. Everything will be
centralized in a main computer clearing-

house that will feed into a central bank. In

short, it will all be roboticized."

The business of banking will be similarly

transformed. "You'll newer have to leave

your bedroom," he says. "You'll execute
trades any time of the day through some
little black box. I even doubt if we'll have
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Shutup. shulup. doyou hear

Enough to scrape a! the wood and me?" I screamed, swinging the can
"" ]w himself against it. sending as hard as 1 could across his s'

"

™~, s through the frame. I sat in der. The silver handle, in the si

me deep chair on the far sid

the room, my legs and dress t

under me. I swailowed the last of f

the wine and threw the shimmering
(

crystal against the door. For a second siivtn i

the sound of the spinning fragments because the drug he'd

-"-;. him to. By legend, silven
' aid agony to werewolves, and so Kirl,

who thought himself a werewolf
, on fantacin, screamed.

mmmmm.m iJlI
over, trying to draw sweeter air in

my lunqs. A snarl from the werewolf

no, Kirt actually—kepf up his yowl. of my glasses, and I tightened my grip

How can he stand to listen to him- on the cane. But he didn't lunge,

self? I Ihought as 1 began unlatching only stood warily five feet away.

the door. Another shudder went He was tall and rangy, at least

:

ihm. ink, the wood frame. Then I tlung feet tall if one counted the tufls of

msmmmm



fur at the top of his ears. His face was only

vaguely wolflike; it had as many human
characteristics as lupine. An overlarge nose

jutted from the matted hair around the cir-

cles of his eyes, and his chin was decid-

edly cleft. Wolves' chins were not like that;

I had seen photos of the last wolves found

in northern Canada. His ears were pointed

and a bit bent at the tips. Huge canines

dropped over the lower lip, but they ap-

peared more awkward than dangerous.

And Kirt's paws had opposing thumbs,

something evolution hadn't given the wolf.

It was all part of the chimera cloak Kirt

wore. Just an illusion fabricated by the liv-

ing crystals woven into the cloak's fabric.

Cloak was a poor word, for it was more a

tight-fitting shirt :h.;i ended above the waist.

Depending on the pattern and type of

crystals, the holographic projection the

cloak manufactured forced the viewer to

believe different things. Kirt had chosen a

chimera cloak made to show a werewolf,

and so that image was what
I
saw.

I
knew

thai it was really Kirt who stood in front of

me behind the fur and crooked limbs, but

my eyes could see only the twisied vision.

And Kirt. Even he saw himself Ihis way.

Not only that, but fantacin, the drug he was
on, convinced him that he was a werewolf.

When he ran on two legs, fantacin made
him feel he loped on four. When he let loose

an all-loo-human cry, he imagined a wolf's

bay. It was what made him fear my silver-

headed cane. To those of us who changed
to were-animals each night, fanlacin was
our release. We remembered our human-
ity only when we tried something impossi-

ble. The first chimera werewolf who thought

his canines were real had been shocked
when five teeth broke as he tried to crack

the femur of an antelope in the zoo com-
pound.

Kirt was coming off the fantacin. Fear al-

ways makes one come down fasier. He did

not metamorphose slowly into his human
shape, "as in some poorly done dissolve in

an old movie. He stayed a werewolf, for his

chimera cloak was still on, but his move-
ments and gestures became subtly hu-

man. His paw groped at his chest as if he

were searching for cigarettes.

Then he was Kirt, the cloak a piece of

glittering black cloth he held in his hands.

He brushed blond hair from his eyebrows
and slumped to the floor, rubbing his

shoulder and neck where I'd caned him.

Sweat slid down his face, and he wiped it

with the chimera cloak. The hallway smelled

thick, a strange sweetness ihat hung in the

air. He grinned idiotically at me.

"Have fun, Courtney?" he asked, point-

ing a finger at the cane I still held.

"You're a bastard, Kirt.. You really are." I

said, smiling back at him, and watched his

grin disappear.

"I just wanted to get in to see her."

"She's not home, Kirt," I said. "She told

you never to come here again. Especially

this way." I
shuddered at the thought of what

he might have done if he'd gotten inside

the apartment while fantacin burned in him.
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"I wasn't going to do anything." he said,

eyeing the cane. He still seemed wary of

it.

' :

l knew I'd come down off the drug be-

fore I got inside."

"It's not that accurate, Kirt. Don'i you Ihink

I know?" I asked. I swallowed the dark red

capsules, too. but I played a different part.

I glanced down at the bison head on the

cane's tip. "You don't have any more con-

frol over fantacin than anyone else. Don't

lie to me, Kirt. I'm not stupid."

''Where is she, Courtney?" He stood up
slowly, using the wall as a brace.

"You don't seem to understand. Hellea

doesn't want to see you again. Not when
you're real, no! when you're that," I said,

pointing at the chimera cloak he held. "If

you come around again, Kirt, I'll use the

revolver." His face drained of color. He was
free of the drug, and his fear was now of

metal bullets, not the self-made fright of sil-

ver lhat fantacin manufactured.

"Why do you play ihese games, Court-

ney?" he asked finally. "Hellea still loves

'•He peered
through yellow eyes, his nose

wrinkled up as

he inhaled deeply. His massive

, head shook as if he

we're confused. I caught a trace

of a strange odor

when he breathed in my face^>

me. You took her away from me, and
I
want

hor back. You'd see she still loves me if you
just let me talk to her." I drew a breath and
forced my voice beyond a whisper.

"You want her back, Kirt? For what? So
you can beat her again? Hellea's told me
everything, Kirt. You're violent. Insane and
violent. She'll never go back to you." I

paused and drew another breath. "Don't

come here again. Stay away."

"Everything?" he asked. "She told you
all of it?" I nodded. He was quiet for several

seconds. "We're not so very different, I

think. We both want Hellea. But I want her

enough to kill you to get her." I backed up
a step toward the apartment door, the cane
now held before my broasis. He stayed on

the olher side of the corridor and kept his

gaze on the silver bison tip as he spoke.

"It doesn't malter where she goes. I'll find

her even if she hides behind you."

"How?" was all I could manage.
- He touched his nose, once on each side

of his .nostrils, "I'm a werewolf, Courtney. A
real werewolf. Scent will lead me."

1 couldn't help staring, and I heard my
voice catch in the rear of my throat. "God,
you are insane." Then Kirt pointed with the

hand ihat helrj [ho chimo'a doak, and I fol-

lowed its direction until I saw the thing on

the floor. It was a small animal of some kind.

All I could see was its twisted throat and
the slight dark line on the floor. That was
what I'd smelled. I realized. Its deatn smell.

"For Hellea," he said, moving his hand
to indicate !he small, dead form. "Tell her I

was here. " ! held my hands at my mouth to

keep the sourness inside me.
I
knew

I
was

shaking my head, and the moan that I heard

must have been mine. 'And for you, Court-

ney. Take it as a warning."

A shrill, faraway howl came through the

thick walls from outside, and Kirt laughed

softly as he looked at me. Then he was
running down the hall, heading for the;

darkness at the head of the stairs. In the

dim light just above the firs! step, I thought

I saw him hesitate and slip his chimera
cloak on once more. Then only his foot-

steps remained, their sounds broken fi-

nally by the howling from outside.

I heard the key turn in the lock and hefted

the cane in my hand, moving slightly in the

chair as I braced my feet on the floor. If it

wasn't Hellea I would be ready,

"What's-that?" Hellea asked as she
closed the door behind her. I

still held the

silver-tipped cane, but now it felt only fool-

ish. "Do you want me to move out al-

ready?" And she smiled, that Hellea smile

that made my anxieties and the memories

of Kirt's face wither and fall from my mind.

"He was here again," I said, my eyes on

her lips. They were nothing like the thin

streaks of Kirt's mouth. "I had to use this to

drive him away."

"I'd hoped he wouldn't come back," she
said. She stood in the center of the room
and seemed awkward and stiff as she

spoke. "I told him he shouldn't come here

again. I told him I didn't love him." She
paused. "I wonder how he found us?"

Although we'd been lovers for almost two

months now, Hellea had moved into my
apartment only four days before. Last night

Kirt pounded on the door, shouting for her.

Their screaming argument in the hallway

hadn't been hard to hear through the door.

Then I told her what had happened be-

tween Kirt and me. When I mentioned the

small, dead thing still in the hallway, of how
its throat was torn open, she looked away
from me.

"He said it was a gift for you and a warn-

ing for me. " Hellea was silent and stared at

the closed door. "I'm calling the p.o.'s."

Finally she moved toward my chair and
knelt beside it.

I ..put the cane down on the

other side of the chair. Her hand was on

my shoulder, warm and comfortable. She
brushed her fingers along my eyebrows,

circled the edges of my ears. I felt the blood

warm my face.

"They won't want to talk to us about it."

Her voice was soft.

"Perhaps. But he's killed something. That

may make a difference." I pulled her hands
from my face, stood, and walked to the

phone. She followed me.



"Once they find out chimera is involved,

they'll make excuses. You know that;

everyone does. They'll apologize and say

they'll send someone out to investigate, but

3 one will show. They never do."

"But Kirt's insane. He killed . .

."

"Murder they'll listen to, even if you tell

them chimera is part of it," she said, her

hands on my shoulders again. "They have

^ome then. But for a lover's quarrel? A
dead animal caught in the park? Hardly."

It was true. Crimes were almost impos-

sible to solve when chimera cloaks were

involved because they made perfect dis-

guises. That was why the p.o.'s concen-

trated on murders or rapes. Minor viola-

tions of the law were ignored, for the most

part. They weren't worth the time.

'Just let me call and tell them what he's

done. Once they hear what he said to me,

they'll at least listen." I picked up the phone.

"What did he say?" Hellea asked. Her

hand tightened almost imperceptibly on

my shoulder.

"That he'd track us by our scent," I said,

punching numbers on the phone.

"What else?"

"That he was a real werewolf."

Her hand twitched again. When Hellea

said nothing, I turned to her. She was still,

her eyes closed.

"He is insane," she whispered, and I

heard her breath hiss from between her

teeth. Her hand closed over mine and
pushed the phone receiver back into its

cradle. "Don't bother with the p.o.'s. They

n't bother with us." She paused. "We'll

deal with Kift ourselves. I promise."

"If that's what you want," I said. She nod-

ded. I couldn't understand her hesitancy

in calling the p.o.'s, but she was upset. I

shrugged and let the matter drop.

"I want something else, Courtney." She
was not very subtle in leading me from the

talk of Kirt and madness and the p.o.'s, but

_ain I said nothing, for she was suddenly

pressed against me, her curious perfume
enveloping me. her hands busy at my neck,

then at my waist. Her touch was so delicate

and sure that it drove the fear from me, and

for those moments I was only in love.

In the coolness of our sheets we lay next

to each other, shoulders touching. Hellea's

smell was everywhere, even on my fingers

when I lifted them to my nostrils. Pungent,

yet intoxicating,

"Like it?" she asked, and her voice was
deeper, more in the back of her throat,

"Yes."

"I'm glad," Hellea whispered, her voice

almost unintelligible because of its deep-

ness. She licked her lips quickly several

times, her tongue slapping against her

teeth. For a moment, in the dim moonlight

from the windows, I thought I saw canines.

Memories of Kirt and his chimera cloak

—

that was all. "We'll get rid of him," Hellea

said softly.

"Yes," I said, thinking only of Hellea,

wondering why she was so against involv-

ing the p.o.'s. Hellea, tor all our intimacy,



was still a stranger. I'd met her at work and

fallen in love s:ra!grv.away. But she already

had a lover, she'd said. Kirt. And then,

gradually, she'd told me of how he beat her

when he was on fantacin, how he was in-

sane and violent. I talked to her lor long

hours and finally persuaded her to leave

him and live with me. That had been only

four days before, and already Kirt had

found her. Scenl would lead him, he had

said in the corridor.

"I'm glad I -came here," Hellea whis-

pered. She moved her lingers, brushed my
eyelids and lips with them. The odor of her

was smothering. "Do you love me, Court-

ney?" she asked, her voice still deep. I

barely caught her words and could only

nod. Scent, Kirt had said, and I breathed

deeply of Hetlea's extraordinarily per-

fumed skin.

I suddenly felt far colder than Ihe pleas-

ant warmth of my bed could allow.

The tram to work was crowded, and Hel-

lea and I had to push our way between two

obese women to get through the doors be-

fore they closed. One woman nodded to

me, but I was not in the mood for chatter,

even though I recognized her. She lived in

our building, a floor or two down. I remem-
bered her as a wildebeest at night.

I had managed to sleep, finally, the night

before, but only after deciding Kirt was
genuinely insane. That he knew of Hellea's

unusual perfume was not unlikely: if he be-

lieved himself enough of a werewolf to lose

his sanity, he could believe himsell able to

track scents. Insanity made anything pos-

sible. Yet I had dreamed ot Kirt and imag-

ined his claws on my breasts. They had

ripped me open in my nightmare; they'd

been real, not just chimera illusion. Hellea's

warmth beside me when I woke had been

the only thing that had kept me from

screaming.

"Did you see the program on video last

night?" one obese woman asked another.

"That old one, with the birds. You know, the

birds that died way back."

I wanted to tell her that all of them were

dead. The large ones had been the first to

vanish, eighty-odd years ago. Somehow,

ihe birds were the first. Or perhaps we only

noticed them before Ihe rest We had

looked up and realized that almost all Ihe

large animals were gone. They'd been on

endangered lists for decades, centuries for

some of them, but we hadn't paid enough

attention. There were plenty of small mam-
mals, the things that multiplied quickly, but

that was all. No lionesses creeping through

grasses, no lumbering elephants, no white-

furred bears in the Arctic. I'd seen photo-

graphs of them.

We were lonely, in a way. It was difficult

to feel kinship with the small, scurrying

things. The chimera cloak came first, and

people wore Ihe animal they most ad-

mired. Then fantacin, and one could be-

come another creature, at least for a while,

and at least in one's own imagination.

Everyone did it now. Everyone who could
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What can this mathematician

extraordinaire and playful

creator of multidimensional bathroom

tiles tell us about black holes,

the human brain, and a beautiful

new order of physics?

IRJTERV/IEUU

ne sunny afternoon Roger Penrose, visiting professor

of mathematics al Rice University, is hurrying a feilow

mathematician and a visitor across the grass to his car,

Suddenly the other malhematician asks, 'Are you sure you have

your slides?" Penrose stops short, searches his shopping bag,

and laughs. The slides he sorted for the past hour are still on his

desk. Bustling back across the lawn like Alice's rabbit, he dis-

appears into Ihe math building. Minutes later, the world-class

theoretical physicist and geometrician extraordinaire emerges,

breathless from running up and down three flights of stairs.

Driving across Houston, Penrose makes the lecture hall with

seconds to spare, and soon the screen fills with slides of daz-

zling patterns produced by interlocking jigsaw, pieces, these
are thejamous Penrose tiles, which he mvented to solve a knotty

geometric" problem: "nonperiodic tiling," or how to cover a flat

PHOTOGRAPH BY MICHEAL SIMPSON

surface compleley ir ifeg.ilf.u (ash-on with as few as two differ-

ently shaped tiles. (See the Penrose tiles on page 68.)

Impressive as Penrose's ingenious creations are. however, what

sticks in one's mind about the mathematician himself is his play-

ful ease under stress and his lack of self-importance Only his

pallor betrays jet lag from yesterday's flighl Irom London
Throughout a long day that includes numerous beers and a noisy

dinner with several physicists, his humor never falters, even as
his eyes begin to close. His gentle manner is as natural as Ein-

stein's, whose physics he is trying lo surpass.

Penrose, fifty-four, was born in Britain among the intellectual

elite. His father, Lionel S, was a well-known geneticist and puzzle

fiend. His older brother Oliver is a mathematics professor, too.

and his younger brother Jonathan, a psychology professor, has
been British chess champion ten times. His uncle Sir Roland



4/ didn't think of nonperiodic

tiles as serious science or serious mathematics, but

they weren't simply amusement, either3
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biographer of Picasso. Penrose's mathe-

matics talent showed early. At prep school

he devised geometrical problems that baf-

fled his teachers, and as an undergradu-

ate he studied math with a little quantum
mechanics thrown in "for fun." While pur-

suing his Ph.D. at St. John's College, Cam-
bridge, he listened to Paul Dirac lecture on

quantum mechanics and to Hermann
Bondi speak on the theory of relativity. The
Iwo men sowed seeds that have flowered

in Penrose as a reformulation of Einstein's

ideas into a new geometric framework. He
took his chair as the Rouse Ball Professor

of Mathematics at Oxford in 1973 and
added his professorship at Rice in 1983.

Penrose made his mark in the Fifties

when he discovered the generalized in-

verse matrix; a way of solving equations by

using rectangular arrays of numbers. To-

day whole conferences are devoted to its

ramifications. Then in 1965 he altered the

face of astrophysics by proving that sin-

gularities, infinitely dense and hot points in'

soace, nusl exist in a universe described

by Einstein's theory of general relativity.

Contrary to Einstein's view, Penrose
showed thai singular! es would result if a

starofsutficie-il mass collapsed. Singular-

ities are at the core of what were later

Penrose tiling (clockwise from upper right): •

chir.Kur. assembly; pentagon pattern, two-.

i y-psi a: .'ii oiJibus patterns with a
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christened black holes After Pen rose
:

s

proof, many physicists were convinced that

black holes existed and began to search

for them in the right s*y. Sienhen Hawking
built on Ihe theorem to prove that the uni-

verse began in a singularity, and cosmic

theorist John Wheeler now believes the

universe may end in one.

Penrose's attack on Ihe pnysics of space

and time is strengthened by a weapon 'hat

he invented Nmse f, the "iwistor." A twistor

is a new mathematical way of describing

physical objects and space. A purely

mathematical construction, a twister's ge-

ometry can be sketched as a series of

nested doughnuts of various sizes travel-

ing at the speed of : ght along their shared

axis. A twistor has eight (or in some ver-

sions six) dimensions, which are mathe-

matical quantities involving: rotation of the

twistor in one direction.or the opposite; for-

ward, backward, or side-to-side move-
ment; or a change in size from larger to

smaller. A twistor incorporates the basic

physical concepts ot energy, momentum,
and spin, which any object possesses as

it travels through space-time. This full

range of expression allows twistors to

function as base bo icing blocks in theo-

retical physics, enabling a mathematician

to describe and manipulate everything

Irom photons to particles to the structure

of space-time itself.

Introduced as just a piece of math, the

twistor approach turned out to fit surpris-

ingly well with classical pre-quantum me-
chanics theory. Maxwell's famous lield-

Iheory equations, which combine electric-

ity and magnefism to explain light and ra-

dio waves, emerged from a twistor frame-

work in a "miraculously" natural way.
Penrose found. Half of Einstein's equations

also came out "very naturally." With these

successes hopes rose that iwistors might

soon lead to a deeper, all-encompassing

theory of the workings of the universe.

Lately, however, progress in twistor the-

ory has slowed, and it has not yet yielded

predictions that can be validated experi-

mentally Meanwhile Pen-ose has pursued

the jigsaw geometry o! nonperiodic tiling,

which has recently proved to have a prac-

tical application. A tiling problem on a triv-

ial, everyday level might involve covering

a bathroom floor completely with, say, hex-

agonal tiles. Tiling becomes mathemati-



cally interesting when a plane must be
covered with differently shaped tiles in a
"non periodic" way—without a purely re-

petitive pattern, yei leaving no gaps.

Penrose builds his brilliant tile patterns

from jester's caps, kites, darts, chickens,

and various other shapes. The stunning

designs combine regularity with constant

change—no large area is the same as an-

other. A New Mexico firm makes clay Pen-

rose tiles for the bathroom, and Tokyo Met-

ropolitan University has built a wall of

Penrose tiling. Bell Labs number wizard

Ronald Graham even has Penrose pat-

terns on the walls of his house.

Aesthetics isn't the reason Penrose's

Houston lecture atlracts a crowd, though.

Recently his tiling analysis threw light on
the discovery of a new form of solid matter,

quasi-crystals, in which the atoms are

arranged with pentagonal, or fivefold,

symmetry. Before, the atoms in crystals

were thought to be arranged periodi-

cally—that is, with the atoms lying in par-

allel planes and the spaces between the

planes following a repetitive sequence. In

quasi-crystals the sequences are "quasi-

periodic," following a more complicated

pattern. When three years ago Dan
Schechtman at the National Bureau of

Standards labs first found an alloy of alu-

minum and manganese with this anoma-
lous structure, he distrusted his discovery

because it broke rules of crystallography

established a century ago. But London
crystallographer Alan MacKay and, later,

University of Pennsylvania physicist Paul

Steinhardt realized that Penrose tiling ex-

plained how such structures could exisl.

Now, Steinhardt says, "We've opened a new
realm of hitherto unknown materials."

Penrose's most beguiling inspirations,

however, are probably his "impossible ob-

jects," drawings of structures that couldn'l

actually exist in three dimensions. Water-

fall, the famous painting by the Dutch sur-

realist M.'C. Escher, is based on an impos-
sible object Penrose and his lather

dreamed up: "endless winding stairs," a

spiral staircase that goes up and around
without somehow ever gelling higher.

Penrose's visual approach is lypified by
his notebooks, which are crowded with

doodlelike diagrams, a shorthand he in-

vented that helps with twistors. His 1985
textbook, Splnors and Space-Time (with

Wolfgang Rindler), includes an appendix
of these hieroglyphics, which look like

drawings of transistors and their circuits.

His next book will explain his theory of ar-

tificial intelligence: Coirpulers that truly

imitate the brain will emerge only from a
new physics beyond quantum mechanics.

Interviewer Anthony Liversidge spent

two days with Penrose in Houston and.

caught up with him later at Oxford's Math-
ematical Institute, where Penrose tiles are-

displayed in a cabinet in the front hall. Up-
stairs in Penrose's office 20 or more Iwistor

junkies and other- natural philosophers
crowd every Friday afternoon lor several

hours of brainstorming and twisting. -

Omni. In Ihe film Imperatif the mathemati-

cian tells his class, "Mathematicians don't

discover reality; we create it." Do you agree
with that assessment?
Penrose: No. Like most mathematicians I

am very much a Platonist in the sense that

mathematics is out there, and one is dis-

covering it. It's both reassuring and de-

pressing. One is, in a way, missing out on
something. It would be nice to be able to

create. I think ot writing beautiful music as

a creative activity. But
I have a sense of

uncovering things that were there all ihe

time. To achieve something important and
fine in mathematics is to uncover some-
thing. I am awluiiy lor pied to use the word
god in such a setting because one is kind

of revealing Goo s work. Ar;isls
:
loo, often

feel thai if they are producing something
magnificent, they are revealing a truth. It's

true that in trying to prove something in

mathematics you often build some arbi-

trary construction that enables you to

achieve what you want. That's more like an

fc/f / don't know
what's true, I construct a

picture of what

_ things would be like if they

. were true and
see if I like that picture.

Beautiful things

are more likely to be trueJ

invention, u.il tJeeu t'i.,:hs, thegrea: things

in mathematics, are discoveries.

Omni: How can you be sure that that belief

isn't a mathematician's illusion?

Penrose: Have you ever seen those pic-

tures produced by computers, the object

known as the. Mandelbrot set? [Benoit

Mandelbrot, a mathematician at IBM, is the

founder of fractal geometry.] It's as if you
are Iraveling to some distant world. You turn

on your sensing device and see this in-

credibly complicated configuration, with all

sorts of structure to it, and you try to figure

out what it is. You might Ihink it is some
extraordinary landscape oi perhaps some
kind of creature with lots of little babies all

over the place, babies that are almost but

not quite the same as the creature itself.

Very elaborate and impiessivel Yet just from

seeing the-equaiions, nobody had Ihe re-

motest conception that they would pro-

duce patterns "of this nature. Now these

landscapes aren't conjured up out ol

someone's imagination: everyone sees ihe

same pattern. You're exp.on.ng something

with a computer, but it's not dissimilar from

exploring something with experimental
apparatus.

Some things in mathematics are more
like inventions, some more like discov-

eries, but wilh Ihe discoveries what you get

back far exceeds what you put in.
I think

complex numbers are like this. You invent

a number that is the square root of minus
one, and it miraculously gives you huge
things for free of which you had no con-

ception. The man in the street tends lo think

of physical things as being really there

somehow and ol mathematics as just in-

vention. But mathematics is the best ex-

planation of what physical things actually

are. Research in mathematics is like ar-

chaeology. One looks at aerial photo-
graphs and can see from the shapes of the

hills that there is some kind of structure

there. Then if you have a strong, intuitive

feeling, you go and dig, and lo and behold,

you lind (here is some actual thing that was
there all the lime. So you dig it out and start

piecing it together.

But mathematics is also a solitary activ-

ity, a very private affair, and olten frustrat-

ing. There are things that one can never
explain to the public about how you're

spending your time. And you have to re-

sign yourself almost to being unable to ex-

plain io anybody. If you can make under-

stood even pari of the prco ; et some result,

then you are compelled to convey this.

Omni: Some of Ihe strange pictures of

the late artist Escher were inspired by your

ideas. How did that come about?
Penrose: I first came across Escher's work
in 1954, while

I was attending the Interna-

tional Congress of Mathematicians. I was
fascinated and wanted to do something
similar, so I developed various impossible

structures, of which the "tribar" was the

purest form, a triangle of bars. I showed it

to my father, and he developed it into the

impossible staircase.

I called on Escher once out of the blue.

Though I gave him only a few hours' notice,

he was very friendly. But in a way he was
disappoinli.'ig. I was expecting some weird

house with staircases going through win-

dows and things like that. He just had this

neat, tidy, well-organized place.

Omni: We are talking of two-dimensional

drawings ol things thai would be impossi-

ble in three dimensions. Are there three-

dimensional equivalents of four-dimen-
sicnal impossible objects?

Penrose: Oh, yes! I made one once in a fit

of madness.
I was lying in bed, and

I could
just see how to make one of the corners,

so I couldn't resist putting it all together.
I

set it on my desk. It's a test for a four-di-

mensional being, .you see, who comes in

and says, "My God, what is that?" To an
ordinary three-dimensional person it

doesn't look like anylhing. The nearest

person
I
found to a four-dimensional per-

son was the caretaker. He was genuinely
disturbed by this thing.

Omni: What did it look like? Can you draw
a picture of it?

Penrose: You want me to draw a two-di-

mensional picture of a three-dimensional

lopresenlation of a tour-dimensional im-



possible object? [Penrose starts sketching

a diagram on a scrap o! brown paper but

then gives up.]

Omni: Is your interest in impossible ob-

jects purely playful?

Penrose: It's something I got from my fa-

ther. With him there was no clear line be-

tween making puzzles for his children and
his serious work in genetics. He oiten used
little toy objects as models, either to dem-
onstrate or to help him in his own thinking.

Similarly, norps' odic tiles were just things

I was fiddling around with. I
didn't think of

[hem as serious science or maybe even as

serious mathematics. But it wasn't simply

amusement, either. There was some point

I was trying to illustrate. Puzzles can have

,an appeal that's hard to pin down.
I
can

..'work hard at something I feel I should be
' doing and get nowhere. Progress seems

to happen when 1 feel attracted by the

problem. My feelings occasionally change,

and then suddenly I wanf to understand

what is going on. It needn't be directed at

a goal. Even as an undergraduate
I
tended

to do things that amused me and found it

difficult to keep my mind on the work that
I

felt I ought to be doing. It's been some-
thing that has been with me most of my life.

Omni: How did your tilings evolve?

Penrose: I had fun playing around with tiles

for a long time, and
I
found a sel of six pen-

tagon-based tiles that would tile a plane

only nonperiodically. Then I learned of a

set of six tiles based on sguares, rather than

pentagons. The first set of these had-

something like twenty thousand different

tiles whittled down to six. I knew perfectly

well I could get the number down below

six. This was simply a matter of snipping

off a piece of one of my tiles and adding it

to the others to make five different shapes,

instead of six. After that it became clear to

me that you could reduce it to four quite

easily, and then after a bit of thinking I re-

alized you could actually get the number
down to two.

Omni: Is beauty truth, in mathematics?

Penrose: There is certainly a close con-

nection, but I don't think they're the same.

One's aesthetic feelings are modifiable. You

can feel something's attractive, work with

it, realize you were wrong, and then it be-

comes unattractive. This connection be-

tween beauty and truth is very mysterious.

One does mathematics because one is at-

tracted by the beauty of the subject, but

one also uses aesthetics as a means to

obtain what's true. If I don't know what's

true, I construct a picture of what things

would be like if they were true, and I see
whether I like that picture. These guesses
are very much aesthetic judgments. Usu-

ally you have a whole string of guesses be-

fore you really know what's true. On the

whole, things that are beautiful are more
likely to be true.

Omni: In fact, you believe a new kind of

physics is needed to understand the work-

ings of the brain?

Penrose: Yes. I suspect that the human
brain is harnessing physical. laws that we

DRINK FCRTASTC,NOTTREND3. DCSEQUIS

don't unders:anc ai ;he moment. The so-

called strong AI [artificial intelligence] view

says that it's just a question of getting

enough logical units to work fast enough,
and then you'll be able to simulate actual

brain activity. This assumes that whatever

is going on in the brain is operating at a
level of physical understanding that we
know enough about to duplicate.

There are many physical things we don't

understand, such as why elementary par-

ticles have the masses they do, the nature

of singularities in black holes, whether the

universe is open or closed, the Big Bang,

or Hie' quantum gravity that applies to

scales ten-to-the-twentieth-power smaller

than elementary particles. These things

seem very remote from the type of physics

relevant to the workings of our head, whose
signals are propagated by neurons with

electrochemical activity. Because this

electrochemical activity is basically under-

stood, the usual argument goes that all we
have to do is more Or less imitate the elec-

trochemistry with a digital computer. But I

think we also have to understand the quan-

tum physics of the brain.

People usually think that neuronal sig-

nals are huge compared with typical

quantum processes. But these huge sig-

nals can be triggered bysingle events! The
'

eye, for instance, would be sensitive to even

one photon if there weren't a mechanism
cutting out these single events. Only when
something like seven photons are going at

once does an event actually register—oth-

erwise you'd simply see a lot of visual noise.

If single quantum events can trigger a

nerve impulse on or off, I suggest that brain

activity involves an interplay between
quantum-mechanical physics and the

classical physics of Newton and Einstein.

But there is a major gap between quantum
physics and classical physics. And you
cannot simply derive one from the other.

You need both.

There is something mysterious about the

way the two fit together—something very

subtle going on in thai borderline between
quantum mechanics and classical me-
chanics. My guess is that the brain is har-

nessing this mysterious borderline part of

.physics; so until one understands this in-

terface, one will not be able to make a

computer do what a human brain can do.

Omni: Why do we need additional physics

to explain the operations of the bfain?

Penrose: Well, in terms of classical physics

it's very hard to see how one could be
someone. Classical physics is a bit dead,

as it were. There has to be more mystery

in it. The world of quantum mechanics has

something holistic. There is something
.

more mysterious and more global than op-

erations of little bits of matter or individual

cells. Classical physics is computable and
so is quantum mechanics as presently

understood. But we need something be-

yond these theories to explain conscious-

ness, something that isn't computable,
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ihe great, gleaming hulks on

these pages seem to have a
spontaneous, almost organic

quality to them, the effect is purely

intentional. According to their

creator, space artist John Berkey.

the rococco look of these outlandish

creations reflects a kind of evolu-

tionary approach to Iheir design.

"They're not contrived. They just

come out that way." he says simply.

He says he likes to specialize

in creating spaceships "thai haven't

been photographed and can't be
photographed " Not surprisingly, the

primal force that shapes his

skyships has been science fiction.

For the past decade he has been

busy drawing cover art for science-

fiction novels and magazines.

His career as a space artist began
in the realm of science fact. In the

Sixties, as an artist for NASA's
Mercury program, he was painting

spaceships of a different kind.

What he put on canvas was limited

to the selection oflered by Ihe

technology of the day.

Once he shifted to illustrating

fiction he found his art underwent a
transformation. "My paintings dealt

with ideas within a story," he
explains. No longer bound by the

constraints of engineering, his

spaceships were suddenly trans-

formed into objects of drama

SKYSHIPS
BY HENRY WOUK

A flotilla of Art

Deco space arks files off

Into Imagined voids

PAINTINGS BY
JOHN BERKEY



'•His art is shaped
by light, not easy when

your background

is the black of space3

Berkey's technical skills

are still evident in his Art Deco
spaceliners. Their surfaces

are flecked with hard-edged
detail, just enough to

suggest these are artifacts built

for serious intergalactic

voyages. To capture a mood
and create an identity

for these fantastic craft of Ihe

twenty-first century, he has

had to rely on the artist's oldest

allies: light and color.



What he paints is light—no easy
task when your background

is the absolute dark of space. Fine-

tuning the mood is done with

color: red for danger; blacks and
dark blues for the chill of space.

After decades of painting the space
of his imagination. Berkey still

hungers lor a sense of Ihe real

thing. He thinks it's about time we
recorded spacescapes by sub-
stituting an artist lor a camera. Is

he volunteering? "No. Someone
better qualified should go. Id just like

to see what he does. ( suspect
a person will see a lot more."DO
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a predilection that at one time had a high

survival value. "For more than ninety per-

cent of human history the savanna was

home," Falk explains. "Home equals safety,

and that information has to be fairly hard-

wired if the animal is going to respond to

danger instantaneously."

Falk also believes that this genetic sur-

vival mechanism determined the specific

type of savanna terrain early humans in-

habited and that this preference is evideni

in'lawns today. "It's unlikely lhat early hu-

mans lived in totally open grasslands or

even sparsely treed savannas," he says.

"They would have had little chance ol sur-

viving predators in that setting. II seems
reasonable thai humans lived in a mosaic

environmenl where there were trees for

protection, available water, and open
grassland for foraging."

Falk suggests thai fhe trees we choose

to plant on our lawns as well as the ponds

and founiains we use to decorate them are

somehow linked to these inherited traits.

"Even Ihough there are lots of trees that

could be nice shade trees, we have a

tendency to select ornamental ones that

are essentially umbrella-shaped," he says.

"The acacia trees that occur naturally on

the savanna are that shape."

To back up his theory, Falk and devel-

opmental psychologist John Balling con-

ducted a number of experiments in which

they interviewed peopje from all over fhe

world about their landscape preferences.

Basically, Falk and Balling showed their

subjects photographs of five different ter-

rains—savanna, deciduous forest, coni-

ferous forest, tropical rain forest, and de-

sert—and asked them in which they'd

rather live. Even though most people live

in deciduous (annual) or coniferous (ever-

green) forest terrain, they showed an

equally strong preference for a savanna

environment. More surprisingly, children

under 12 showed a distinct preference for

savannas, even if they had never seen such

terrain.

Animal studies supporl Falk and Ball-

ing's research. One of fhe earliest studies

lo measure habilai preference used two

species of lizard: one that lived in grass-

lands, the other in forests. The researchers

built a small platform with a grassland area

on one side and a forest habitat on the

other. Then they put a lizard on the plat-

form and said, "Boo!" Without exception,

grassland species darted for the grass-

lands, forest species for the forest.

Falk points out that a species could be

conditioned to live in a foreign environ-

ment, but given a choice that species would

choose its home environmenl. "I Ihink this

is extremely significant to humans," he

says, "because we haven't necessarily tried

to adapt to other environments as much as

we've adapted other environments to us."

The definitive cause of our deep aftach-

menl to lawns is, of course, not known. Falk

himself admits that lawns are definitely a

reflection of social values. "If an anthro-

pologist from another plane! came down

and studied American society," he says, "it

wouldn't take him long to decide that lawns

were extremely important. The rich have

big ones; the poor have small ones. There

are some who will even argue that it is a

matter of man dominafing nature, and that's

certainly part of it. If we didn't labor over

them, lawns wouldn't grow in most places

they do. In this way the lawn is a sign of our

domination over nature."

We are certain, however, that the attach-

ment is strong, whatever it is, and that lawns

are certainly going to be around in the fu-

ture. We have already planied them on the

lops of buildings, indoors, and under-

ground and will certainly try to transplant

them in space. Falk, in fact, thinks that car-

pets are basically no more than lawn ana-

logs. "We have the technology to create

any kind of floor covering we want," he

says. "We -could make one with artificial

rocks and twigs in it, but we don't. Instead

we prefer !o create floor coverings that are

short grass mimics because we walk well

over them and they're comfortable. We
evolved that way."OQ



WAR OF WINDS
Nature's deadly twisters are

'

spawning a science of their own

BY JOHN G. FULLER

Days,
even weeks before il happened, the

frigid aif mass formed over the Arctic like an
army mobilizing for a southward push At

.
the same time, over the warm waters ot the Gulf

of Mexico, great masses ol moist, sultry air

gathered before moving northward. Slowly the

two invisible armies, separated by thousands of

miles, proceeded on a collision course. They



677?ey drop down from the clouds like

obscene snakes or elephant trunks, sucking up anything

from the eyes of geese to a railroad car.^

were completely oui of man's control.

The GOES (Geostationary Operational

Environmental StV.slhle) weather space-

craft sat 23,000 miles above the earth, iis

spinning radiometer photographing nearly

a quarter of the earth's surface every 18

minutes. Using such sophisticated, inter-

active gear as GOES, meteorologists can

track storms, observe their behavior—and

perhaps one day eventame them. But the

technology is young.

Steve Weiss arrived for work at 7:30 a.m.

on May 31, 1985, ready for his routine, which

he began by reviewing the weather data

collected the previous night. He walked

through the halls of the Federal Building in

Kansas City. By the time he was sitting in-

side a horseshoe formed by the screens

of a half-dozen computer terminals, he was

already in shirtsleeves, ready for work. The

screens were the nucleus of a network of

sensors spread across thousands of miles

from coast to coast.

Forecasters at the National Severe
Storms Forecast Center in Kansas City are

responsible for assembling, interpreting,

and analyzing thousands of disparate

pieces of weather information from this

network. The previous night's data high-

lighted a moderate risk for severe thun-

derstorms in an area from the Great Lakes

and upper Ohio Valley eastward. The word

moderate is misleading. In forecasting jar-

A book-length version of "War of Winds," to be

called Tornado Watch 211, will be published In

hard cover by William Morrow & Company.
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gen moderate sounds a death knell.

Weiss pulled out a half-dozen charts and

printouts. A handsome, alert man with a

British military mustache, he moved with

a veteran's sureness as he drew the smooth

curves that sketched a sort of topograph-

ical map of Ihe nation's weather. The me-
teorological picture that emerged was not

a pretty one. Even Weiss, however, could

not yet know that one of the most devas-

tating tornadoes in American history was
in the making.

Weiss and storms center director Fred

Otsby studied the GOES photos intensely.

The satellite picked up all the major weather

phenomena, from rapidly developing

thunderstorms to merging cells to inter-

secting boundaries oi air masses. To assist

them in analyzing this information more

quickly, Otsby and Weiss activated a proc-

ess known as RISOP—Rapid Interval Scan

Operation—to catch details of cioud

movements by using satellite pictures taken

at more frequent intervals. Oddly, even

RISOP showed no sign of the giant

cumulonimbus or towering cumulus clouds

that would have signaled more dangerous

conditions. Otsby and Weiss always hope

the data-will be clearer. It seldom is. Even

with the National Weather Service's so-

phisticated technology, Mother Nature

never lets them get swelled heads.

More than 700-miles to" the east of the

forecast center in Kansas City, not far from

the lakefront .city of Erie, Pennsylvania,

Sandra Stahlsmith struggled with her five

children, trying to whisk them off to school

from her home on the corner ol East Pearl

Street in Albion. Along the straight ribbon

of highway, US. Route 6 North, a few frag-

ile black carriages carrying Amish families

braved the traffic that bullied past them

beside the lush pastures outside the placid

little town. Albion News editor Bob Mc-

Clymond sat in front of his battered Royal

typewriter, chronicling the upcoming
week's events: a chicken-and-biscuit

luncheon at the Methodist church; a flea

market at the Circle-B Saddle Club,

Linda Quay's baby daughter, Bonnie

Sue, squealed in tter high chair. Linda's two

sons were downing their cereal in front of

the television as Willard Scott predicted the

weather. Tornadoes were distinctly possi-

ble in the Lone Star State, but Pennsylva-

nia was another story: just a light rain. The

baby squealed again. 'Aren't you glad you

don't live in Texas?" asked Linda. "No tor-

nadoes for us."

The decision to declare a tornado watch,

is often agonizing, and the decision made
on May 31 was no different. "It would be

nice to be able to say, 'Between three-thirty

and four-thirty rm. this town is going to get

hit.' That would save lives. But that ability

is beyond our present capabilities—and

may be for quite a while," says Weiss.

Weiss studied the radar displays around

Buffalo and Pittsburgh. The forecasters in

Buffalo had discerned a threatening squall

line in southern Ontario, but no significant

precipitation showed up on the Pittsburgh

radar screen at all. The scope was practi-

cally clear, yet all other parameters indi-

cated that severe storms should be devel-

oping. The same was true at the Erie

weather station—and in Cleveland,

Youngstown, and Albany. Everyone was
looking for something that should be hap-

pening but wasn't. The scene mystified

Weiss; it was hardly a typical tornado threat.

The meteorologists at Ihe National Se-

vere'Storms Forecast Center have been

called the "Keepers ol the Gates of Hell,"

which is no misnomer. Their biggest en-

emy is the tornado. Tornadoes are the har-

pies of supercells. the deadliest of all thun-

derheads. The strong winds aloft pull in dry

air, which is cooled as it swirls around ihe

cells' intense updrafts. They reach speeds

of 100 miles per hour and more. As this dry

air cools, it sinks, colliding with the moist

updrafts. The cloud begins to rotate coun-

terclockwise, forming the swirl of a bathtub

drain as high as 25,000 feet in the air. At

the base of the supercell a small, rotating

"wall" cloud forms roughly 1,500 feet above

the ground. A tornado vortex that had be-

gun high up in the cell spirals down, and

CONTINUED ON PAGE110



^Guys like me
must never stay in a movement

once it gets

established We're disruptive.^

His business cards
used to read mean
GENE AUSTIN, THE PALA-

DIN OF POLITICS HAVE

MOUTH. WILL TRAVEL.

Bul thai was back in

the Seventies, when
he was.a professional

kidnapper Nowadays
he's busy investigat-

ing UFOs, drugs, and
cute. If Austin's past

performance is any
indication, these fields

are in for some inter-

esting times.

Austin started as a

high-school electron-

ics geek in Nebraska
nearly 50 years ago,

One of his favorite

memories is the time

a lecturer couldn't get

his projector working.

Soon the call went out.

"Gel Austin." He am-
bled slowly to the front

of the auditorium, plugged in a wire, and sat down

.

Since then, he's been a freelance writer, a soldier, a pipe-

line worker In Saudi Arabia, a policeman But his best-known

exploits to date grew out of his campaign against- the legal

maze of divorce courts. A parent might lose custody In one
state, win It in another, snatch the kids, and run. Enter Gene
Austin He would find Ihe children and kidnap them back.

Then he'd milk it for publicity to undermine the laws thai

made it possible. He did this 400 times, and he's proud.

Austin gof out of kidnapping in 1980, when the law was
changed. "Guys like me musl never stay in a movement
once it gets established," he explains "We're disruptive."

A chat with Austin is a dizzying experience; one bounces
from mass murders lo cattle mutilation to a newsletter for

nectophiles. Most of it is linged with the bizarre, and it's all

heavily documented in computerized files.

"He's a flaky genius, and his fact gathering is incredible,

"

affirms John DeCamp. a Nebraska state senator who has

UFD LFOTTE

known Austin for 15

years. "He has a net-

work of sources ho
one can match."

Austin's interest In

UFOs came through

the backdoor "I was
looking into cattle mu-
tilations." he says. "It

took me about two
weeks to figure it out,

A lot of the UFO sight-

ings m the West are

drug-smuggling heli-

copters. Hughes
500C's and D's can be
so quiet you can't hear

them a thousand feet

away. The mutilations

are just deaters wail-

ing for a shipment
They gel bored, take

some coke or some-
thing, and go cut up a
neighbor's cow. A five-

year-old child could

Other UFO sightings, he believes, are hallucinations. "Look

at the records," he says. "You'll find that most people who
see UFOs are city people who find themselves in the coun-

try. Suddenly there's no traffic noise, no one screaming at

them or trying to sell them something. There are no lights

telling them when to walk. They get info a mild state of sen-

sory deprivation and misinterpret what they see. Suddenly
Venus is a huge, moving light in the sky."

Just where this will lead remains to be seen, but it's sure

to lead somewhere. "He's driven," says DeCamp, "like a mad
scientist proving he's smarter than everyone else.

"

After all the lean years Austin has put a little stability into

his life, taking a job as an apartment manager. II pays the

bills and supports his research better than kidnapping ever

did. But the crusty crusader hasn't let unaccustomed se-

curity soften him. "One of the local radio stations did a pro-

file of me the other day." he grumbles "They called me Clean

Gene. I just hate that."—OWEN DAVES
07



Ever since the 1876 Cen-

tennial Americans have been

burying boxes of memorabil-

ia tor future generations to

discover, But when its time to

open the capsules, all too

trequently no one even
remembers where they are.

Dozens of cities—including

Santa Fe, New Mexico:

Portland, Oregon; and Min-

neapolis—have tried to

retrieve capsules reportedly

buried over the past dec-

ades, but they found only dirt.

The state of New Jersey

managed to lose its bicen-

tennial time capsule before it
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was buried. (It was found

weeks later in the basement

of the Casino Control Com-
mission.) And the town of

Corona, California, has lost at

least 17 capsules deposited

by high-school students in

the Thirties and early Forties.

"We have drawings,

sketches, and memories,"

says Jim Oeegan of Corona's

Centennial Committee, "But

no one can remember ex-

actly where the boxes are

buried. So we are still looking.

And if anyone can find one,

we are offering a one-hun-

dred-dollar reward."

To avoid such dilemmas in

the future, Colorado engineer

James Kusterer, Jr., has

coat, time capsules are

not necessarily the best way
to pass information along.

"They represent an edited

version of a particular time,"

she says, "They are probably

not going to include things

that are unattractive to a

society, nor are [hey going to

list its problems And those

things are as important as a

society's success."

Kusterer nonetheless

envisions his containers out-

lasting civilization itself.

'Architect Frank Lloyd Wright

once said that m the event

of a nuclear holocaust,

the only remaining identifiable

artifacts would be china

toilet bowls. I'm sort of hoping

that my lime capsules will

be right alongside them."

—Sherry Baker

"I am not thai I play."

—William Shakespeare

recently founded Time Cap-

sules Inc. The company
manufactures stainless-steel

and aluminum-alloy con-

tainers that preserve news-

print for 625 years and good
bond paper for 1,000 Ala

cost of anywhere from $1 ,500

to $3,000. Kusterer adds,

you can get a box as large as

400 cubic feet.

"Each burial site will be
recorded on geodesic survey

maps and stored In a bank

trust that expires when It's

time for the capsule to be
opened." Kusterer explains.

'Assuming the bank still

exists, officials will notify the

municipality involved."

According to Emory Uni-

While enjoying an outdoor

concert at Baltimore's Inner

Harbor on Septembers
1984, Bruce Maccabee
glanced up at the early eve-

ning sky. Agains' the bright

blue he noticed the dark

forms of birds soaring over-

head. But he also saw some-

thing else: a dull, amorphous
object that showed no hint

of flapping wings.

"I kept thinking this thing

would resolve itself into

something recognizable,"

Maccabee, a Navy physicist,

recalls. "But it didn't " As

the object traveled northward,

giving Maccabee a better

view, it began to look to him

like a strange black hole



in the late summer sky

Maccabee, who serves on
the Center for UFO Studies'

scientific board, has investi-

gated many reports of so-

called flying saucers over the

years, and he began to sus-

pect thai he was observing a

UFO firsthand. 'All I ever

saw—and this is what blows

my mind—was an outline,"

Maccabee now says. 'There
was no structure, Had there

been any real surface, there

would have been a gloss,

something that offered a

reflection. But it was black,

as if it were two-dimensional."

After seven minutes Mac-
cabee lost sight ot the object

as it passed behind the

Baltimore Trade Center.

Reappearing after several

seconds, it continued north-

ward, shrinking to a tiny

dot before It disappeared,

Oddly enough, none of the

other several hundred con-
certgoers reported seeing the

strange black object. Macca-
bee, however, isn't surprised.

"It was only unusual because
it shouldn't have been there,

or anywhere, probably

"

he says. "And I Suspect the

other witnesses didn't even
realize that."

Maccabee claims he is

stumped for a satisfactory

explanation for the black hole.

The flight dynamics didn't

match a tethered kite, and it

would have been easily

recognized if it had been a
plane, helicopter, or bird,'

1

he
insists. "It was traveling at

a velocity of more than twice

the measured wind speed,

so it couldn't have been
a balloon."

But UFO skeptic and
aerospace journalist Phillip

Klass disagrees: "I often

sail on the Chesapeake Bay
near Baltimore, and fre-

quently the winds are drasti-

cally different from what
the weather forecasts say. So
to reject the logical explana-

tion that this was a balloon,

simply because of the wind
reports for that day, just

doesn't make any sense."

—Sherry Baker

"Besides, it is always the

others who die,"—Marcel Duchamp

Can a near-death experi-

ence (NDE) help you suc-

ceed in business? Yes,

according to a recent study

conducted by public relations

expert Leigh Henderson of

Boston.

Previously a teacher,

Henderson began gathering

material for the study back
in 1981, after a brush with

death drove her into the busi-

ness world. I had an ulcer

operation," she says, "and
when I awoke, I was breathing

out of a tube They didn't

know where I was bleeding
from. My blood pressure

dropped to zero, and for

four hours I was in critical

condition."

White she hung between
life and death, Henderson
was suffused with a feeling

of peace, and she experi-

enced a "visitation" that

showed her she wasn't meant
to die yet. "It was a spiritual

experience," she recalls.

"I was told to go back and
find out about the world

through business."

Taking the advice to heart;

she not only survived but
rose meteorically through the

ranks in the public relations

World. Now, five years later,

she has opened her own
public relations firm.

"Some of my associates

are envious; some; think

I'm possessed; some just

think I'm crazy," she says. "But

I'm a very good business-

woman. I'm a workaholic. My
NDE pushed me to be more
aware, more professional.

I'm going to be rich."

Because her NDE incited

her to such success, Hert-

>n always wondered
whether NDEs influence

others so dramatically. After

talking to dozens of fellow

NDEers she has found

the answer to be a resound-

ing yes. "Most people feel

it's a path to sell-actualiza-

tion," she says "They not only

want to succeed; they want
to reach out to the world.

One man who had an NDE
was told to go on a lecture

tour around the country.

A policeman became a
school superintendent and a

poet, A businessman is now
publishing books for low-

income minorities on how to

succeed in business."

Henderson points out that

not everyone returns from

an NDE with such resolve.

"Sometimes it just creates

more problems," she ex-

plains. "Some people are
overwhelmed by the NDE
and have trouble adjusting

to normal work routines. One
guy I talked to got

ten thousand years of knowl-

edge In one night Now he
has trouble holding onto
a job."—Mark Teich



Drew Endicott, a twenty-

nine-yeat-old mechanical

engineer Irom Philadelphia,

wants lo "get dirty." He even

has a secret plan. His tar-

gets; "those who have no

demonstrated facility to

reason," including holistic-

health advocates, astrologers,

and believers in the paranor-

mal. He is currently hoping

to discourage such Individu-

als with a new group that

will "do anything short of

criminal activity."

Lawrence Cranberg, a

physicist from Austin, Texas,

decries the "indulgence"

that allows ESP and UFO ad-

vocates to "poison minds."

Thus he and his group,

the 50-member Austin Soci-

ety to Oppose Pseudosci-

ence (A-STOP), are "engaged

in scientific missionary work."

They have already per-

suaded the Au$tin American

Statesman to print a disclaim-

er with its astrology column,

and they have inundated

local newspapers with letters

about the recent cooperation

between a psychic and the

Austin police,

A-STOP and Endicott's

incipient group are, respec-

tively, the oldest and newest

of a growing number of
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itiparanormal organizations

ringing up in cities across

United States. Inspired

the famous Committee for

Scientific Investigation

Claims of the Paranormal

;SICOP), they include

West Virginia-based

:EASON (Research, Educa-

ion and Science Over Non-

sense), TUSKS (Tucson

Skeptical Society, which

boasts of "impaling pseudo-

seientists and other yahoos

on the TUSKS of truth"), and

Seattle's Northwest Skeptics.

These groups see their

mission as nothing less than

the defense of Western
civilization. "Survival of a
democratic society depends
upon the ability of Its citizens

to determine the differ-

ence between sense and

nonsense." declares a reso-

lution passed by San Fran-

cisco's Bay Area Skeptics.

But this new breed of

skeptic has not met with the

approval of CSICOP, which

favors a mare measured

criticism. In fact, after Endicott

claimed to have CSlCOP's

backing. CSICOP chairman

Paul Kurtz "totally" rejected

Endicott's objectives.

Another CSICOP official,

psychologist and longtime

paranormal critic Ray Hyman,

charges the militant debunk- .

ers with "witch-hunting. The

militants campaign is mostly-

silly," he says "Obviously

some people will do anything

to get Into the papers. At

their best some of these

groups are sincerely seeking

to balance the media's pro-

paranormal bias. But in

the extreme cases there's a

fundamentalism that I find

frightening."

—Jerome Clarke

When G. Patrick Flanagan

and his wife. Gael (below),

were married recently, they

held the ceremony in the

Great Pyramid at Giza. They

celebrated with a fast. Then,

minds cleared by starvation,

they created Innergy Crystal

Water, the best aid to good
health since snake oil

Crystal water had its start

25 years ago, when Flana-

gan heard that the people of

the Hunza In Pakistan often

lived to more than 100 be-

cause their water had high

electrical conductivity and low

surface tension. Sparked

by the notion that mere water

might extend his life, Flana-

gan began to develop an

elixir of his own.

Flanagan conducted ex-

periments for 23 years.

Though several processes

worked, he says, none were

suited tc mass production.

That is jnt:i he stumbled

upon a b'oaktnrough during

the oostnuptial fast. On the

sixtieth day ol the last he

decided to mix ordinary water

with metal silicates. "The

silicates shifted the surface

tension and conductivity

to Hunza levels," says Flana-

gan. "The process was
cheap, and it worked."

Flanagan's new product,

named Innergy Crystal Water,

can be purchased in the

form of silicate powder for $3

per ounce. When the powder
is mixed with a gallon of

distilled water, Hunza-pow-

ered liquid is the result

According to Miami physi-

cian Martin Dayton, crystal

water heals burns, cures

athlete's foot, and eases ar-

thritis It also blocks the

clumping of blood platelets

and prevents arteriosclerosis.

But not everyone agrees.

Textbook physics, for in-

stance, holds that surface

tension and conductivity

never vary from one batch of

water lo the next. And writer

Martin Gardner, defender

of scientific orthodoxy, de-

clares, "1 think the guy's

just crazy."—Owen Davies



BRAIN
Medical Center in Hanover, New Hamp-
shire, returned home irom rounds and set-

tled in front of a crackling fire to catch up

on some reading. In two months he was
supposed to begin an 18-month research

project (a requirement ior completing his

residency), and he'd yet to complete his

proposal. Since his college days at Penn-

sylvania State Medical School in Hershey,

Harbaugh had been interested in the

problems of drugs reaching the brain and

the .effects of various neurotransmitters in

neurological disease. Was it possible, he

wondered, to pump a drug directly into the

brain and then, with that drug, manipulate

a specific neurotransmitter? Harbaugh's

idea was to use a high-tech medical de-

vice that could deliver drugs directly to the

brain through a surgically implanted pump
and a catheter.

Initially designed by a team of doctors

at the University of Minnesota School of

Medicine as a means of delivering the an-

licoagulant heparin to patients with severe

clotting problems, the Infusaid pump is a

cylindrical titanium disc, the ihickness of a

stopwatch and about 2.5 inches in diam-

eter. Flexible bellows divide the disc's two

chambers. Freon, a volatile fluid, is sealed

in the outer chamber. The inner chamber

serves as the reservoir for the drug. Once
the disc is inside the body, pressure from

the freon moves the bellows, which forces

the drug through a filter and into a catheter

that delivers the medication directly to the

area where it's needed.

For Harbaugh, what made the Infusaid

pump exciting was its ability to get around

the problem that has forever plagued neu-

rology—getting drugs past the blood-

brain barrier and into Ihe brain. Now all he

needed was a target disease.

Surgery would be required to implant the

pump, and a frontal craniotomy would be

needed for placement of the catheter. The

operation wasn't a difficult one, but any

surgery carries risks; so Harbaugh needed

a disease that had fairly devastating ef-

fects and one that could be affected by

manipulating neurotransmitter levels.

As he flipped through the pages of the

latest issue of Lancet, a British medical

journal, he found an article on dementia.

Remembering his grandfather, who suf-

fered from an undefined type of dementia,

Harbaugh read on. The article summed up

the hypothesis that Alzheimer's stemmed
from an acetylcholine deficiency. Alz-

heimer's was a natural for his project,

A tall, good-looking man of thirty-four,

Harbaugh is a doctor whose encouraging

bedside manner precedes him. His ration-

ale was to try to replace acetylcholine by

infusing an acetylcholinelike drug directly

into the brain. First and foremost, he wanted

to see whether it was feasible. Second, he

wondered whether it would affect the pa-

tient's condition.

Because acetylcholine cannot be in-

fused (it is unstable and breaks down
quickly in the cerebrospinal fluid), Har-

baugh searched lor potential analogs, fi-

nally choosing bethaneehol chloride. 'Al-

though there are better compounds
coming along now, at the time bethane-

ehol chloride fit all the criteria we needed
for use in the pump," Harbaugh says. The

drug had previously been approved by ihe

FDA for use in other clinical studies, mak-

ing it easier lor Harbaugh to get approval.

By January 1983 Harbaugh was ready

to roll. His lack of funding didn't defer him:

He got a bank loan for $2,000 and started

a six-month toxicity study in dogs. No ill

effects were found with planned dosages.

Data and proposal in hand, Harbaugh

presented his project to the Dartmouth-

Hitchcock Committee for the Protection of

Human Subjects, the FDA, and Infusaid.

Approval from Ihe committee was followed

by a granl from Infusaid to continue the

dog study and to begin a small study with

humans. Each candidate for the study had

to have a history of Alzheimer's with at least

a three-year progression. They had to be

good surgical candidates without any other

life-threatening diseases. Their family had

to be well-informed and willing to collect

data for the project. If a candidate met those

criteria, then he or she would be given a
thorough evaluation to rule out other causes
of progressive dementia.

in July 1983 Harbaugh sent out a letter

to area physicians, asking them for refer-

rals. Response was slow, which really didn't

surprise him. Most of the neurological dis-

eases that might be treated with an im-

plantable infusion system have tradition-

ally been handled by medical neurologists,

not neurosurgeons. Because Harbaugh's
approach involved surgery, there were
conservative doctors who viewed the plan

as invasive and ill-advised for elderly pa-

tienls, who normally cannot withstand the

stresses of surgery. Besides that, implant-

ing such a system was not a standard

practice. "But," says Harbaugh, "only a
neurosurgeon is crazy enough to actually

think of drilling a hole in someone's head
and putting a catheter in there to deliver a

drug. And I," he adds, a smile emerging,

"am crazier than most."

Excited by the prospects of traveling into

new medical territory, Harbaugh waited

patiently for referrals. He was well aware
that many applicants would have to be re-

jected. Donald Abbott, while checking into

day-care programs for Julie, happened to

speak with a nurse who mentioned Har-

baugh's study. The Abbotts contacted

Harbaugh immediately.

As Julie and Donald Abbott were led into

his office, he harbored no greal expecta-

tions. "My impression of Julie at that time

was thai she had very little insight into what
was going on," Harbaugh says, glancing

over his files. "She seemed to compre-
hend what we were saying, but I don't think

she could remember anything long enough
to appreciate the progression of the con-

versation." He described the project and
reminded the Abbotts there were no guar-

antees. Only one other palient had been
enrolled, and he'd just completed surgery.

"The biggest burden was on Donald,"

Harbaugh says. "It was he who had to make
the decision whether or not to take this step.

And there was just no way of saying what
the complications might be."

As the Abbotts left the hospital, they fell

encouraged. "I just don't think there was
any doubt that we'd do this," Donald says.

"We did consult with the children, but we
really felt we couldn't let this chance go by.

I just knew lhat if
I pondered too long, it

would never come back."

Julie agrees. "I wasn't afraid— I felt good
about him. He was very kind."

On August 14 Julie was rolled into an
operating room in the neurosurgical wing

at Dartmouth-Hitchcock. After Alzheimer's

was documented by biopsy, the pump was
installed. During five hours of surgery Har-

baugh planted the disc in a tiny pocket of

tissue along the abdominal wall. He then

snaked a caiheter attached io the pump

under the skin and finally Ihrough the skull

and into the brain. The drug began
streaming into Julie's brain within a few

minutes. This would be alternated with

doses of a saline solution.

Two more patients, a man and a woman,
were enrolled in the program, bringing ihe

total to four. All„had pumps implanted in

abdominal pockeis. although the position

of the catheier was varied from patient to

patient to see if this affected the treatment.

All patients iniiially received infusion with

bethaneehol chloride and then began al-

ternating doses, with only Harbaugh and
his assistanl knowing who was getting what

and when. Drug doses ranging from 0.05

to 0.7 milligram per day were increased in

steps to determine the best doses for each
patient. The side effects were few and, for

the most part, minor.

"Of all the family members Donald was
the most remarkable," Harbaugh recalls.

"He'd call me within twenly-four to forty-

eight hours of infusion to tell me which sub-
stance we'd injecied into Julie's pump. And
he hit it right on ihe button every time."

When Julie was on Ihe bethaneehol
chloride, Donald noticed an improvement.

"These were subtle things," he explains.

"It's not like something you'd see in the

movies where the patient jumps out of bed,

throws down the crutches, and miracu-

lously walks. With Alzheimer's disease,

even the most subtle improvements mean

^ have imagined. Let!
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the world. They came in the way she

dressed herself in the morning, whether she

was cheerful or discouraged."

What does Julie remember o! the trial?

"I could tell when the shots weren't right,"

she says. "I knew when they were using

something else. I was out of mood—some-

times I
felt mean."

Around Thanksgiving Julie, while on a

dose of bethanechol chloride, suddenly slid

into a state of extreme confusion, confu-

sion that rivaled her worst moments. Har-

baugh ran a battery of tests and found an

increase in the white blood cell count in

her cerebrospinal fluid. Since she'd been

allergy-tested for the drug, and it was un-

likely that the problem had been caused

by the pump or the catheter, Harbaugh was

stumped. He drained the drug and re-

placed the pump reservoir with the pla-

cebo to see whether the inflammation

would clear up on its own.

That Christmas Donald took Julie to Tuc-

son to visit daughter Kathy and her family.

"I had always been the one who held on to

hope. But that Christmas 1 was scared.

Mom panicked if Dad so much as left the

room. We didn't know what was going to

happen, -I kept thinking about the story

'Flowers for Algernon.'

"

By January 1984 Julie's while blood cell

count was back to normal. Harbaugh con-

cluded lhal Julie's reaction was due to a

viral infection completely unrelated either

to the drug or the placebo. Because Julie

was still disoriented, Donald hired a

housekeeper to care for her.

In February Julie started back on the

bethanechol. This lime she would stay on

it. No more roller coaster, Harbaugh prom-

ised. 'As the medication was increased, so

too were Julie's abilities," says Donald. "She

felt more and more independent, and by

spring wed let the housekeeper go."

Harbaugh published his results in Oc-

tober 1984. He wrote, "Based on reports

from family members observing the pa-

tients in their day-to-day activities, the re-

sponse to bethanechol infusion has been

encouraging. We have had repeated re-

ports of decreased confusion, increased

initiative, and improvements in daily living

[such as household functions, personal

hygiene, and social interactions] during

drug infusion," Most encouraging was that

no one improved while on the placebo.

Harbaugh was elated. It was the first time

a treatment showed such a noticeable re-

sponse in an Alzheimer's patient.

As fate would have it. the same month

Harbaugh published the results of his sin-

gle-blind feasibility study was also Na-

tional Alzheimer's Awareness Month. His

work hit the media; reaction was fast and

furious—and it got out of hand. On the West

Coast the infusion method was inaccur-

ately reported as a cure for Alzheimer's.

Dartmouth-Hitchcock decided to hold a

press conference to straighten out the mis-

conceptions. "There's a quote from Mark

Twain, attributed to a young bride on the

day after her wedding night. She said she
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kind of knew wha: to expeci but she didn't

expect it to be so big," says Harbaugh. "We
expected some of the local papers, and
instead everyone but Pravda came."

Because the sample was small and the

results only subjectively positive, Har-

baugh's work dornandec further research.

Says Dr. Richard L.Saunders, chief of neu-

rosurgery at Dartmouth-Hitchcock: "Nev-

ertheless, it was a significant study be-

cause it represented the tirst example of

treating a deficiency by central delivery.

That's important, as significant to me as

the day somebody firsi injected an agent

into the bloodstream as opposed to ad-

ministering it by pill. The goal of the neu-

rosurgeon in the next few decades isn't

going to be to exfract brain tumors or work
on abnormal blood vessels but to treat the

big-league problems, what we call the

hopeless diseases, like Alzheimer's, au-

tism, schizophrenia, and epilepsy."

The study revealed some valuable infor-

mation as well as proving morcranial infu-

sion was possible. Says Harbaugh: "it was
hard to generate any meaningful data from

the short-term memory battery that we
used. The initial prejudice we had was the

belief that if we were going to see any
meaningful effect, it would be on memory.
If we could believe the family reports, there

did seem to be a positive effect, but it

wasn't on short-term memory.
"That told us a couple of things: If we.

were- going to look for neuropsychologic

tests to document any change, it had to be

a much broader-range testing than just

short-term memory. Second, maybe the

place to look was at the activities of daily-

living scales, how these people are func-

tioning in their world as opposed to just

neuropsychologic tests."

But could the family reports have been
inaccurate? Were they the result ol blind

hope? Not long after publishing his results,

Harbaugh approached Dr. Richard Penn
at Rush Presbyterian Hospital in Chicago
to see whether he was interested in using

Harbaugh's protocol to conduct a double-

blind study there. In January 1985 Penn
began a ten-patient double-blind study. His

results: Four out of ten patients showed im-

provements in behavior similar to what
Harbaugh had found.

In April 1985 Harbaugh presented his

findings in Miami al a symposium on Alz-

heimer's. Preceding his report was a pa-

per on an experimental approach that in-

volved administering another drug,
physostigmine, intravenously and later or-

ally. While that study revealed positive re-

sults, it had an 80 percent complication

rate, with such side effects as lowered

blood pressure, nausea and vomiting, and
a slowed, pulse rate. Nevertheless, the

symposium attendees generally approved
of the research. When Harbaugh pre-

sented his findings, however, the audience

split, with hai" viewing rhe approach as

"radical and horrible," as Harbaugh puts

it, and half accepting it as an innovation.

Word of Harbaugh's work had already

filtered through the medical community,

and later that month he flew to Atlanta to

meet with a group ol neurosurgeons to set

a protocol for the. first nationwide double-

blind study using his treatment.

In July, Harbajgh 'ocoivec a grant from

the National Institute of Mental Health for

his ten-patient double-blind study, part of

the collaborative nationwide study. In sub-

sequent months, the University of South-

ern California, the Montreal Neurological

Institute, the Baylor School of Medicine in

Houston, the Barrow Institute in Phoenix,

and other centers began interviewing can-
didates ic thei- stjeics. Tne resut.s of these

experiments are expected to be made
public sometime next year.

Although Harbaugh's initial findings

spawned a clinical boom, there are some
skeptics in the medical community. Dr.

Zaven Khachatuhan, chief of the physiol-

ogy of aging branch of the National Insti-

tute of Aging (NIA), is one. "I am not con-

vinced there is a phenomenon there yet,

Alzheimer's disease progresses in a step-

wise fashion, meaning there are periods of

deterioration followed by periods of stabi-

lization. We don't know how long a patient

may go without deteriorating.

"There is also a certain amount of un-



necessary risk with the iniusion system,"

says Khachaturian. "That, however, doesn't

bother me as much as putting drugs di-

rectly into the cerebrospinal fluid because

we have no way of knowing what the drug

is really doing."

For the Abbotts. Julie's chance to take

part in Harbaugh's study was a brass ring.

"It came by," says Donald, "and we
grabbed it." Since she has been on contin-

uous bethanechol chloride infusion, the

disease seems to have stabilized. "Basi-

cally, the greatesi improvement is that she

hasn't lost any of the functions she had

when we first met Dr. Harbaugh," Donald

says, "And her attitude has improved
greatly. She feels she is being helped. She

is more confident and optimistic.

" "But," he adds, "her memory is im-

paired. There's no question about that

—

her short-term memory most severely."

Even so, Julie can carry on and follow a

conversation. She can call up memories

from the past: her favorite foster parents

and the search for her brothers and sister

after they were placed in different homes
throughout New England; her first "blind"

date with Donald: even meeting Dr. Har-

baugh for the first time ("I thought. What a

hunk!" she says, laughing). Her memories

of the disease itself, the constant state of

confusion, are also with her.

"It was like knowing you know some-

thing or someone and not being able to

remember," she says. "I couldn't under-

stand it. I just couldn't figure out why things

weren't going right, even simple things that

I knew how to do. I knew, but I didn't get

things right."

Where would she be now if she hadn't

been a part of Harbaugh's experiment''

"Based on how she was functioning when
we first saw her," Harbaugh says, "the odds

are very, very high that she would be in a

nursing home," The Abbotts agree.

. "As much as it pains me to say this, she

probably would be in a home," says son

Doug. "The difference since she's been on

the chemical is very pronounced."

"She has retained her pride," says Pat.

"And her dignity. That is important. She's

more open with her feelings now. She tells

me she still cries now and then because

the brutal part of it all is that she does re-

member when she could do all this stuff.

But she does have a sense of humor, a

liveliness, and a fighting attitude."

Two months ago, at the annual meeting

of the American Association of Neurologi-

cal Surgeons held in Denver, Harbaugh

presented the results of a two-year follow-

up study on Julie's group, his first lour pa-

tients, each of whom had opted to con-

tinue with the infusion treatment.

Three ot the four patients, including Ju-

lie, showed no deterioration in the activities

of daily living and only a.marginal deterio-

ration Tn test scores— neuropsychologic

examinations of verbal ability, I.Q., reading

comprehension,- and memory. One pa;.

tient, a sixty-seven-year-old naval archi-

tect, however, was unable to complete the
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tests and showed a marked decline in

cognitive and social tunction.

"The reason for his decline may be at-

tributable to the fact that his intracranial

catheter became dislodged, unknown to

the physicians caring for him. and was no

longer delivering the drug to the brain,"

Harbaugh says.

Is it possible that the drug infusion had

no effect on the progression of the dis-

ease, that the data simply reflected the

normal course of deterioration?

"That this is just the normal progression

cannot be discounted," Harbaugh said

during his recent presents on "Based on

other studies in the [medical] literature and

the rate of progression of these patients

prior to entering the study, however, we
think that's somewhat unlikely."

One fact cannot be denied: All four pa-

tients were headed for nursing homes when
Harbaugh first saw them; two years later,

all four were still living at home with the help

of family members.
Although the results are encouraging,

whether or not the implant will become a

conventional treatment depends on the

outcome of the nationwide study now un-

der way. Other important data may also

arise from the study. By looking at the neu-

rochemistry of brain samples taken from

patients at the time their pumps were im-

planted, researchers may find markers that

would show which patients will respond to

this treatment. If the results are positive,

which won't be known for a year, it will take

at least another year aiter that before the

treatment will be available to other Alz-

heimer's patients. Finally a treatment for this

deoi ita:irg disease may be found.

In the meantime the mystery of Alz-

heimer's remains jus! that—a mystery. Why
the deterioration occurs in the first place

.and how it can be better diagnosed are

significant questions. Harbaugh notes evi-

dence indicating that among Alzheimer's

victims, the hippocamo: structures, which

are located in the medial temporal lobes

and are very important for. short-term

memory, separate from the rest of the brain.

If that's true, patients with a three- to five-

year history of Alzheimer's may have
structures that are too sorted to be effec-

tively treated with an implant.

"But
I
think it can still make a difference

in the level of activity of the patient—his or

her initiative, ability to stick to a task, and

things like that," Harbaugh adds. "If we can

get someone very early in the course of the

disease, we might see a radical change

with this treatment. Until we get better di-

agnoses, however, it's a Catch-22,"

Donald retired from teaching last year,

and now he and Julie are enjoying their

time together. She is proud she has been

able to hold her own. "We're thrilled," says

Donald. "People are so hungry for hope.

We only regret :ha: Mere are so many who
haven't been-as fortunate."

Julie agrees.- "There are a lot of them out

there," she says, referring to Alzheimer's

victims. "Tell them to take heart."DO
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afford it. The others watched video and

dreamed of being something else when
night came.

Perhaps we felt guilty about our care-

lessness. So now there were animals again,

though they weren't real. And some peo-

ple were like Kirt, who used the chimera

and fantacin to hide their insanity. People

looked the other way when someone wore

a chimera and played at being a rutting,

aggressive beast in the night. The p.o.'s,

with their stunners and laws to enforce,

rarely bothered with people in chimera. As

long as you were not too violent, the p.o.'s

left you alone. They had enough trouble

simply solving the chimera murders that

crowded the dockets.

"I'm going to look for anew cloak tomor-

row." a voice beside me said. I turned, but

it was only the second fat woman, talking

to the other. "The one I've got is so old and

shabby. Arron told me he could see my
real face through it last night," she said, her

voice almost a giggle. I watched her stroke

the thick skin beneath her eye, rubbing the

layers of fat there, Perhaps she was a

starving antelope in the night. It would be

a way to forget her obesity for a few hours.

The- tram stopped in front of our office

building, and we worked our way to the

open doors. As I stepped to the ground

the man in front of me stumbled, and I

reached out a hand to steady him. I saw
his face go while and turned to see what

he looked at.

She was spread awkwardly on the

pavement, her head canted oddly to one

side. Her face was hidden from me, but I

could not help staring at the back of her

neck, tor a line oi biood sitmed there and

flowed to the gutter. A circle of people was
drawn around her, but no one touched the

dead woman, not even the p.o. who stood

off to one side, his hand resting on the butt

of his stunner. He seemed to be waiting for

his superiors before he disturbed her.

"Oh, my god," I heard Hellea whisper.

Her eyes were wide as s':\e stared at the

body. "How could he do this?"

1 felt a sudden chill on my arms and re-

alized, the dead woman looked familiar,

even from the back. Her hair was auburn,

her limbs long, and her hands large for her

wrists. I walked around the edges of the

circle until I could see her face. Through

her contorted grimace and the already-

drying blood on her throat, 1 recognized

her face. I
recognized her because she

looked so much like me.

"Somebody's idea of a joke, I suppose,"

the p.o. investigator said as he drew back

the chimera cloak from the woman on the

ground. The outline of the shape on the

pavement shimmered for a moment and

then solidified, It wasn't human. It was the

body of a sheep. A sheep in human guise.

The zoo-compound markings on the ani-



mal's chesl were plain io see, even through

the darkening from the torn throat.

"I don't understand," I said.

"Someone killed this poor creature,

wrapped this cloak around it," the investi-

gator said, holding the chimera in his hand

at arm's length, as if it were contagious,

"and then dumped the carcass here. Have

any idea why?" He looked ai me, and when

I said nothing he went- on, "The cloak is of

you. Or close enough not to matter. Cus-

tom-made, by the looks of it. Shouldn't be

too hard to trace back to whoever commis-

sioned it. Someone you know enjoy killing

zoo-compound animals? Against the law.

you know. You wear these?" And he held

up the chimera again. I felt Hellea's hand

on my arm.

"Yes, yes I do."

"I suppose all your friends do, too," he

said, looking at Hellea, his disgust not quite

concealed. He was like most p.o.'s; he

hated all chimera for its ability to hide the

guilty. "You have no idea who might have

done this
-'" He pointed to the dead sheep

that still lay on the pavement. Perhaps it

was only imagination, but I thought I

smelled the same odor as in the hallway

the night before. Death smell.

"Can't you see the shock she's had?"

Hellea asked. "Of course she doesn't know

who did this. Leave her alone." She glared

at the p.o. investigator, who was silent and
blinked his eyes often.

"I apologize," he said finally. "But we have

to investigate. A zoo-compound animal's

not killed and just forgotten. . .

."

"Is it more important than she is?" Hellea

asked. She stepped forward and tried to

push me behind her.

"Stop it," I
said. "Stop it." I pulled Hellea's

hand from my arm and looked at the p.o.

investigator, "Yes, I
think I know who did

this. He's threatened me before. Last night,

in fact." I could serso - ici eo's eyes on me,

so I turned to her. "Let me talk. This'is the

only way we can get rid of him." Back to

the investigator again. "He's insane. He's

jealous because Hellea left him. He brought

some dead thing to our apartment last night

and said it was a warning for me. To let

Hellea go back to him. I suppose. His name
is Kirt. What's his last name, Hellea?"

She glanced at me for a moment, and it

wasn't hard to see the fury in her face. But

she answered. "Gallins. Kirt Gallins."

"He thinks he's a werewolf, Area/ one," I

said.
I
heard Hellea inhale quickly.

"Obviously," the investigator said, and
when I shook ™y noao n contusion, he bent

down beside the sheep's carcass, "Un-

usual wound," he said, pushing his fingers

into the ripped throat of the sheep. "See

the ragged edges7 Here and here? Didn't

use a blade, that's plain. Something blunt-

er, rounder perhaps. Like a tooth."

Had he actually placed his mouth on the

thing's throat when he killed It? Could he
be that mad?
"May I go home now?" I finally asked.

He looked at the place where the sheep
lay, turned back to me, and nodded.

"I'd stay in tonight if I were you," he said,

pointing to the bison's-head ring on my left

index finger. Though his advice was sound,

I knew I
wouldnitakeit. We' see what Kirt

Gallins has to say about this. Shouldn't be
hard to find him. Call_ if you think of any-

thing we might want to know?" His eye-

brows edged up anci stayed there.

"Certainly, if we think of anything." I

turned then and walked to the tram stop,

glad to be among a crowd, even in the

daylight. I didn't wait for Hellea to move with

me. The group made me comfortable, for

it felt as if someone .'.ere standing just out-

side my view, waiting for me to step out-

side the crush of others. But every time I

looked around, the only familiar face I saw
was Hellea's.

"Why did you tell him?" Hellea asked.

"We could have dealt with Kirt ourselves.

Now the p.o.'s know everything."

I stared at her. A madman had killed an

animal and dressed it in a cloak to make it

look like me. The meaning was less than

subtle. Yet she still thought we could do
something about him ourselves.

"That's the point," I said slowly. "What

can we do? Kill hi'" 9 I oon't have the stom-

ach for that. Hellea. The p.o.'s will find him

and lock him away."

She grabbed my arm and pulled me to

her until her lips were only inches from mine.

"No," she said, and I could feel her breath

hot on my face. "I'll deal with him myself.

He's, mine, .and I'll do what we've always

done with those like him."

"We've done?" I
asked, feeling her hand

still tight around my arm, But she wouldn't

look at me, even when she spoke.

"He's insane, Courtney. But don't let the

p.o.'s force him to see that. Let me."

She might as well have continued with

her unspoken words. Let me, because I

still love him. That was why she did not want

the p.o.'s involved. She was afraid for Kirt.

I wanted her to speak those unspoken

words, but I was afraid she would answer

and put an end to everything.

She seemed to read my mind. "Please,

Courtney. (Mo more questions. Jus! let me
take care of Kirt."

"Let's go home," I said, suddenly afraid

of losing her.

Damn Kirt, damn him, I thought, and for

a second
I
even believed I could do him

harm to keep Hellea with me.

I gazed stupidly across the park meadow
and imagined .1 chewed on the grass. It

was not the prairie that I
dreamed of, but it

was the best in the city, the widest expanse
of open ground. Someday I would make it

to the plains, but not tonight. I was only a

bison in the city tonight.

There were at least three dozen others

around me, people
I
knew vaguely in their

human forms, better in their chimera cloaks.

The great shaggy bull toward the treeline

was Mestern. the young cow beside me
was Hellea. It was my herd, my group, and
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the sense ol security was in ck in !he air as

we moved slowly through (he grasses.

I'd taken a low dose of fantacin and so

kept sliding in and out of myself. Most of

the time I
realized I was human dressed in

chimera; occasionally I
lost track and only

knew when I came out of the blankness

that I'd truly thought of myself as bison. We
are a stupid animal, really, but one with

group instinct. I was an animal I liked to be.

In that brief moment of human con-

sciousness I
caught the scent of Hellea on

my skin. We'd gone to the apartment from

the scene of the p.o.'s and the chimera-

cloaked sheep to make love. Hellea had

said nothing, only made love to me with

furious energy. When we were done and

exhausted on the sheets, she massaged
my back, rubbing our mixed perspiration

into my skin. She'd seemed nervous then.

but still said little to me. Now that her

strange perfume was rubbed deep into me,

I felt secure in her love. Perhaps all my mis-

givings were only lover's paranoia.

The comforting warmth of the herd as

we closed up made me slip from my hu-

manity then, but I recovered quickly. Even

knowing what I was, the sense of protec-

tion overwhelmed me until
I
felt every worry,

every anxiety fall from my busy mind, until

It was emptied and confident, Nothing

could harm me here in the herd.

A nervous flicker seemed to run through,

all of us. I looked down, and though the

chimera I wore made me see the thick
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shoulders of a bison, I
knew I was Human

and was really only glancing at my waist.

Still, I
saw my matted hair move again as

the flesh beneath it twitched. We'd smelled

something wrong in the air.

A short howl from the trees told me what

it was. Wolves: either ones that ran on four

feet or werewolves. Both kinds would be

chimera-driven. The members of the herd

moved closer together, three of the bulls

on the outside of the ragged circle, calves

in the middle. I slipped into the dream-

world of fantacin and lost my thoughts.

I awoke to see Kirt's werewolf face filling

my sight. He peered at me through yellow

eyes, his nose wrinkled up as he inhaled

deeply. His massive head shook as if he

were confused.
I
caught a trace of strange

odor when he breathed in my face. Again

the fantacin pulled me from conscious-

ness. My eyes finally opened, and even

though I knew they were only human teeth

wrapped around the throat of Hellea's

imaginary bulk, I couldn't help but scream

inside myself as she struggled against the

werewolf who sawed at her neck.

Fantacin again touched me, and I could

only stare dumbly as the werewolf tore my
lover's throat with immense canines thai

glinted in the dim moonlight. He dropped

her body, her' carcass, then seemed to

stare into 'my eyes. I tried to blink but could

not, for fear was. in my mouth and squeezed

my face tight until
I felt my temples throb.

He leaned on his heels, arched his head

back hard, and howled at the half-moon, I

stepped back, lurning to my left, bringing

my immense head directly in line with him.

I
would not die easily. But Kirt did nothing

but howl once again, wave a hand to indi-

cate Hellea beside him on the ground, whirl.

and run for the trees.

Driven away by the fear-creaied adren-

aline, fantacin burned from my body, and I

peeled off my chimera cloak and held it in

my hand. Several of the others in my herd

were doing the same. The ones still playing

bison snuffed around the spoor of the van-

ished werewolves. Hellea had been the

only casualty.

And then the enormity of what Kirt had

done struck me. He'd murdered her; the

p.o.'s would hunt hard for him now. A howl

echoed from the tree line, and the sheer

sound of it made me sick. I was on the

grass, my hands splayed in front of me, my
mouth gasping for air as I

vomited. For a

moment, I even lorgot what he'd done to

Hellea. I was next. I
was sure of it. But I still

did not know why he'd left me for last.

The p.o.'s that came and knelt on the

grass to look at Hellea's still-cloaked body

told me they would search for Kirt but not

to expect too much. It was going to be hard

finding him when chimera cloaks could be

donned at will. I knew they were right.

A p.o, went home with me on the tram

and even walked me up the stairs to my
door, but after I

opened it and he thrust his

head inside, he simply withdrew and
shrugged his shoulders. No Kirt. Nothing.

I waited until he'd left, then closed the

door, leaving" it unlocked. The ancient re-

volver lay heavy in my hands as I
crouched

in the darkness at the far end of the corri-

dor, my eyes on the stairway where Kirt

would have to show himself. I
checked the

revolver. All I had to do was pull back the

hammer and yank on the trigger. It was

better than doing what the p.o. recom-

mended: spend the night with him and wait

until Kirt was found. They might never find

him. I wanted an end to it, but the images

of the false woman on the pavement, blood

under its throat, and of Hellea's bulk, silent

on the meadow grass, kept interfering and

urging me to flee. I sat. nevertheless-. Per-

haps it was the bison in me.

He crept up the stairs.
I
could hear his

hind paws on the landings. Pulling back on

the hammer, I
felt better after I'd heard it

click into place. But it was not Kirt who slunk

along the walls, one side of his face in the

shadows. I! couldn't be Kirt, for the face

was ail wrong. There was no cleft in the

chin, the nose did not jut from the flatness

of the face, and the canines no longer

looked merely awkward. They looked like

they could tear flesh.

I
held the image of the sheep-woman in

my mind, then tasted the same sourness

in my mouth as when I'd been in the park

where Hellea had died. This man was mad.

He thought himself a real werewolf, an an-

imal that had never existed except in the

imagination of chimera-wearers. And now
he'd bought another chimera. Still were-
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no other explanation.

I
thought of Hellea, .felt her touch, deli-

cate even in my imagination, on my throat

and face. This man, this thing, had mur-

dered her. I
pulled hard on the revolver's

".r pger listening to the roar of it as it fired.

The darkness
I
hid in was illuminated by

the flash, and in the b r ief glare I saw Kirt

stagger and heave against the wall. He was

down on the floor now, slumped in the

junction oi floor and wall.

"Kirt?"
I
asked. He nodded after what

seemed too long a pause.

"Does this mean you don't love me, Hel-

lea?" he asked, his breathing labored as

he moved one furred hand to hold the

wound at his side. The corridor was filled

with his odor. It was the same clinging scent

I'd smelled before. But there was no small

dead thing in the corner now. There was
only Kirt. "I came to you, Hellea. We belong

together, you and I. We've no choice now.

I know the others wan: mc cead. They want

you dead, too. for consorting with a hu-

man. She's dead now, and there's only me.

You can't go back to the others: they'll kill

you." His speech was understandable but

only barely so, for his voice was surpris-

ingly deep and filled with noises from Ihe

back of his throat.

"Hellea is dead, Kirt. You killed her. Don't

you remember? In the park tonight."

He was silent for the longest time.

"Kirt?"

"No. I killed the other one. The human
who wore the bison.

I
smelled her, Hellea.

At first I thought she was one of us. Her

smell fooled me. But she was human."

Memories came to me of Hellea and me
lying together, her fingers pressing her

odors into my back, our scents mixed in

our lovemaking. I breathed the corridor's

smell and knew it was near Hellea's per-

iume. Not identical, just as a woman smells

vaguely diiferent from. a man, but near,

Hellea's perfumed scent, Kirt's too-sweet

odor. Female and male.

"Hellea is dead. I'm Courtney," I
hissed,

knowing now what he was here for.

"No, you are Hellea," he whispered. "I

wear the chimera," he said, pulling two oi

the cloaks from the clenched fingers ol his

other hand. "One is for this," he said. Slowly

and in obvious pain, he pulled one over his

head until il was straightened. For a mo-

ment his outline shimmered gently, as

everyone's does when a chimera is first put

on. Then the image solidified, and he was
Kirt, the blond hair hanging over the eyes,

his chest thin, his hands delicate and long-

fingered. There was still a blotted stain at

his side. "The other one makes me this,"

he whispered hoarsely, removing the hu-

man chimera and pulling on ihe other cloak.

As soon as his outline cleared, I could see

the werewolf iace he'd always shown me.

It had the cleft chin, the jutting nose, the

vaguely human features. He pulled it off

quickly, then threw them both in front of me.

He was the werewolf again, the different

one, the one with few human characteris-

tics. No cleft chin, no thrusting nose. He
grimaced, and canines showed.

I looked at the heavy revolver in my hand.

The bullet had not been silver, yet he was
wounded. That meant he had staged the

fear and pain- from my cane's silver head

to make me be : evo hewas a human were-

wolf, a fantacin-driven imitation.

"You are one of us, "Kirt said. "I love you,

Hellea, You never should have left me."

"You're mad," I whispered.

"I won't touch you again, I promise." he

said sofliy. "I know why you left me. It was
because I told them what I was. There's no

harm in that anymore. The humans don't

believe in us, Hellea. They think we're only

wearing these." He waved to the dark

cloaks in fronl of me. "There's no danger in

telling them what we are. We're finally safe.

Don't you see that?" He stopped, drawing

breaths in short gasps.

"You're mistaken, Kirt," I said softly. "I'm

not one of you, whatever you are."

"I smelled you. I'm not wrong. There was
werewolf scent from your apartment. You

were clever to room with a human. Hellea.

Very clever." he said, his breath sounding

loud in the 'close corridor.

This thing, this madman, had smelled

Hellea? "You got confused by the chimera,

Kirt," I said slowly. "You smelled my -scent

on Hellea, hers on me. You made a mis-

lake, Kirt. You killed her instead of me."

"No, you're wrong. I killed the right one.

You are Hellea. Take off the chimera," he

said, sliding his body toward me. "Let me
see you for what you are."

Even though I knew now what Hellea had

been, even though I now realized why she

had not wanted lo involve the p.o.'s,
I
knew

I had loved her. She had tried to conceal

herself by living with me, by mixing my hu-

man scent with hers. She had even tried to

hide me from Kirt by rubbing her scent on

me, but it had only resulted in her own
death. I pulled the hammer of the revolver

back Once again. There were no silver bul-

lets, but there were still five more with lead

tips. They would do. "NO!" 1 screamed.

"There is nothing more!" And I yanked hard
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on the tngge' "ioarrig tie explosion Ihree

times before I could pull my finger from the

weapon. I lugged and lugged on Ihe

bloodied fur of Kirt's arm and chest, but

there was no chimera cloak to pull off. He
had been telling me the truth. He was a
werewolf. Had they always existed, or had
they slid into the world when chimera and
fantacin made the boundaries ol man and
beast blurry and vague?

I thought of my fear of Kirt when he'd

pounded on my door. I had worried about
what he would do if he got inside, not

knowing there was already one like him in

my bed.

Kir! and Hellea's Kind were outnum-
bered by the humans who dressed as

them. Hellea had left him because he was
insane, daring to let humans know the truth.

Who else besides me had he told? But he'd

been right; it was a safe time forthem. Hide
amongst those who look like you, and no
one will hunt you down. They prospered in

this time of illusion. What was another
werewolf in a crowd of chimera?

I left Kirt there on the Moor of the corridor.

pooled darkness around him. Someone
would have called the p.o.'s when the re-

volver fired, and I had to be far from here
when they arrived. Who could

I
trust? Who

was real when any could hide behind the

chimera? What if a werewolf, a friend of

Kirt's, wore a chimera that disguised him
as a p.o. investigator?

I wanted to go to the morgue, where Hel-

lea's body was waiting for cremation. They
were sure to find that she was not human
when they pulled off her bison chimera for

-

the autopsy. What would they think? Would
they hunt down the real werewolves? How?
The p.o.'s could never ban chimera cloaks.

and those like Kirt would always hide be-
hind them. 1 was the only one who could

identify them when they wore chimera.
Hellea's and Kirt's peculiar scents could not

be forgotten. And even if
I did want to help

the p.o.'s, which I did not, they wouldn't be
able to protect me forever. Sooner or later

one like Kirt would reach me. But there was
no time to see Hellea as she really was, so
I slipped out of my building and walked
into the cool streets. Shadows moved on
the far side of the pavement, shadows that

slithered away too easily to be chimera-
driven men playing at being wolves. The
others that Kir: had :aikecl about, no doubt.

The other werewolves who wanted him and
Hellea dead. Who did they wait for now?
Kirt or his murderer?

I walked quickly to the tram stop, hear-

ing my heels click on the pavement, won-
dering when

I would hear the first howl. But
it was silent, and they never came any
closer than when I'd first seen them. Per-

haps they still smelted werewolf on me, I

thought, as I looked down at. my hands,
black in the dim light trom Kirt's blood:

There was no time to be sick. No time tor

anything,
J. thought, but running.

I snort and feel the air rush into my throat.

Breathing out, the noise sounds loud in my
ears. My hands are thick hooves.rny wrists

heavy forelegs thai £CU ff a- the dirt, send
it billowing into the still air. The dust motes
glint slightly in the three-quarter moon's
light. I've swallowed a low dose of fantacin

again and so slide in and out of myself. It

is always like this lately. Not because
I
want

to feel human but because I have no
choice; I have little of the drug left, and

I

cannot go back to the village ten miles

away. The last time
I was there I'd over-

heard someone ask for me. It was not a
p.o., for they have a certain look about
them. This man was thin, blond-haired, and
reminded me of Kirt.

My head swings slowly, and I feel grass
in my mouth. Is it really there, or is it only

fantacin that makes me feel it? I'm not sure,

I always think of Hellea, except when
I

have fantacin to make me lorget. involun-

tarily
I shudder, feeling my bulk move in the

night. I had loved her.

The prairies. I am finally here, though not

for the reasons I'd once wanted. Wolves,
real wolves, had tracked their meat for days,
weeks sometimes. Werewolves are not so
different. They are intelligent and can feel

the rush of revenge as they think of one
who can expose them, whoknows how to

identify them. They want to remain un-
known, as they've always been. They know
I am the only one who can help the p.o.'s

track them down. That is why they follow

me across the grasslands.

Or is if only to thank me? The were-
wolves had wanted Kirt dead as much as

'
I had. Perhaps they follow to simply thank
me for doing what they were ready to do
themselves. I hope that, but I do not be-
lieve it, I am too dangerous to them while

alive. The sudden howl from the gully to Ihe

south is piercing and makes the entire herd
shuffle in the dust, nervous at the sound.
There are no real wolves alive. And that is

not a coyote's call.

They will not make a mistake again. I

have no werewolf smell on me this time, for

it has been months since I'd last loved one
of them. Unknowingly loved,

I remember.
The howl comes again, shorter this time,

closer to the edges of the herd,
I vaguely

hear a bull bellow—once, twice. They are
creeping toward me from the gully. A scent
drifts to me. Both male and female track
me, I can tell. They have not even bothered
to come from downwind.

I
wish that it were chimera, not reality,

which stalks me. But bison do not wish, do
not think. Stupid animal.

If only I can make it clear that I had loved
one of them. I've killed the madman among
you. I will not help the p.o.'s hunt you. Only
leave me alone and alive. She'd loved me
.too, I want to tell them. Hellea had tried to

protect me, If one of you could love me,
what harm can I do to you? But I don't think

they'll listen to me. I delude myself with false

hope. They settle matters with violence;

what rumors we have of them have told me
that.

And as I feel myself slip into the grasp
of fantacin, I wonder if I will feel it when they
come to worry my throat.

I wish not.DQ
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Omni: Why do you say we need a deeper

understanding of space than physicists

typically have?

Penrose: The siructure we think of as space

is extremely arbitrary. It seems slrange to

have chosen three-dimensional space or

four-dimensional space lime based on real

numbers. I
Ihoughl there must be some-

thing deeper and more mathematical be-

hind it. In a radio talk once [astrophysicist

and cosmologist Sir] Fred Hoyle asked

some questions that, he said, we lend to

think of as not being part of science. One
was, "Why is the universe here at all?" I

wondered what answer you could give to

such a question. In malhematics, exist-

ence means essentially that something

doesn't lead you into a contradiction.

Mathematical existence is a very free idea;

it includes lots of things you don't think of

existing in the commonsense. physical

world. But I always telt that mathemalical

and physical existence are more closely

connected and that somehow physical

reality could be rooted in malhematics.

Some things in malhematics have a more

profound existence lean ether things do.

And I feel thai physical reality is likely to be

tied to those deeper maine'-atic-al entities,

such as complex numbers.

Omni: So you are one of the mathemati-

cians who feei-: m c: i'it>"'ati;;al things ac-

tually exist in physical reality''

Penrose: Well, at the deepest level physi-

cal reality is not such a clear thing! Scien-

tists often wonder whether mathematical

objects are really there or not. Or is it all in

the mind? Mahornaticia-is get a very con-

crete, Platonic picture of mathematical

concepts, believing that they have a real

existence that is completely independent

of people thinking about (hem. But what is

physical reality? Take a commonsense
thing like this table. [He pounds his lisl on

the table surface ] Good, solid stuff, but

what is it really? You can construct various

mathematical models that describe how
Ihis table behaves if you hit it, burn it, blow

it up, or irradiate it with neutrons. You say

that it's made up o( these little objects

—

protons and electrons and so on, with

electromagnetic and nuclear forces. To

describe these you need quite a sophisti-

cated mathematical theory. We speak of

electrons as things, but if you take two

electrons, you can't meaningfully say that

one of these is one electron and the other

is the other electron. According to quan-

tum mechanics, they are just an entity lhal

is two electrons. And if you rearrange them,

you get something that changes the sign

of the state vector. Now what does that

mean? Thai's a prelty abstract mathemat-

ical concepl. This idea of physical reality

as a concrete, clear-cut picture is far from

(he trulh. The ultimate picture ol reality must

be different from the picture we have now
and cannot have anything but a mathe-

matical and abstract character.

Omni: You sound more like a philosopher

than a physicist!

Penrose: In a way I am. In my own thinking

the driving force is the pursuit ol a mathe-

matics that doesn'l seem to be just arbi-

trary choices. Why is space three-dimen-

sional when it might have been seven-

dimensional? Something special about the

structure of space and lime as we know it

has led us to certain k'-nds of descriptions.

We could have been living in a world with

seven dimensions. Some people say we
do. Modern theorists tend to talk of invisi-

ble dimensions, but I am not terribly happy

with that line ol thought.

Omni: So are we any closer to understand-

ing empty space now?
Penrose: We don't understand full space.

and there isn't a clear distinction between

empty and lull. Yet finding a better de-

scription of empty space isn't a trivial activ-

ity. Twistor theory, in a sense, attempts a

reformulation of empty space. Empty space

is the potential to have things in it. It's all

there, in a sense— curve it and you pro-

duce gravity. In the twistor approach you

curve it other ways and you produce elec-

tromagnetic and other fields.

Omni: Did you think up Iwistors to help

reach a deeper understanding of the

structure of space?
Penrose: Yes. Twistors are a technique for

describing things differently. You normally

think of space as being built up of a pri-

mary object, the point, and that it's a col-

lection of all these points. In the twistor ap-

proach you don't think of the point as being

the primary object. The point is a second-

ary object constructed out of twistors.

Twistor space is a mathematician's idea of

space, as opposed to physical space.

Things are turned inside out. Twistor space

is thought of as more fundamental. The

point in ordinary space is an object in eight-

dimensional twistor space.

Omni: For anyone jnfamihai w:th the math-

ematics, that's pretty hard to understand.

To quote your own words, "What hope is

there for the ordinary man or woman to find

solace in the "-caning anc harmony of ihis

world" if it depends on such abstract and

complicated math?

Penrose: Oh, dear. Oh, yes. Well, things

should get better organized. That's one

thing about mathematics. It can seem very

obscure, complicated, and abstract, and

then the whole approach can be improved

until what's going on becomes much more
transparent. Calculus is a good example

of where ideas came along afterward and

made the whole thing more coherent and

acceptable and understandable, whereas

initially it was more mysterious.

Omni: If your dreams are realized with

twistor theory, what do you think would be

accomplished?

Penrose: One would be able to make pre-

dictions, especially in particle physics. Why
do electrons, protons, and neutrons have



[ho masses I hoy nave7 This is -.orally 'mys-

terious. Al the moment twistor Iheory

doesn'l account for ihese masses either.

But that certainly would be one of its goals.

To understand properly what is going on in

particle physics, one needs to reformulate

space-time. This is what twistor theory

does. It gives you a completely difierent

- understanding ot the structured space. In

the long run I believe that view is going to

lead to difierent insights .and new theories.

Omni: Wasn't part of your motivation in

pursuing twistors the desire to apply com-

plex numbers, used in guantum mechan-

ics, to larger-scale physics?

Penrose: I feel very strongly about the

power of complex numbers. One sees

complex numbers as playing a very, very

powerful, deep role in the structure of

space-time. When one knows how to look,

these complex numbers are all there.

Omni: Does the fact that Maxwell's theory

equations and half of Einstein's equations

emerge beautifully from twistor theory help

to prove you are onto something big?

Penrose: It's difficult to form a clear view

on that. If I wanted to explain the virtues of

twistors to a physicist who doesn't partic-

ularly want to know about them, I'd have a

tough time persuading him or her that twis-

tor theory is worih doing, especially if he

just wants to. see physical answers come
out ol it. That's one reason why twistor the-

ory isn't widely accepted in the physics

community. Yet there's an awful lot of dafa
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around in particle physics Mat has no ex-

planation and that people sweep under the

rug—the masses of the particles, the

strengths of the interactions, and so on.

There is a recent development, called

superstring theory, that does attempt, like

twistor theory, to dig deeper at the level of

space-time structure. There is some inter-

re.a:ionship with twistor theory, but it in-

volves a number of extraspatial dimen-

sions, which twistor theory doesn't. I tend

to regard it as grossly overstated in its

claims, although some people are actually

using a form of twistor theory within su-

perstring theory.

Omni: Stephen Hawking suggested phys-

ics is finished except for the details. Do
you agree with him?

Penrose: That can't be right! You have to

be overoptimistic in any science or math-

ematical activity, especially particle phys-

ics. Otherwise you give up and do some-

thing else. But I don't share Hawking's

optimism! Real understanding isn't all that

close. And if he were right, my personal

view would be, "My goodness, how de-

pressing!" Particle physicists may not ap-

preciate the scope of mathematics, but the

kind of ultimate answer I envision is some-

thing with a much more compelling math-

ematical structure.
I
just can't see a final

answer remotely resembling what we
presently understand as the physical laws.

Omni: You've noted that Einstein grew to

appreciate the power of math more as his

thinking matured.

Penrose: Einslein was very much a physi-

cist with tremendously powerful physical

instincts tor understanding what was going

on. As a mathematician he was good, but

he didn't have the same absolutely clear

insight. He himself admitted as much. In

his younger years his pnysioai instincts en-

abled him to make these tremendous in-

sights. General relativity was hard work

because his math wasn't quite strong

enough for him to. get at it directly. And his

siruggle made him realize how powerful

and necessary mathematics would be to

make future advances, He was not suc-

cessful in developing a unified field theory

because he found himself driven into areas

where the mathematics was a stronger in-

gredient. He couldn't develop the neces-

sary next step from his physical insights

alone. To some extent he was led astray.

Omni: How did you feel when the journal

The Economist asked you how much
money mathematics generates?

Penrose: The question incensed me! The

whole way it was worded, everything seen

in terms of immediate economic advan-

tage, went completely against the grain. I

was so incensed I wrote a letter pointing

out how completely alien their values were

to me. There is no question that mathe-

matics has tremendous impact. Engineers

couldn't build bridges, buildings, or air-

planes without calculus and differential

equations, all of which were invented by

mathematicians three hundred years ago.

Newton had no idea he was putting Britain

on its economic feet by inventing calculus.

Mathematics is very, very cost-effeciive. As

scientific activity goes, it's ridiculously

cheap. You need a typist, a Xerox ma-

chine, a library, travel money for confer-

ences, maybe a word processor. Its real

justification is the same as most arts. Like

artistic creation, math is an end in itself,

You are striving for truth as well as beauty.

Omni: Murray Gell-Mann told Omni that his

most important theoretical tool was his

wastebasket. What do you do with your

mistakes and dead-end work?

Penrose: I'd like to emphasize how impor-

tant it is to know of ideas that don't work.

It's one of the mislortunes of the present

system that resU'.s a '-2 published only if they

work.-Thls means if you try something that

doesn't work, you don't publish it, even if it

would be valuable to others. It develops

my instincts about things, to know that a

line doesn't work. The hours I spend be-

fore realizing a line doesn'l work may seem

at the time like a great waste, but in fact it

has very great value because it develops

my feelings about which things are worth

following up.

Omni; Mathematicians are often unpreten-

tious. Is il a humbling profession?

Penrose: Yes. 1 think ii is. It's because you're

conlronted with truth, and there's nothing

you can do about it. Whatever you have

thought, if someone can demonstrate

something else is right, then you have to

change your mind.DO
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as it enters lower atmospheric pressure Ihe

whirlwind condenses, making the funnel

visible. The suction within this funnel is un-

measurable; Supercells reach down from

the bellies of towering cumulonimbus
clouds like obscene snakes or elephant

trunks, alternately spitting out winds or

sucking up anything from the eyes of geese

to a railroad car. A tornado is born.

No nation on earlh has been struck by

more tornadoes than the United States,

where twisters have killed more people over

the last 70 years than all the floods and

hurricanes combined. Although Tornado
'

Alley, which spans the Great Plains, gets

pummeled the hardest, the most devastat-

ing Iwisters generally strike the more heav-

ily populaied east and northeast sections

of the country, areas where tornadoes are

least expected and where tornado watches

most often go ignored.

Tornadoes, in fact, burst out of hiding so

quickly there is little time for an effective

warning. They can stay on the ground for

a few seconds or more than three hours.

They can range from a few feet to more

than two miles wide, running along a de-

stuctive path of a few feet to more than 200

miles. Inside the tornado's funnel, winds

can rage at speeds of more than 300 miles

an hour. The most fearsome tornadoes

travel in packs, one following another, strik-

ing different but parallel paths.

Weiss is not alone in trying to outwit these

monsters. At the National Severe Storms

Laboratory in Norman, Oklahoma, mete-

orologists have another weapon to use: the

Totable Tornado Observatory, or TOTO, an

acronym inspired by Dorothy's feisty dog

in The Wizard of Oz. A brash team of sci-

entists is hell-bent on placing TOTO, a 400-

pound canister of instruments, directly in

the path of a tornado to measure its wind

speed and direction, temperature, electri-

cal activity, and pressure. With such data

widely available, forecasters might be bet-

ter able to predict exactly in what location

a tornado will touch down.

Besides TOTO, scientists at the National

Center for Atmospheric Research in Boul-

der, Colorado, are working on mathemati-

cal models and supercomputers that will

combine forecasting theory with practical

meteorology. Such work will fine-tune all

weather predictions.

Researchers a! the New Mexico Institute

of Mining and Technology have used small

airplanes to launch rockets loaded with

probes into the guts of tornadoes. Al-

though the rockets have yet to prove them-

selves, scientists hope this technique will

help improve predictions of tornado be-

havior. And at the Kansas City center, the

Techniques and Development Unit has

been planning Ihe use of these new tech-

nologies at weather stations throughout the

United States. Most promising is a system

known as NEXRAD, a computer-en-

hanced version of Doppler radar.

Doppler racai car, scan clouds as far as

140 miles away. NEXRAD "will be able to

slice a storm cell in any direction, swiftly

assimilating data such as wind, wind shear,

turbulence, hail, and temperature and dew-

point differences.

Another aid will come from a system

called AWIPS-90—Advanced Weather In-

teractive Processing System. It will provide

data to make quick, short-term forecasts,

such as those for tornadoes, when warn-

ings of minutes or even seconds could save

lives. Using a GOES receiving antenna and

a linkup with the computers at the Kansas

City forecast center, an AWIPS will be in-

stalled at local weather stations across the

country, spotting and analyzing clouds at

any town or airport.

The problem for Steve Weiss on May 31

,

1985, was that the use of these technolo-

gies lay mostly in the future. It won't be until

1990 and beyond that such theories and

experiments will be nailed into hardware.

Despite all the forecasting advances that

have been made in the twentieth century,

predicting the exact time and place a tor-

nado will hit is impossible.

At 3:52 pm. Weiss took a hard look at his

radar. After puzzling hours of inactivity,

everything suddenly appeared to come to

a boil just east of Cleveland. It was unbe-

lievable. "There was suddenly a line of su-

percells merging like army divisions," said

a Pittsburgh forecaster later. "The radar

screen looked like it had measles."

Weiss cautiously called for a preliminary

severe weather watch, but he stopped

short of a tornado watch, in order to avoid

a false alarm. Because ordinary radar at

weather-forecasting sites near the super-

cells are unable to detect the speed or di-

rection of winds inside the cells that can

form a tornado, forecasters must wait for

"hook" echoes, which look like fishhooks,

to appear on their radar screens. The hook

indicates precipitation wrapped around a

rotating column of air that can form a tor-

nado. When hook echoes appear, tornado

warnings are issued. The problem: Hook
echoes often appear only after the torna-

does have struck.

At 4:15 PM; Weiss called Cleveland fore-

caster Marvin Miller, who confirmed that the

western point of the frontal attack was near

Akron and moving eastward. Ten minutes

later Weiss typed out Tornado Watch Num-
ber 211:

BULLETIN—IMMEDIATE

BROADCAST REQUESTED

TORNADO WATCH NUMBER 211

4:25 PM EST FRI MAY 31 1SB5

THE NATIONAL SEVERE STORMS FORECAST CEN-

TER HAS ISSUED A TORNADO WATCH FOR

PORTIONS OF EASTERN OHIO

PORTIONS OF NORTHERN PANHANDLE, W. VA.

PORTIONS OF WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA

PARTS OF SOUTHWEST NEW YORK

PORTIONS OF CENTRAL AND EASTERN LAKE ERIE

I LAKE ONTARIO



Your Intuitive

Self

A Cosmic Link

We think today in terms of remote

galaxies, island universes millions of

light-years away. Such thinking suggests our

detachment from the Cosmic—as though we

were but an isoiatcd spec]; in a universal sea

of energy. Actually, cosmic forces continually

flow through you. The c'.-nsci'-iusnas of each

cell in your body is a vital link, with the

cosmic order that governs the phe

the

"•hat subtle urge you occasionally experi-

odoo
scintillating idea that suddenly flashes into

consciousness from seemingly out of

nowhere— they are the functions of your

intuitive self. This threshold of Infinite Con-

sciousness is not in the great reaches of space

but rather in the intimate processes of your

The intuitive self existing in the higher

levels of your consciousness is potential with

the vital force which you need for personal

achievement.

The Rosicrucians

Invite You . . .

The Rosicrucians, a worldwide philosoph-

ical organization (not a religion), have

for centuries encouraged and aided men and

women to penetrate the unrevealed attri-

butes of self.

They invite you to obtain an attractive free

book, The Mastery of Life. It tells how, in

the privacy of your own home, you can dis-

cover and use natural la'.M int trie attainme lit

of your desires. Write to:

Scribe KDR

ROSICRUCIAN ORDER
(AMORC)

RosicrucianPark,SanJose,CA 95191, U.S.A.

i-i- Rii..;(yiti>.!.:>:?- .:.'»';;

• not a religion

• honpolitical

• nonprofit
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TOPMArjQI-S . . LARGE HAIL . . . DANG-IROuS

LIGHTNING AND DAMAGING THUNDERSTORM
WINDS ARE POSSIBLE.

THE TORNADO WATCH AREA IS ALONG 70 STAT-

UTE MILES NORTH AND SOUTH OF A LINE 20

MILES SOUTHWEST OF AKRON OHIO TO 20 MILES

SOUTH OF ROCHESTER NEW YORK.

PERSONS IN THESE AREAS SHOULD BE ON THE

LOOKOUT FOR THREATENING WEATHER CONDI-

TIONS AND LISTEN FOR POSSIBLE WARNINGS.

Alter the tornado watch was released, lo-

cal stations afiecied by the storms be-

came responsible for issuing warnings,

which would be relayed lo the public by

the National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration (NOAA) weather radio; TV;

amateur radio operators; and lire, police,

and other public officials, as well as the

Emergency Broadcasting Station in each
of the affected areas.

As Weiss tapped out his warning in Kan-

sas City. Linda Quay stood in her kitchen.

While her three children and one of her

neighbor's kics scarnpeed around her. she

took a platter of haddock out of the refrig-

erator to get ready for supper. Neither she

nor Sandra Stahlsrnith, a few blocks away,

noticed the weather.

Al the Erie weather station, chief Dave

Bell manned the radar. Volunteer ham-ra-

dio operators were mobilized as well. Bell

had been scanning the massive super-

cells when suddenly a clear hook echo

flashed on his screen. At the same time a

radio call came in from a spotter. Several

tornadoes—a family, in fact—had hit the

ground. Warnings were immediately shot

out over every available channel.

At 5:15 pm. in the northwest corner of

Pennsylvania a giant tornado, two city

blocks in width, roared down on Albion.

When thirteen-year-old Tracy Petrilla saw it

she dove into a ditch. She watched the tor-

nado split in two. The halves passed her,

re-joined, and headed toward town.

Linda Quay's dog began to whimper and

cower for no appsrorr. reason. Then an

enormous thunderclap rattled Ihe house.

All the lights went out, but because this was

not uncommon during storms at the Quay
household, Linda had sconces available.

She began to light the candles, to the chil-

dren's delight.

As she lit the last candle she heard a

strange, overpowering roar. Instinctively

she knew it was a tornado. She screamed

at the kids to. grab Bonnie Sue from the

high chair and run to the cellar. She started

lo go upstairs to open Ihe windows a crack

and then ihought better of it. Then she

turned to put out the candles in case of fire.

As she did the roar of the tornado blotted

out the sound of everything else. The din-

ing-room windows burst into thousands ot

shards. The glass punctured her face,

.scalp, and body but missed her eyes. She

dropped on her knees to crawl to the

kitchen. 'She noticed something moving

across the dining-room table. It was Bon-

nie Sue, still in her high chair. With the glass

(lying and timbers cracking throughout the

house, Linda craved f-an;:;:ally below the

height of the windowsill to Bonnie Sue's high

chair. Then she reached up and tilted it

downward until the baby was on the floor.

She pulled ihe child protectively under her

chest and crawled toward the kitchen and

the cellar door.

She was shocked lo find that the other

children could not open the door against

the suction. Still shielding Bonnie Sue. she

tugged with all her strength until the door

opened. She and the lour children slid

down the steps to the cellar.

In her house on the corner of Thornton

and East Pearl streets. Sandra Stahlsrnith,

four months pregnant, heard the roar She

managed to shepherd all the children into

the fruit cellar, placing them againsi the wall

under the cellar steps. The space was
black and dank. In front of them was a

sturdy table cove-rod with canned fruits and

vegetables. She tried protecting the six-

year-old with her body and one arm, while

holding the baby with the other.

The heart of the lornado exploded like a

bombshell. The roof—the entire house-
crashed in above them. Linda began to

pray. Then she felt the wall she was leaning

against collapse against her back. It bent

her double, pressing he against the heavy

table in front of her, crushing six-year-old

Luke's head against it. She tried with all her

strength to hold the wall back, but she was
bent at a right angle. All her weight was
pressing on Luke's head. She left him take

two sharp breaths, and then he was still.

The others were clear of the wall and safe.

But Luke was dead. Eleven others in Al-

bion died with him.

Barely live minutes after the twister had

all but obliterated Albion, another tornado

churned into Atlantic, some 20 miles to the

south. Amish Bishop Yoder saw it from the

distance, a funnel half a mile wide. It

slopped dead over the center of the vil-

lage, spewing out heavy debris as if the

town had been made of sawdust. Except

for the Congregational Church, the village

simply disappeared. One ol Yoder's rela-

tives, running for the cellar, was picked up

and whirled ne-oiessy against a neigh-

bor's barn. Six people lay dead at a nearby

trailer park, their trailers crushed like alu-

minum beer cans. The twister, after de-

stroying Atlantic, continued eastward for 50

miles, crushing everything in its path.

Meanwhile, the National Weather Ser-

vice stations in Cleveland, Erie, Youngs-

town, and Pittsburgh were trying desper-

ately to keep up with the flood of reports

from spotters and amateur radio opera-

tors. The situation was changing from min-

ute to minute, and getting the information

to the public was nearly impossible, be-

cause mosi powc lines were down.

Marvin Millet in Cleveland got on the

phone to coordinate his local situation with

the National Weather Service Office at the

Youngstown airport. So did Chuck Heckler

in the Pittsburgh office. Both desperately

needed Youngstown to fill the gap be-

tween their stat.ons. But the ne was dead.



Lightning and winds had completely shut

down the Youngstown iacility. The com-
puters had crashed, the phone lines were
dead, the lights were gone. The oulage had
come at precise 1

'/ The tine when one of the

most powerful tornadoes in the history of

the United States was sweeping north-

east, directly :owa'o "ourgstown.

The twister hit Newton Falls, Ohio, just

about an hour after Atlantic was demol-
ished. Captain Clayton Reakes of the Pub-
lic Safety Reserves saw it from the roof of

the Municipal Building. He had been wait-

ing for it ever since the first tornado watch
went out (rom Kansas City. From his hand
radio he ordered the town sirens to go off.

A hundred bingo players at the American
Legion hall next door, warned by Captain

Reakes, dove for safely under the tables.

As they did the ceiling crashed down on
them. Directly across the street the posl

office literally vanished. So did the Sohio

gas station. The center of town was a

specter of its former Norman Rockwell im-

age, but no one was killed.

Niles, Ohio, just to the east, was not so
lucky. Without warning, more than 20 cars

were lifted, like whirling autumn leaves, from

a parking lot and dumped on a cemetery
as tombstones tumbled. A freight train was
plucked from its wheels and smashed. The
Niles Roller Rink and Niles Park Shopping
Pla2a were leveled. I beams were twisted

[ike pretzels. A house across Route 422 was
borne up into the air, as the bodies of three

elderly people were lifted across the road,

one of them in several pieces.

Just over the border, in Wheatland,
"

Pennsylvania, Little League umpire Dave
Kostka heard the roar and saw the killer

twister bear down on the ballpark. He yelled

to the spectators to grab the kids and dive

for the dugout. With the dugout full, he
pulled his seven-year-old niece and her

friend into his Blazer and tried to dodge
the..funnel. His vehicle was lifted in the air

and then fell down. He threw the children

into a shallow ditch and dropped on top of

them. In seconds he was ripped away,

spun several hundred feet against a col-

lapsing wall. His body was identified by his

blue umpire suit with a baseball in the

pocket. The children lived. After less than

a minute most of the industrial town of

Wheatland lay in rubble.

By 7:30 rm. four killer tornadoes had
gouged their way eastward from Ohio
through Pennsylvania. There had been only

fragmentary communication between the

towns and villages. Rescuers were too busy
digging out the maimed and the dead,
clearing paths through trees and fallen util-

ity poles that were splintered like tooth-

picks. As darkness approached no one
knew who was missing, who was trapped,

who was dead. People in towns thai had
been spared heard only piecemeal news
and felt that the worst was over. From
Wheatland to Lake Erie, 60 miles to' the

north, the storms were gone.

Unpredictably, the storm would hit one

final time—a fifth killer tornado that would
strike Beaver Falls and North Sewickely, just

north of Pittsburgh, al 8:10 rm Carl Mos-
ketti was wrapp nc a boric ol Paul Masson
wine for decorator Gladys Brenson at the

State Liquor Store in the Big Beaver Shop-
ping Plaza when the twister hit. Within sec-

onds both lay dead. The entire plaza lay in

ruins, its girders bent like spaghetti. The
intersection of Routes 65 and 588, with its

butcher shop, hardware store, and drive-

in theater, literally exploded as a result of

the devastating force of the tornado.

At dawn on Saturday morning, the first

of June, a s;rarge ?ighl was seen on the

Ohio-Pennsylvania border. There was the

silhouette of a caravan of frail, black horse-

drawn carriages moving along the road to-

ward Jamestown and Atlantic. They were
packed with food, grain, hammers, saws,
clothing, and treadle sewing machines.

Sturdy Amish and Mennonite farmers were
coming to help their brothers, and anyone
else, who needed aid. Nearly 1,000 more
would arrive by bus and van. They were
only one visible symbol of the assistance
that flooded the stricken towns from every

sector of the region.

Despite many such charitable acts the

statistics were grim: 89 people dead—24
in Wheatland alone. Twelve in Albion. Four-

teen in Atlantic. Nine in the Beaver Falls

area. Fifteen hundred injured. Sixteen
hundred homes destroyed. Well over $500
million in properly damage.

Several months afterward, at Kansas
City's National Severe Storms Forecast

Center, the meteorologists still felt the sting

of frustration. All the wizardry of the elec-

tronic age had not been able to pinpoint

exactly where tornadoes might strike.

Everyone knew that there would be more
killer tornadoes in the future. There would
be more watches and warnings. But at fa-

cilities in Kansas City, Oklahoma, Colo-
rado, New Mexico, and elsewhere, scien-

tists were at least trying to bring the situation

under control. And the Techniques Devel-

opment Unit of the National Severe Storms
Forecast Center is pushing ahead with or-

ganized research to aid in those agonizing

decisions in severe-storm prediction. Un-
der the direction of meteorologist Fred
Mosher, the program continues to find new
advances that bridge the gap belween
theory and front-line forecasting. A fore-

caster will'still have to make the final deci-

sion, but the new tools will give him a far

more articulate basis to do so.

On May 31
,
1985. the observations were

correct, but the Paul Revere link was weak.
.Many of the messages did not reach the

people. The future does look brighter,

however, with new aids that are coming
along in the next decaae. Mctco-oiog s;s

are a stubborn lot, and their central aim is

to' perfect the science of forecasting. The
tornado is a formidable challenge, but be-

cause it is, the search for better ways of

meeting it is acce.e.'tr.irg. and eventually

many lives will be saved.DO

IMPORTED;

Own a bottle.

It's worth the
price to have at least one
thing in your life that's

absolutely perfect.

nqueray Gin.A singuiai



PHEfUDnnEOIA

the Neoregelia carolinae fl<

scarlet fantasy world, half landscape, half

Bromeliac

flowering plants, the c

been cultivated as an ornamental for

its striking color and thick, strap'"

Its center leaves turn scarlet just before

the plant flowers, attracting birds th
"'

pollinate it. But some members of

Bromeliaceae are distinguished for other

ns: A few bear fruit—the pii

Others survive in nutrient-poor I „

cts in their watery leaf

The plants then release enzymes that

digest the nitrogen-rich bugs. Kjell B.

Sandved caught this image with a Nikon
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currency as we know it loday. That is the

wave of the future."

Even newsletter advice like his will bow
to the new technology. "I'll be talking to you

directly at home through that little black

box. The postal system will be archaic."

And what does Granville see as [he big

investment ot the future? "Invest in space

—

now— in every way you can. We will settle

there; build hotels there. I once joked it

wouldn't be long before McDonald's took

out a franchise on the moon. You can ex-

pect to see golden arches up there, too."

WALTER WRISTON

Waiter Wriston is widely acknowledged

as being responsible for transforming

Citicorp into the nation's largest bank hold-

ing company. Now retired, the ex-chair-

man lectures frequently on financial topics

and has just written a book, Risk & Other

Four-Letter Words (Harper & Row, 1986).

"Especially today," Wriston says, "a mar-

ket is not a place; it's a concept." He be-

lieves that the real market exists in the ter-

minals that light up trading rooms across

the world. By 2086 Wall Street itself may no

longer' be a financial center. "Even the

buildings will disappear over time," he says.

"There won't be a room for trading activity.

The handwriting's already on the wall. The
over-the-counter market is now com-
pletely electronic. You just go to your PC
and ring 'em up.

"By 2086 this type of global electronic

marketplace can only accelerate," he pre-

dicts. "The proliferation of futures and op-

tions markets will certainly continue to get

more complex." In response, Wall Street

will be operating 24 hours a day—perhaps

by the end of ihis century.

This globalization of the market, Wriston

believes, is creating an "information stan-

dard," Simultaneously all over the world,

traders sit in front of Dow Jones and Reu-

ters screens. They have to make decisions

that will affect the prices of gold, the dollar,

and stocks. But they are less concerned

with evaluating the mass of data than in

guessing how others will react to it. For this

traders need a basic amount ot informa-

tion; an information standard. 'And it is far

more harsh than the gold standard," ob-

serves Wriston, "because no one can re-

sign from it."

As for his own industry, Citicorp's ex-

chairman predicts the number of banks in

the United Slates will dimirish in the com-
ing decades, a trend already under way in

other countries. Like Granvie. he socs av-

erage citizens doing most of their banking

electronically with small hand-held com-
puters that can be linked to their bank ac-

counts. About another innovation—a sin-

gle, worldwide currency called the earth

dollar—he is less sanguine: "Currency is a

political thing. Science may bind the world

together, but politicians pull it apart."

Perhaps his most sia/iirg prediction is

that the average investor will have artificial

intelligence built into a personal computer

to analyze the huge number of contracts

and investment opportunities available.

Conceivably a small computer could not

only tell its owner which option is best for

that investor's portfolio,_but it could even-

tually handle the hard decisions—like when

to buy low and sell high.

ANDREW TOBIAS

Despite the fact that his computer soft-

ware Managing Your Money has helped the

small investor turn the personal computer

into a "capitalist tool," Andrew Tobias does

not think personal computers will be cru-

cial in the year 2086. "Everything will be
done telepathically. You can be hooked into

any computer or database you want. You'll

simply think what you want and you'll be
able to get it. It will be an interesting time.

"A hundred years from now," Tobias con-

tinues enthusiastically, "anyone wealthy

enough to be an investor will also be

wealthy enough to be immortal. When the

rest of the chassis has had it, your brain

will go into a brain bank." There it will con-

tinue functioning with other brains, part of

what Tobias calls a "three-dimensional

consciousness spreadsheet."

What will people invest in? Tobias be-

lieves the scarcer the commodity, the bet-

ter the investment. A hundred years from

now thai might mean oil and gold will be

upstaged by even rarer substances—such

as water and oxygen.

Tobias also envisions a world in which

huge companies will have even greater in-

fluence on the global community. 'A hun-

dred years from now there won't be any

countries; there will be global realms, such

as an IBM or aGM domain. Instead of being

American, one will be Sears," Bui he has-

tens to add that people will be free to

choose their company affiliation. "Hope-

fully," he adds, "the system will be demo-
cratic, and you'll be able to switch from one
corporate realm to another; otherwise there

would be all sorts of tyrannies."

MIKE SHERMAN

As executive vice president and chair-

man of investment policy at Shearson Leh-

man Brothers Inc.. Mike Sherman doesn't

discount the impact of a global stock mar-

ket in the twenty-first ceniury, but he be-

lieves the local exchanges, such as the

New York Stock Exchange and the Amer-
ican Exchange, will continue to play a ma-
jor role in financial services. "There always

has to be some kind of a major exchange

in each country. A global stock market

would satisfy people with global needs—
but it won'l sal sly the needs o~ small inves-

tors in each country," he suggests.

He is confident the exchanges will han-

dle the increasing volume of shares traded.

"Once, in the late Sixties, when the back

offices were s:ili shoving caner around, the

system broke down. But now, with elec-

tronic input, there is no problem."



Already the introduction of iiberoptics is

changing the way Wall Street works, and
in the future the Street may have to be re-

built from [he ground up to accommodate
it. "Any new buildings on the drawing
boards would have to have fiberoptics,"

Sherman says. "Old buildings will become
outdated technologically. They're already

pulling out the copper cables. Fiberopiics

is preferable because it is totally secure-
it's immune to electromagnetic interfer-

ence—and you can't tap it. It may even be
used instead of satellites. It will be cheaper
to communicate between London and New
York by fiberoptics."

Sherman singles out one futuristic idea

he thinks will not come to pass. Unlike Al-

vin Toffler, who coined the phrase elec-

tronic cottage to describe the home of-

fices of the future, Sherman says that

people will always prefer to separate their

home and work lives. "There will be people
who use computers to communicate be-
tween offices as we do today," he con-
cedes, "but in business you need personal

communication. And who the hell wants to

stay home all day?"

MALCOLM FORBES

Whether flying over mainland China in a
balloon or power-brokering over lunch,

Malcolm Forbes epitomizes the entrepre-

neurial spirit. The founder of the hugely-

successful business magazine that bears
his name, Forbes has been advertising his

publication lately with the motto: "Where
the future is crystal clear." And to Forbes,

the future of business is—provided we can"

avoid nuclear confrontation.

"If there is an atomic exchange in the

next hundred years, the economy would
have to be rebuilt the way it evolved. It

would be a long time before we'd be doing
anything other than bariering. But if there

ain't war, what we'll have, in terms of trade,
"

will be similar to what now exists."

As for projections of a cashless society,

Forbes is skeptical. Even with electronic

debits and credits becoming increasingly

common. Forbes insists cash is here to stay.

"I don't see us ever lacking a need for

cash," he says. "It's very hard to stop at

the corner store and pay for the morning
paper and a pack of cigarettes electroni-

cally. And. since our present system of

check writing won't exist, some jingle in the

pocket will always serve a purpose,"

Despite the recent rash of mergers,

Forbes is confident that individual entre-

preneurs will pave the way for further evo-
lution. "When they get too big, conglom-
erates, like dinosaurs, often end up
unwieldy and un-with it. Nothing |s ever
going to snuff out human freedom or the

entrepreneur who wasn't born into the oli-

garchy/hierarchy of a great company. After

all. the computer business sprang almost
totally from the little acorns of the IBM oak.

And nothing will extinguish that spirit!

Should there be an atomic war, the'only

asset humans will have left is entrepre-
neurial determination: to have" one more

handful of corn so your kids eat better than
the guy's in the next cave."

Will humans iind space to be a frontier

that promises untold investment potonlia!?

"Of course space is vital to all kinds of

services for the Information Age. People
don't realize the extent to which we are al-

ready in the Space Age. Take satellite

communication. It's part of their everyday
life when they turn on the TV set, pick up
the telephone, or look at a newspaper. Bui
unless they hurry up with serums to keep
us alive for a hundred years, I don't expect
to be around long enough to see space
become a major source of investment,"

LOUIS RUKEYSF.^

Louis Rukeyser is familiar to millions of

public-television viewers across the coun-
try as the host of Wall Street Week. For 15

years he has hosted the weekly roundiable

talk show where the country's leading
business experts discuss the week's fi-

nancial news. And he- is known to millions

more as a syndicated newspaper colum-
nist. With his usual wit, Rukeyser sums up
Low he sees Irie stock market of tomorrow.
He prefaces: "I am wary about any pre-

diction that's verifiable in less than a cen-
tury, so about this one I feel confident."

Then: "I fearlessly predict that the 'Wall

Street' of 2086 will be located wherever
modern communications can process a
transaction. People will trade whenever and
wherever they choose—not necessarily

where some fat cat in a three-piece suit

deigns to permit them. Second, I predict
that capitalism will survive and flourish

—

to the surprise and disappointment of so-
cialist theorists, big-government addicts,

and others with severely impaired mental-
ity—and to the enormous benefit of ordi-

nary people's living standards."

Like Sherman, he sees capitalism mak-
ing inroads into socialist states. "As the
twentieth century ends, even the lands of

Mao and Stalin are-edging away from left-

ist orthodoxy and toward some semblance
of economic reality." Asked if this means
that brokers would be selling mutual funds
in Leningrad, Rukeyser replies: "Probably,

but notnecessa n y L.nc'e r
I he same name."

He continues: 'Another totally guaran-
teed prediction for the Wall Street of 2086
is ihat the number and diversity of prod-
ucts and offerings will continue to expand.
One of tfie glories of a market-oriented
capitalist 'system is that consenting adults

can continually find new ways of getting

together. When this first started, the gov-
ernment-control crowd was stupefied and
outraged. It's no coincidence that some of

the most useful innovation came from those

who managed to bypass the conventional
regulatory machinery."

But there will be a. limit to what technol-

ogy can do. "With the help of twenty-first-

century accoutrements and techniques,"
he cautions, "market forecasters will still not

be able to tell you what's going to happen
a week from next Tuesday. If I am wrong,
be sure to let me know."DO
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1. (22 x 4) + 76 = 164

3. 79 + 74 + 80 = 233

6. (168 + 7 + 2) x .300 = 53100

8. 3141

10. (38 x 2) + 1 = 77

11. 57 varieties + 28flavois = 85

12. 3 x 5 = 15

13. 56 + Z = 58

14. 1929 - 23 = 1906

16. 37500 + 50 = 37550
18. 200 + 2 = 202

19. 27 x 36 = 972

DOWN

1. 17 x 9= 153

2. 101 x 45 = 4545
3. (10 x 2) + l

= 21

4- [(20,000 ^ 2) x 31 + 750 =30750
5. 160 + 147 - 307

7. .31 + 3-3 = 31

9. (1812 + 75) x 10 = 18870
12. 1961-61 (home runs in a season)

+ 9 = 1909

13. (6 x 72) + 100 = 532

14. 14 + 1 = 15

15. 7 x 8 x 3 x 4 = 672
17. 39+ 13 = 52



Readers' originals

By Scot Morris

One thing about this job—you get to hear

from a lot of readers. The puzzles

that are presented in this column and in

the book Omni Games (Holt, Rinehart

S Winston, 1983) have inspired many of

you to send me new variations on some
classic themes. This month is devoted

exclusively to some of the best of the

Omni Games mailbag.

1. THE OLD HEAD-THROUGH-CARD
TRICK. Is ii possible to cut a hole in a

3-by-5 index card that is big enough to

put your head through without tearing the

card? In the classic answer (page 89 in

Omni Games): you must follow the steps

shown in illustrations 1 ihrough 4 at right.

Recently, Craig Horwich of Gainesville,

Florida, sent us a solution thatwe had

never seen before. It seemed too simple

to be new, so we sent off a copy to

mathematical games guru Martin Gardner.

He assures us it's a new one on. him,

too. Puzzle historian Jerry Slocum says

that the head-through-card puzzle is

more than a century old, and this is the

first acceptable "second solution." The

plan is presented in illustration 5.

2. SPLIT ALPHABETS. This is one of

my favorite puzzles: the first one. in fact,

discussed in the introduction to Omni
Games. Draw the alphabet as below, with

some letters above the line and some
below, and then ask, "Where does the Z
go, and why?"

A EF HI KLMN T VWXY

BCD G J OPQRS U

What makes this such a special puzzle

is that the smarteryou are, the harder it

is. An educated puzzle-solver has so

many false hypotheses to play with—
vowel-consonant patterns, odd-even

patterns, prime numbers, the Fibonacci'

sequence, and so on. But the solution

is so simple a preliterate child could find

it. Just divide the letters into two groups—
those with straight lines and those with

curved lines.

Adolph 0. Goldsmith of Kenneti,

Missouri, has sent us two clever variations
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on this classic. In each case, where does

the Z go, and why?

A F HfjKLMNO QRS U WXY

BCDE G P T V

A EF HI LMNO RS X

3. Terry Roe of Superior, Wisconsin.

carries on the alphabet theme by asking

what these letters have, in common.

B C F H I K (si P S U V W Y

4. In a famous algebra puzzle, you are

asked to prove by apparently correct,

nSj.

logical steps that 2= 1 .
The fallacy turns

out to be that one step requires you to

divide by zero, a mathematical no-no.

Gerald Schaubman of Brooklyn, New York,

sent us an interesting corollary to this

puzzle. Using the same procedure but

making X a quantity less than V (both X and

/are any two whole, positive integers),

we have:

X < Y (Given)

XJ <XY (Multiply both

sides byX)

X2-Y^<XY-Y :; (Subtract Y?

from both)

(X+Y)(X-Y)<Y(X-Y) (Factor)

.*.X +Y< Y (Cancel out the

X~-Yterm)



Thus y plus X is less than V alone.

Where's the failacy?

5. Robert S. Rees of Los Angeles says
there's something significant about the

following time and date. What is it?

2:01.00 a.m., May 4, a.d. 765

6. L. J. Upton of Mississauga, Ontario,

sends this complement to a classic

featured on page 3 of Omni Games. What
is the next letter in this series?

EOERE

7. Richard Dalton of Wantagh, New
York, asks, "What is ihe next number in

the following sequence?"

4, 2,3.4, 6,2,3,9,_

He writes, "Hint: All remaining numbers
in the sequenced following the one in

Question, are zero."

8. In the graphic puzzle al left Charles
Olson of Toronto asks us to figure out

the code that is used and to decipher the

two words.

9. Nob. Yoshigahara, who writes a
games column for the Japanese science

magazine QUARK, calls the number
puzzle at right his "masterpiece." What
number should you put in the empty
circle? Yoshigahara was inspired by our
Impossible Box puzzle (Jerry Andrus
profile, "Magic Man," May 1980) to create

the pipe-cleaner "park-bench" scene at

far right. How was it done?
Each reader whose original idea we

used this month will receive $25 and.

a one-year subscription to Omni.

SCOTT KIM'S HAND THINGS

You know the grip of two hands shaking. .

What is the grip of three hands shaking?
That isn't a Zen koan, but if it were,

the answer would be the four photographs

on this page. Scott Kim of Stanford,

California, got the idea and considers.that

in an ideal multi-hand shake, all the

hands should be symmetrical. "I've seen
nearly thirty different three-sided shakes,"

Kim told us.

Kim also introduced us lo a two-person
hand game of his invention. Ask a partner

to scramble the first five digits and
announce them in any order-41352, say.

Hold up your right hand opposite your
partner's left hand. Consider the digits

numbered 1 to 5 starting from- the thumb.
Your partner's fourth digit—his ring

finger—must now touch your first digit,

your thumb. Then his thumb (digit 1)

touches your index finger (digit 2). The
third number is 3, so touch the middle
fingers together, and so on. The challenge

how -is to unscramble your hands and
get each digit opposite its counterpart in

the fewest number of two-finger

"exchanges." What is the maximum
number of such exchanges that will be

required in this game? Kim suggests that

once you get good at it, you can
exchange lingers without breaking contact.

Try Kim's hand game impromptu,

without analyzing it beforehand. You may
be surprised at how difticull it is lo find

the shortest route. After a while the

necessary moves become second nature,

and the challenge becomes competitive:

Who.can unscramble his fingersthe

fastest? Of course there is the factor of

how much you enjoy the hand-holding

part. This element has been suspected of

affecting the logical faculties.

We invite readers to send us sketches
or photos of other multi-hand shakes,

which we will forward to Kim.

Solutions appear on page 1 24. DO



The informative Heathkit Catalog shows

re than 450 exciting electronic prod-

ucts that will challenge, instruct, and enier-

;n you. You'll find countless kits that you

can build and enjoy, from computers and

robots to color
'J*'..- ««.»,»»-»» |

tv's and a variety of

home products.

And each is backed

jr years of

experience and

our promise,

"We won't let

MUST LIQUIDATE
AT A LOW CLOSEOUT PRICE!

ZOOM TELESCOPE

Brings distant objects up close with 9-30

power magnification! Great for observing

wildlife, scenic areas, people, etc. Ideal

for star gazing, sporting events, etc

The manufacturer overprojected demand
for this model, and now we're authorized

to liquidate this excess inventory.

Designed to high quality specifications!

Precision-ground, hard-coated, 40mm
lens. See distant objects at a strong El-

power setting A quick turn lets you ZOOM
in for a closeup at an impressive 30-power
magnification. ..or at any power in be-

tweenl Adjust focus ring for sharply de-

fined image. Protective lens caps included.

A terrific value on a very well-made

Lifetime limited warranty by vendor!

ttfr. List: *99.95

Price . .

*49

Toll-Free: 1-800-328-0609

EAR/IES
2a. Below, to rhyme with the other letters

below the line. 2b. Below. Lefters above

the line, when spoken, begin wifh a vowel.

Those below begin with a consonant.

3. These are ihe elements that have one-

letter symbols: boron, carbon, fluorine,

hydrogen, iodine, potassium, nitrogen, ox-

ygen, phosphorus, sulfur, uranium, vana-

dium, tungsten, and yttrium.

4. Because X is less than V (X < V, equa-

tion 1), X-Y is a negative number. When
the X—V term is canceled out you are di-

viding by a negative number. When you

divide an inequality by a negative number,

the direction of the inequality sign re-

verses. Thus X + V<y becomes X+Y>Y.
This brings the universe back to sanity.

5. It begins the first second ot the sec-

ond minute of the third hour of the fourth

day of the fifth month of the sixth year of

the seventh decade of ihe eighth century.

6. These are the last letters of the first

five numbers: one. two, three, four, five. The

next letter in the series is X.

7. 8. Each number represents Ihe num-

ber of letters in the question: "What is the

next number in the following sequence?"

What (4); is (2); the (3); and so on.

8. JULY and ILLUMINATION. The lower

halves of the "letters" are the key to solving

the puzzle. The simple "code" is effecfive

because we tend to focus on Ihe tops of

letters when irying to identify them.

9. Below is another view of the impossi-

ble bench. As tor the number puzzle, the

answer is 12, not 15, and 'hero is no mis-

print: The 7 in the last circle should be a 7,

not an 8. Most puzzlers reason that

99-72 = 27; 45-27 = 18, 39-18 = 21:

36-21 = 15:28-15 = 13. But 21 -13 = 7?

Actually the 7 is correct, and you have been

cleverly led down a garden path. The se-

quence is generated by adding single dig-

its: 7 + 2 + 9 + 9 = 27; 2 + 7 + 4 + 5 = 18:

1+8 + 3 + 9 = 21; and so on. So the num-

ber in the circle is 12.

HAND GAME. Four. Example: 51234—
each digit is off by one. On the first ex-

change it isn't possible to get more than

one finger into its correct position. Same
for the second exchange. The remaining

three fingers can be set right with a mini-

mum of two exchanges.DO
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SPACE
his own account, he had a vision. In his

mind's eye he saw the planet Mars, red

and gleaming in the darkness of space.-

Then, four years before the Wright Broth-

ers' first airplane flight, young Goddard
imagined a vehicle that could transport him

across 40 million miles of emptiness to that

haunting, luminous sphere. He spent the

rest of his life working to turn his vision into

reality. Goddard produced the world's firsl

successful rocket ship and, by so doing,

became the father of modern rocketry.

And what about the other national leader

in space exploration, the Soviet Union? I

discovered that in 1883, when Goddard
was barely a year old, scientist/engineer

Konstantin Tsiolkovsky, then twenty-six,

wrote a speculative paper on how me-
chanical propulsion could best be gener-

ated in a gravity-free environment. His de-
ductions led to the basic principles of

rocketry. By the turn of the century he was
publishing designs of rockel engines. He
was joined by a small band of scientists

who established Russia as the center' of

theoretical studies for spaceflight.

After the czarist regime was overthrown,

Tsiolkovsky came into his own. The Soviet

Union was the first nation to formally en-
dorse the goal of manned spaceflight. Their

credo was Tsiolkovsky's master plan, called

the "Fourteen Points," which included de-
veloping a rocket plane, space suits,

closed-cycle supoort sys-.cms, space sta-

tions, colonies on other planets- -all in 1930.

And the goal of the plan was Mars. Tsiol-

kovsky's heir, Frederick Tsander, had as his

motto "Forward to Mars." It was a rallying

cry echoed by scientists, politicians, and
rocket clubs throughout the Soviet Union.

In the late fall of 1983 I obtained a drafl

of "Salyut: Soviet Steps Toward Permanent
Human. Presence in Space," a report pub-
lished by the Office oi Technology Assess-
ment (OTA), a research arm of Congress.

The report noted that while the United

States pretty much gave up on manned
spaceflight between 1972 and 1982, the

Soviets maintained an unbroken commit-
ment. Af leas: one Sai/u: snaoe slation had
been in orbit since 1971.

Wrote OTA: "In some respects, the activ-

ities of the two countries in [manned
spaceflight] have resembled the race be-

tween the tortoise and the hare: While the

Soviet effort has featured apparently
steady, incremental progression along well-

defined lines of development, the United

States has typically played catch-up, us-

ing, its strong technological capacity to

produce space achievements of startling

virtuosity.'. . . Still, the Soviets have shown
considerable perseverance, and their pre-

dictions about' even bigger space sta-

tions—capable of housing large crews

—

should be taken seriously."

While we invented justifications as we
went along, the Soviets made clear from

the beginning that the aim of their space
stalion. and its complementary platforms

and vehicles, was interplanetary explora-

tion and settlement. In 1961, shortly after

he became the first person to orbit the

earth, Soviet cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin an-

nounced that the ultimate objective of his

mission was Mars. In 1970 cosmonaut
Aleksey Leonov, who would later com-
mand the Soviet portion of Apollo-Soyuz.

announced that the Russians were aiming

tor Mars. Soviet poltca eaciers invoked

the goal of interplanetary flight with the

same persistence.

"Indeed," the OTA report concluded, "the

Salyut space station may provide the core

element of a future base necessary to en-

sure the success of future trips to Mars."

Mars. It- was there at the beginning in

both space programs. The Russians clung

to it. We turned away. In so doing we lost

sight of our original goal interplanetary ex-

ploration and settlement on a scale of time

and space lhat has never before been at-

tempted. There is still time to revive that

goal and to revive the mystery and gran-

deur of a dawrirc Space Ago with a mis-

sion to the red planet.DO
Aa':irjiP,:J with permission 'rom Journeys Be-

yond the Cold War (Hill and Wang, 1986).



LAJDRD
;- By Tom Welier

^imagine a nonstop.,

straight-line route to the..

\ other side q! the • ;

/world. / don't mean one of

.
those great-circle

routes-J'm talking about a

tunnel straight -.

through the earth3 V

Finally, af'ercenluhesol uisousson the

French and English governments haw
agreed to begin yvorls on the Channel

tunnel. And every now and then there Is

tai-

one for last trains from New York to Los

.re resliy- just

smai : potatoes. The problem is thai

people jasi aren't Thinking Big-.

It was while shaving thai my Great Idea

came to mo. (Who knows where all toe

great ideas come from" Bui I'll be! thai 99

percent o" the tme -hey come to

someone who is shaving.) Like a Groat

ide

rapid trai-sit ; ;..i .,:..:. : ale, .<

completely tree. That's right, completely

free How? vol;- ask.

Imagine a nonstop, straight-toe rouie to

the other side of the world. I don i mean
'one "i those' ::. ,n mole I'm . >,- ros .

the earth's surface. 1'rn 'asking about the

rea' McCoy- a tunnel sto^ghf through the

earth. My irans-Earth transportation

system would require no ioni ot propulsion

whateve- ;ust the torce of gravity.

It. would be chitolsby simple to operate.

Rn e

poised on support arms ove' the open

mouth ol too tunnel oerhaps somewoere
in she Southern Hemisphere The lasi

passenger boards: the hoarding ramp

withdraws. A! 12:07 sharp toe arms--

fiiey've gel ciaws on the ends o\ mayoe
They're magnetic or something— release

:

.

he capsule. II drops Mho a rock down
' mio the hoie and keeps dropping fasit:''

and faster end \as\c.

What 'iart

center of iheeanh? It keeps on going. Qriry

now it's going slower arid slower because

now Ts going up, soo? It stows and

stows until fir;a!!y whoosm--- -ft pops out
"

the oi he; end of ine tunnel.

Then jus: before the caosu o can 'all

back down the hole, another so! of [hose

same ciaws or magnetic ar.ms.or

whatever gently grab it. And there we are:

' sa'e and sound on the other side ot the

No

smeily pollutants. And no charge to the

passengers, except

I dashed io my home computer to work

out the deialls. I
know I; was a simple;

matter of applying a Mile muNI.&men^ona 1

ca !

I
computed thai toe l.op speed of the .'

capsu e, a! the earlier of the earth, would

Pe exactly 24,894 miles per hour.

And believe it a not. the tola? time for

the lop to the other side oi me earth is

only 38 minutes— .ess tone than it takes

iho average s; ale-college graduate lo
'

read this ah :

cle. They won't even have time

to show a movie;

Is it sale'? you ask. Oay suppose the

folks at one station are oft on a coffee

Pioak and they fcrgei to turn on those arms

to grab toe capsule at jushShe right

moment. What will happen'? Why, the

thing, wiil iusi drop back down the hde

and pop up again. Until :t ;s stopped o e

cap ,'..;. rig back and
forth like a giant Duncan yo-yo. to the

au'iun' i

:
i i'r' !"'' ii ;

'.

serve a tree round of drinks and banc

out some more magazines for ine

passengers to mad un!:. II comes em:-

lor another try 38 minutes later.

But when I lurnoo to my giobe to plan

the.routes for a -whole network .of tunnels

linking major population centers. I ran

into a tow procerus

Re: iiium how kins '. u : C

you dug a fiole deep enough you'd, go

snaight'torough to Cnir-a? Weil actual .-

that isn't true. If turns out that if you cog a

nek '
i' 'Ut t, A-hoi

:
ri he

United States, you'd orto up in deep, cold

wa:er somewTieroc-so

There is a tiny lump of rock in the Indian

Ocean called New Amsterdam tolarto.

annul 2.000 miles southwest o:

to i 1 il i
i i put It just

opposite Hasty,- Colorado. Somehow
it didn't seem Tike a commercially viable

roue. And tool's about I tor the old USA
China isn't much belte; o" if you start

your iui no lie-: i isijin I. /on ei ri-up

ai Figait to.toesto. Argentina—whtoi =s

just a short ntoto trip up the Me iro ic

toe etrl: menf: ot fragua rrag

:
i

, .;. ! (A. , ii -ioi it / o to

popular route, although T might provide ine

Chinese witr

on the strategically vitoi I aikiand islands.)

.And : to: iel from fv'oscow. : observed.

i smack in too middle

of the label trie part where it tells you

. '.useful

information :o be sum. out there must be

an easier way to? too : i .

...: gel

in feci, the morn
i
looked, the more

it became evident that there's '- lardly any

important place just under any other.

Even so. some o ; the kandtol of ieasto e

routes might develop new patterns oi

tra=

what kino oi bustling commerco might
' develop between Djakarta, Indonesia, and

Bogota. Colombia7 Arm wouici the

Honolulu Kalahari Desoit run pump muem
noeced tourist dollar

economy'? Hey. it's worth a try. Alter

all, the ride's free.

"Oh sum. its free :f you don't count the

cost o* building an eight-ihousand-mile

tunnel through melton rock." some kl :_oy

r i'ii ,ay ..r ai g c ' ;:
'

;.

wtto this kind o; oanow-'-m ided skepticism

Ann ; say that if we think we can build a

star-wars defense system, wo can lick

•his problem.DO


